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SUMMARY 
This work is composed of three well defined parts. In Part One, the 
collapse behaviour of space trusses with hot-rolled, relatively 
thick-walled steel members is examined. A review of the literature 
relating to this subject reveals that strut-buckling will usually lead 
to global instability and progressive collapse. However, comparisons 
between theoretical and experimental observations of collapse 
behaviour show that due to imperfections, the analytical procedures 
presented to date are unable to accurately predict sequences of 
collapse. A collapse analysis computer program was therefore 
developed which incorporated member imperfections. Application of the 
technique to a number of space trusses shows that both analytical 
member modelling and, to a larger extent, imperfections, may have a 
significant influence on the sequences of progressive collapse but not 
necessarily on collapse load levels. 
Part Two of the work deals with the collapse behaviour of thin-walled 
struts. A review of the relevant literature shows that simplified 
techniques may be used to give an approximate solution to collapse 
behaviour. Such a technique, to determine the compressive collapse 
behaviour of thin plates, and thin-walled members which fail by the 
interaction of plate buckling and flexural buckling is developed. The 
validity of the method is assessed by comparisons with other 
theoretical results and experimental observations. 
Finally, in Part Three, the collapse behaviour of space trusses with 
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thin-walled members is examined. The validity of the space truss 
collapse analysis technique is assessed experimentally, using a 
prototype space truss system developed specifically for this purpose. 
The highly unstable behaviour that may occur in space trusses with 
thin-walled members is shown, and the observed response provides a 
basis for further developments of similar systems. Comparisons 
between theory and experiment further highlight the sensitivity of 
. collapse response 
to both imperfections and member modelling. 
To my mother 
and the memory of my father 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Advances in computer technology and more stringent economic 
requirements have aided the increase in efficiency and optimisation of 
large structural systems. But with this increase in efficiency and 
reduction in overdesign, failure by structural instability may become 
more likely. In structures with few members, the consequences of 
accidental local damage or unexpected overload may often be easily 
assessed, along with the consequences of failure. In structures with 
many members, however, the effects of adverse loading generally become 
considerably more complex, and the consequences of structural failure 
more serious. By the same techniques with which the systems can be 
optimised, progressive collapse behaviour should also be determined, 
and the necessary steps taken in design to ensure against the 
likelihood of such failure. 
1.1 Collapse Behaviour of Space Trusses 
By virtue of their high strength to weight ratio, suitability to 
prefabrication, and ease and speed of erection, space trusses have 
become increasingly popular in the provision of medium to long span 
roof structures. Loading is usually applied laterally and members 
carry loads primarily by axial forces. The high degree of 
indeterminacy in these systems suggest that large reserves of strength 
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may exist beyond the limit of elastic response. But recent 
investigations on the collapse response of space trusses, reviewed in 
Chapter 2, find the assumption of large strength reserves 
questionable. 
The collapse of any highly redundant structure such as a space truss 
usually involves the failure of many members. From design analyses 
the simultaneous failure of a number of members would not be expected 
under adverse loading, rather the sequential failure of many members 
leading to progressive collapse. In structures with few members we 
expect the overall structural response to be governed by the behaviour 
of component members. Thus, if a tension member yields, it may be 
expected that the structure is able to carry an increased load, but 
with reduced stiffness. Likewise, if a strut buckled it would be 
expected that a fall off in load would occur indicative of the 
post-buckling response. 
In space trusses compression members with abrupt post-buckling 
characteristics are used. Due to the presence of such a large number 
of members it is not unreasonable to expect numerous adjacent members 
to carry the load shed by a failing strut, brought about by accidental 
local damage or unexpected overload. If any of the adjacent members 
are stressed close to their limit load howeverg a further compression 
member failure may arise. This possibly will be enhanced, if the 
structural integrity of the adjacent members is influenced adversely 
by imperfections. The possibility of a chain reaction of failures due 
to just one failure gives much cause for concern, and for this reason 
it becomes necessary to determine, if possible, the failure sequences 
of members of space trusses during truss collapse. 
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Development of a rigorous analytical method to determine the collapse 
behaviour of space trusses presents a formidable problem. In any 
structural analysis however, simplifications are made and space 
trusses, by virtue of their high rigidity and load carrying 
properties, allow certain simplifying assumptions to be made regarding 
structural response. 
Members carry load primarily as axial forces, which allows the 
determination of member behaviour independently of adjacent structure 
response. Thus, if a simplified analytical description of member 
behaviour can be found, a relatively straightforward method of 
analysis can be evolved. A technique developed in this way is 
described in Chapter 3. 
Many geometrical forms of space truss have evolved over the years with 
more than 40 patent systems presently available, each incorporating 
one or more of these geometrical configurations. The collapse 
behaviour of one truss may vary considerably from that of another 
modularform, thus, the collapse behaviour of a number different 
geometrical forms is examined in Chapter 4. The influence on collapse 
behaviour of the simplifying assumptions used in the analytical method 
is also examined to some extent in this Chapter. 
The investigation of collapse response where strut buckling is 
involved would be incomplete without allowing for the influence of 
imperfections of one form or another. Numerous studies over the years 
have shown the difficulty in accurately predicting strut ultimate 
loads and the variability in this area could considerably influence 
space truss collapse response if a number of these members were 
involved in progressive failure of a truss. As yet, no detailed 
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studies have been performed to examine space truss imperfections 
involving variations in behaviour between nominally similar members. 
The analytical method therefore incorporates a means of applying 
varying imperfections to randomly chosen members. The results of 
analysing the 'perfect' trusses examined in Chapter 4, including -the 
influence of randomly chosen and preassigned imperfections, are given 
in Chapter 5. 
1.2 Cold-Formed Space Trusses 
The advantages of the versatility of thin plate in the manufacture of 
structural components may be seen in its widespread applications in 
the fields of aircraft construction, ship-building and civil 
engineering. In the latter context, however, the use of thin plate in 
the provision of major structural components is relatively new, and 
until recently uses mainly included secondary structural components 
such as cladding. The process of cold-rolling allows the rapid 
production of members and versatility in choice of section shape to 
suit structural requirements. 
With the repeatability involved in member production, thin-plate 
components seem an suitable choice for the manufacture of space 
trusses. In addition, the major expense involved in space truss 
construction is the joints and the member end connections. It is 
possible, if bolted connections are used, to provide the necessary 
member end detail at the same time as forming, thus reducing the 
expense of member connection considerably. Though space trusses which 
incorporate light-gauge thin-walled members have been developed, 
commercial space truss systems formed entirely of light-gauge 
thin-walled members have not yet been produced. 
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Thin-walled members have additional modes of compressive response not 
experienced in more conventional hot-rolled space truss members. 
Compressive instability by plate buckling, possibly in combination 
with flexural or torsional-flexural buckling may be experienced. 
The problem of plate instability has been the subject of numerous 
investigations in all the above mentioned fields of application. 
Rigorous analysis of the phenomenon can present a rather difficult 
problem, but it has been attempted by many researchers. Investigators 
have recognised that plate buckling may not represent plate failure, 
and that a considerable load may be carried beyond the onset of 
buckling. It has also been found that imperfections, inherrent in the 
most carefully manufactured plate components, play a significant role 
in determining buckling loads and through experimental work, 
theoretical methods have been modified to account for the 
imperfections. Numerous simplified techniques of analysis have also 
been attempted. 
In determining the collapse response of space trusses with thin-walled 
members it is necessary to examine the additional forms of instability 
and their effects on member response. Part of the vast quantity of 
literature pertaining to this field is reviewed in Chapter 6. 
As the object of this work is to provide a relatively simple solution 
to the collapse behaviour of space trusses, it would be unjustified to 
consider a rigorous solution to the problem of plate buckling and 
interactive buckling which would both require considerable effort in 
themselves. The literature review is thus aimed at the assessment of 
the approximate analytical methods. An approximate analytical 
solution for the collapse analysis of thin plates, and thin-walled 
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compression members which fail by the interaction of local and 
flexural buckling is then developed in Chapter 7, and the results of 
applying the method compared with some more rigorous theoretical 
approaches and experimental observations. 
1.3 Experimental Studies 
Analysis of any structure requires simplifying assumptions to be made 
regarding the physical prototype and analytical methods should be 
calibrated by experiment wherever possible. As many simplifying 
assumptions are made in the derivation of the theoretical methods used 
in this study, it is appropriate that their validity be assessed 
experimentally. 
The expense involved in performing experimental studies can be 
considerably restrictive, especially in the case of structures with 
many members. In the study of space trusses this is highlighted by 
the relatively few experimental studies reported. Though members of 
suitable dimensions can be obtained for a range of scales, modelling 
trusses with joint characteristics representative of practical systems 
may be difficult. Therefore, for the experimental programme described 
in Chapter 8, a small but full-scale cold-formed space truss system 
was developed. Tests on individual members and on two trusses enabled 
assessment of the practical behaviour of trusses of this type and the 
validity of the simplifying assumptions made in the theoretical method 
for the collapse analysis of space trusses. 
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1.4 Thesis Layout 
The work is divided into three main parts: Part One, Chapters 2 to 5, 
deals with the development of a collapse analysis technique for space 
trusses and its application to conventional space trusses. Part Two, 
Chapters 6 and 7, examines the collapse behaviour of thin-walled 
struts and describes the development of an approximate theoretical 
solution to this problem. In Part Three, a prototype cold-formed 
space truss system is developed, experiments on which enable 
assessment of the validity of the theoretical methods developed and 
the suitability of cold-formed space trusses for practical use. 
The tables and figures relating to each chapter are given after the 
text of the chapter. References are given in Appendix 1 in order of 
referral throughout the text. 
PART ONE 
COLLAPSE BEHAVIOUR OF SPACE TRUSSES 
24 
CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF COLLAPSE BEHAVIOUR OF SPACE TRUSSES 
2.1 Introduction 
The design of space trusses involves the quantification of many 
variables, including geometrical configuration, modular dimensions and 
member sizes. Design time may be costly if the problem is not 
approached in the correct way. Simplified analysis techniques have 
been devised to aid preliminary design, and studies on the behaviour 
of trusses of different geometries have been carried out to determine 
the relevant merits of different configurations. 
Space truss design is usually based on the results of elastic 
analyses. However, more recently a need to determine the collapse 
response of space trusses has become apparent, in order to establish 
the susceptibility of these structures to progressive collapse as a 
result of accidental local damage or unexpected overload. 
Studies on the collapse behaviour of space trusses may provide 
valuable information for the development of simplified analytical 
methods to aid preliminary design, and the stability characteristics 
determined by such methods may influence the choice of truss for a 
particular situation. The more recent studies on the collapse 
behaviour of space trusses and the main features emerging from them 
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are reported here. 
2.2 Methods of Collapse Analysis 
2.2.1 General 
Space trusses carry load primarily by axial forces and are therefore 
often designed on the basis of an elastic analysis in which it is 
assumed that members are pin-ended. This process is easily performed 
with present day computers and many standard analysis and design 
packages exist for this purpose. These techniques are not suitable 
for the determination of collapse behaviour through their inability to 
adequately model non-linear member behaviour. Further analysis 
techniques have been developed for this purpose. 
The use of rigorous iterative techniques could prove to be 
prohibitively expensive for the determination of collapse response. 
Consequently, a number of more approximate techniques have emerged. 
As load is mainly distributed by axial forces, the usual form of the 
approximate techniques is to adopt a simplified member response model. 
The simplified techniques based on this assumption fall into two 
categories: firstly, those for the determination of large deformation 
residual loads, and secondly, those for the complete analysis of all 
stages of collapse. The different methods are discussed separately 
below though some overlap will be seen to arise. 
2.2.2 Residual Load Techniques 
Residual load techniques require the choice of a suitable mechanism of 
failure and assumptions to be made regarding the load carrying 
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capacity of members lying on the mechanism or yield lines of collapse. 
One of the earliest reported simplified design techniques was that 
developed by Schmidt [1]. He proposed a strip design method, as used 
in the design of concrete slabs, in which only tension chord yielding 
was assumed to take place. Compression members were designed so that 
they remained elastic. Schmidt noted that tensile failures induced 
membrane forces in the trusses which caused a considerable increase in 
compression member forces in the region of the yielding tension 
members. Trusses analysed using this method, with overdesigned 
compression members, gave ductile collapse response curves, similar to 
the non-linear behaviour of the yielding tension members. 
Marsh [2] developed a yield line technique with which he analysed a 
square-on-square space truss with both corner and peripheral supports. 
The collapse patterns he proposed for this type of truss are shown in 
Figure 2.1. Only compression member failure was assumed to take place 
and in modelling compressive behaviour he adopted a load plateau at a 
point below strut limit load, Figure 2.2. The increase in compression 
member displacement at constant force allowed for the redistribution 
of load when member failure occurred, and before complete collapse all 
members on a yield line would be loaded into their respective 
compressive load plateaux, between R and S, Figure 2.2. Marsh 
proposed that by weakening members which were last to fail, that is, 
those members undergoing least angular change on any yield line, a 
ductile response would be achieved. Using Marsh's model this would 
appear to be the case, but in reality it is more likely that 
simultaneous failure of a number of members would occur at a higher 
maximud structure load level than that found using the load-plateau 
method, giving way to global instability indicative of the 
post-buckling response of the compression members. 
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A similar technique reported by Dickie and Dunn 131 used the yield 
line method as reported by Marsh, but it was recognised that load 
shedding in failed compression members had to be incorporated into the 
approach, Figure 2.4. The trusses analysed were assumed to have a 
steel plate fixed to the upper chord joints, representative of 
cladding. This increased the strength of the upper chord such that 
compression member failures occurred in only one of the trusses 
analysed by this technique, as shown in Figure 2.5. Computer analyses 
of all the trusses, using the same member model and tracing all stages 
of collapse, compared favourably with the simple yield line approach, 
but it was from the results of the computer analyses that the yield 
lines of the simplified analyses were chosen. Dickie and Dunn 
recognised that if the technique were to be adopted for preliminary 
design, a number of different yield line patterns would need to be 
considered to find the one that minimised structure load. 
The studies described so far have produced methods which are 
relatively easy to apply, but member buckling has not been adequately 
accounted for. While the investigators recognised that strut buckling 
may considerably influence collapse response, by proposing various 
simplified models for buckling behaviour, no analyses were performed 
which incorporated the effect satisfactorily. In addition, all 
collapse patterns were assumed to be symmetrical and no account was 
taken of imperfections. 
Analytical models for struts of varying slenderness, as shown in 
Figure 2.3, were proposed by Roy, Toakley and Stevens [4]. One of the 
models was used by Schmidt, Morgan and Clarkson [5) in a slightly more 
complex yield line approach, by which the limit of elastic structure 
response and the point when a mechanism became fully developed were 
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determined. This technique was used for determining the collapse 
response of trusses with critical compression members. The first 
point to be found, by a simple elastic analysis, was the onset of 
compression member failure. The failing member, or all failing 
members, if a set of members fail together, are assumed to represent 
the origins of collapse lines which are drawn parallel to the grid 
edges. 
This assumption implies that instability may occur in a number of 
members simultaneously and result in collapse lines, for example as 
shown in Figure 2.6(a). However, Schmidt et al proposed that by 
taking only one of a set of failing members as the origin of collapse, 
imperfections would be accounted for to some extent, and an 
alternative collapse pattern could result, for example, as shown in 
Figure 2.6(b). 
All compression members crossing the collapse lines, except the 
peripheral members, are removed from the structure and replaced by a 
residual load representing some proportion of their respective limit 
loads, Figure 2.4. The structure is then re-analysed and the point is 
found at which any of the peripheral members fail. Thus, points at 
the start, A, Figure 2.7, and well into truss failure, B1 or B2, are 
determined by two elastic analyses. 
This relatively simple technique provides an indication of the nature 
of the structural response, that is, whether ductile, A-B1, or abrupt, 
A-B2, Figure 2.7, without mapping the intermediate stages of collapse. 
However, it is highly dependent on the residual load level adopted in 
the strut model, and on the chosen collapse lines. In addition, 
although this method was found to give good agreement with 
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experimental results and more rigorous analysis of a truss with struts 
having abrupt post-buckling characteristics, Figure 2.8, it was 
reported to give a rather poor prediction of the experimental response 
of another truss [61 in which the strut-buckling was less abrupt, 
Figure 2.9. 
The effect of varying member residual loads was examined by Schmidt 
[71 and shown to give considerably different collapse load levels, as 
shown in Figure 2.10. Large trusses with many members could possibly 
require the use of different strut residual load levels along one 
particular yield line, due to variations in the strains experienced. 
The variation in rigidity of different trusses could thus make this 
technique difficult to apply in a general form. 
2.2.3 Elasto-Plastic Techniques 
These techniques are performed in two ways; by member removal and 
force substitution, and by step-by-step member modelling. 
I 
2.2-3.1 Force Substitution 
The force-substitution methods involve the removal of members from a 
structure when limit load or tensile yield is met. The member is 
replaced by a constant force, determined from the load-deformation 
characteristics of the member. The load plateau in tension is 
generally taken as the yield load and the choice of load plateau 
adopted in compression has varied between investigators. These 
techniques have been developed by many of the researchers who 
previously examined the use of simplified, large deformation, residual 
load methods and they form a means of checking the former approaches. 
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Consequently the analytical member models used in these, and the more 
simplified methods, are often similar and sometimes identical. 
Marsh [2] used this method to check his simple yield line approach. 
The compressive load plateau was taken at a point below limit load, as 
shown in Figure 2.2. An improvement on this method was presented by 
Schmidt, Morgan and Clarkson [51, using a strut model based on that of 
Royq Toakley and Stevens [4]. They adopted a strut load plateau of 
0.25 the limit load which replaced the failed member after limit load 
was achieved. This gave good correlation with experimental results, 
Figure 2.8, and gave the first detailed analytical indication of the 
unstable behaviour that could occur in space trusses when, what they 
termed, "brittle type" strut buckling took place. However, in trusses 
with less abrupt strut buckling characteristics Schqýt, Morgan and 
Stevens [61 found the technique to be less accurate in determining 
post-buckling response, as was the case for their residual load method 
using the same model. For struts of this type Schmidt, Morgan and 
Coulthard [8) presented a technique whereby two strut load plateaux 
were adopted. The first was at the critical load, Figure 2.11. By 
inspecting member strains throughout the analysis, the point where 
members needed to move to the lower load plateau could be determined. 
By varying the length of the limit load plateau, the model could be 
adapted for the analysis of trusses with eccentrically loaded or 
stocky struts having more ductile post-buckling behaviour. 
Mezzina, Prete and Tosto (91 used a single compression member load 
plateau in the analysis of a number of trusses, under different load 
conditions, which were tested to collapse. They realized that strain 
reversal in failed members could occur as more member failures took 
place and incorporated this into the analysis technique, by allowing 
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members undergoing strain reversals to unload elastically, Figure 
2.12. The theoretically determined collapse patterns were in good 
agreement with those observed in the test trusses, Figure 2.13. 
These techniques were more sophisticated than the earlier yield line 
approaches, but required rather more computational effort. They 
showed how member buckling effects may cause global instability, and 
highlighted the need for accurate member modelling in further studies. 
1 
2.2-3.2 Step-by-Step Models 
These techniques follow member behaviour more closely and may 
therefore be considered the most accurate of the approximate methods 
of collapse analysis of this type. Computational effort is however 
further increased. Supple and Collins (10) developed a modulus 
replacement technique whereby non-linear member behaviour was 
discretised into a series of linear loading phases. The technique 
used two unloading regimes for the modelling of post-buckling 
behaviour and allowed for strain reversal in failed members. Analyses 
performed on a simple structural model-showed that structural collapse 
was highly dependent on compression member modelling, Figure 2.14. A 
further development of this approach by Collins (11,12) was the use 
of a slightly more sophisticated member model, with post-buckling 
behaviour discretised into three linear phases, with which complete 
collapse patterns and collapse response equilibrium paths were 
determined for a number of space trusses. 
Schmidt and Gregg 113] developed a 'dual load' analysis technique 
similar to the initial stress method developed by Zienkiewicz [141, 
which followed post-buckling member response chordally, Figure 2.15. 
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Strain reversal of failed members was not incorporated though it was 
recognised that this may be needed in the analysis of some trusses. 
The effects of simplifying strut post-buckling behaviour to varying 
degrees was briefly examined by Madi [151, using analytical 
compression member models similiar to those of Collins, and Schmidt 
and Gregg. He showed that truss analyses making use of analytical 
models which formed a lower bound to theoretical strut post-buckling 
curves exaggerated the degree of overall structural instability. More 
accurate representation of the strut curve, by the use of a greater 
number of linear phases to represent post-buckling, gave a similar 
response, with simply more rounded structure post-buckling 
characteristics than those, for example, shown in Figure 2.14(c). 
Computational effort was increased however, though the same collapse 
mechanisms and residual load levels were found. From these 
observations it would appear that the simplified methods, with a small 
number of linear phases to represent considerable non-linearity, 
provide an adequate indication of collapse behaviour. 
Smith [161 proposed a Istepwise linearisation' technique of member 
modelling for space truss collapse analysis. Post-buckling behaviour 
was modelled by a series of load plateaux accompanied by step-downs 
when the member strain reached the end of any particular plateau, 
Figure 2.16. Allowance for the strain reversal of failed members was 
also made. Analyses using this method were performed on the 
experimental trusses of Schmidt et al [51 and Mezzina et al [9) and 
gave good agreement with test results. A collapse analysis of the 
failed Hartford Colliseum roof structure was also performed and a 
collapse pattern similar to that actually encountered was produced 
[171. 
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Using Smith's method, a large number of load plateaux and step-downs 
would be required if the post-buckling curve were to be modelled 
accurately. This would involve repeated analyses, multiplied many 
times when strain reversals are experienced, and for this reason the 
technique appears less efficient than either those of Supple and 
Collins or Schmidt et al. Nevertheless, from using this technique, 
Smith [181 proposed two ways in which space truss ductility could be 
improved: by critical compression member underdesign in uniform 
trusses, in which a load plateau would result from relatively ductile 
compression member limit load behaviour, or by compression member 
overdesign in fully stressed trusses, again giving a load plateau at 
ultimate load through tension member yielding. These approaches would 
cause increased material consumption to provide the required design 
load and would thus, at first sight, appear uneconomical. But the 
increased ductility, and resistance to progressive collapse due to 
accidental local damage or unexpected overload may provide a preferred 
solution to a less expensive truss with more abrupt collapse 
characteristics. 
Space truss collapse analysis by finite-element methods, involving 
breaking down individual members into smaller elements, accounting for 
adjacent structure interaction on member behaviour and for geometric 
changes has been reported by Rustum and Holloway [191. However, only 
a small truss was analysed by this method (48 members) and even for 
this size of structure considerable computational effort was required. 
While techniques such as these are possibly the most appropriate for 
the collapse analysis of shallow single-layer structures, due to the 
changes in mechanism of load transfer brought about by changes in 
geometry [201, the suitability of their use and the increased accuracy 
which may be achieved in the analysis of multilayer structures is yet 
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to be justified. 
All the step-by-step methods of analysis have shown that even a few 
compression member failures may lead to global instability, and the 
studies of Schmidt et al and Supple and Collins have shown that 
restabilisation load levels may be considerably less than pre-failure 
load levels. However, while considerable attention has been paid to 
initial instability and establishing residual loads, the intermediate 
stages of collapse have not been examined in great detail. This area, 
together with the effects of imperfections which also have not been 
examined in detail, need considerably more attention in future 
studies. 
2.3 Comparative Behaviour 
Space trusses of numerous geometrical forms have been developed over 
the years and over 40 patent systems exist incorporating one or more 
configurations. Only a few studies have been performed to determine 
the comparative behaviour of grids of different geometries. 
West [211, examined the elastic behaviour of a number of lattice 
trusses and space trusses. Of the trusses examined he found the 
square-on-diagonal truss to be 15% more efficient, on a maximum 
elastic load-truss weight basis, than either the square-on-square or 
diagonal-on-square space trusses for a variety of support conditions. 
Another investigation into the comparative elastic response of space 
trusses was carried out by Schmidt and Morgan (221, who investigated 
the comparative stiffness and force distributions in three trusses, 
the square-on-square, [type 11, square-on-square set diagonally, [type 
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21, and three-way, (type 31, space trusses. In a perimeter support 
condition the square-on-square truss set diagononally was the 
stiffest, the square-on-square truss being the least stiff of the 
three. In the corner support condition the stiffnesses were much the 
same. Stress distributions varied considerably with. - support 
conditions. It was found that the stress distributions in trusses 2 
and 3 in the perimeter support condition and in trusses I and 3 in the 
corner support condition were vastly different from those implicit in 
the strip method, (for the elastic analysis of flat slabs commonly 
used in concrete codes of practice), which has been used to give 
approximate designs for space trusses, Figure 2.17. If simple yield 
line techniques are to be adopted for preliminary design, the findings 
of this study imply that suitable methods must be developed for 
individual truss types. 
Collapse analyses were performed on six different truss types by 
Collins [111. By varying member sizes and including strain-hardening 
effects he determined the relative efficiency of the trusses. The 
square-on-square and diagonal-on-square trusses were the most 
efficient of the six analysed when strain-hardening was included, and 
the square-on-diagonal truss the most efficient when strain-hardening 
effects were ignored. Chordal members in all trusses were the same 
size, though chord lengths differed between grids. This must have 
played a significant part in the determination of ultimate loads, as 
members of widely varying slenderness ratios were found in different 
grids, and ultimate loads were often equal to the initial strut 
buckling load, which precipitated load shedding. Unfortunately, all 
the analyses were not carried far enough to produce comparisons of 
residual truss loads. 
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The study of Supple and Howells [233 examined the collapse response of 
families of square-on-diagonal and diagonal-on-square double-layer 
grid space trusses. Only one support condition was examined, but both 
truss types were loaded in a number of ways. The results showed the 
diagonal-on-square trusses to be generally more efficient in an 
ultimate load-grid weight comparison, and marginally higher residual 
load levels were also sustained in the diagonal-on-square trusses. 
Load shedding of over 40% took place in all the trusses examined. 
Different collapse lines were seen to form in different trusses under 
similar load and support conditions, Figure 2.18. This last 
observation must again throw doubt on the possible application of 
yield line approaches in a general form, to truss design. 
Nevertheless it may be possible to derive simple approaches for 
individual truss types, as some consistency was seen in the failure 
patterns emerging from trusses of the same geometry but of different 
sizes, Figure 2.19. However, only one yield-line analysis has been 
performed where a mechanism composed of both tensile and compression 
members occur, though this combined mechanism was observed by Supple 
and Howells in analyses of a large number of trusses, and such 
mechanisms have occurred in the majority of experimental work to date. 
2.4 Experimental Collapse of Space Trusses 
Surprisingly few experimental studies on space truss behaviour have 
been reported even t4ough such studies form an essential part of the 
verification of theoretical work. Many more theoretical studies have 
been performed. 
Simulation of practical truss situations in laboratories is difficult 
to achieve. Model space trusses may be manufactured to much tighter 
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tolerances than are practicable in full scale trusses, and the smaller 
number of members used in test trusses may influence the results 
obtained. However, a number of truss tests have been reported which 
provide invaluable information on the collapse response of space 
trusses and these are discussed in this Section. 
At the Second and Third International Conferences on Space Structures 
at the University of Surrey, a number of tests determining the 
collapse response of space trusses were reported. Mezzina, Prete and 
Tosto [9] tested three square-on-square space trusses, under three 
different loading conditions, as shown in Figure 2.13. The uniformly 
distributed load applied by a system of beams and the four point load 
conditions produced ductile mechanisms, as predicted in the computer 
analysis, Section 2.2-3-1. A centrally placed load caused tensile 
yielding in some of the members, rapidly followed by compressive 
failure and load shedding. The structure response could not be 
monitored when this occurred as a load-control system was used and 
load levels after compression member instability were not determined. 
The effects of load shedding were monitored at the University of 
Melbourne by Schmidt, Morgan and Stevens [6], in their tests on a (TA7) 
bay square-on-square truss with eccentric member connections, loaded at 
the four central nodes. It was found that eccentric jointing was not 
significant in determining truss ultimate loads, but did affect 
structure stiffness considerably. A rather ductile truss response was 
found at ultimate load as shown in Figure 2.9, and load shedding was 
gradual beyond this point. The more ductile response obtained through 
eccentric connection would be favourable for practical space trusses, 
but it would result in less efficient use of material and could make 
production costs prohibitively expensive. 
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Further experimental work at the University of Melbourne was reported 
by Schmidt, Morgan and Clarkson [5]. Three (5)ý) bay square-on-square 
trusses formed from aluminium members and using the Triodetic jointing 
system were tested to collapse. After each test the failed members 
were removed and new members were inserted. Repeated use of the same 
truss in this way may account for the repeatability of the results, 
Figure 2.8, since the general truss imperfections were likely to be 
the same in each test. Each truss was tested until a fully developed 
mechanism formed. In each test, collapse lines formed parallel to the 
grid edges but were not symmetrical as may have been expected for the 
load and support conditions examined. 
Theoretically determined collapse response gave very good agreement 
with experimental truss behaviour even though the mechanisms produced 
were different and ultimate loads were overestimated. By considering 
imperfections, the investigators also produced an analysis that 
predicted the member failures that took place experimentally, Figure 
2.6(b), and theoretical collapse behaviour calculated in this way was 
in excellent agreement with experimental behaviour, Figure 2.8. 
Experiments performed on space trusses with very ductile collapse 
behaviour were reported by Schmidt, Morgan and Clarkson [241. Two 
square-on-square trusses were tested, each having a ratio of tension 
chord area to compression chord area of 1: 28 . The grids were loaded 
beyond initial tension member yielding until the first compression 
member failure occurred. In the first test, structure loads increased 
four fold from initial yield until maximum load, and a corresponding 
increase in compression member forces of nine times the values at 
initial yield took place. In the second test, tensile fracture 
occurred at one of the joints before compression failure occurred, 
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showing the need for careful detailing if ductile response is to be 
fully utilised. Also, the need for in depth collapse analysis is 
shown in order that premature compression failure is prevented while 
full ductility is being achieved. 
Another series of tests investigating ductile collapse response were 
carried out at Melbourne and presented by Hanaor and Schmidt [251. 
The model space trusses incorporated compression members with force 
limiting devices. Simply explained, force limiting devices are used 
in the connection of compression members to give a ductile member 
collapse response. A more detailed account of the functioning of 
these devices is given by Hanaor in Reference [261. The structures 
tested without the inclusion of force limiting devices gave a highly 
unstable structure collapse response with considerable load shedding. 
With the inclusion of force limiting devices a ductile response was 
obtained, Figure 2.20. Though these devices provide a way of inducing 
a structure behaviour characteristic which would be favoured in 
practice, the expense involved in providing these devices in large 
space trusses with many joints may increase structure costs to an 
unacceDtable level. Furthermore, there may be a psychological barrier 
to the use of imposed 'weak links' in design, together with the 
possibility that these devices may not function correctly in practice. 
An important aspect of this work with regards assessment of the 
validity of analytical methods in which member-structure interaction 
is ignored, is the relatively small differences in behaviour that were 
observed between similiar truses with both stiffened and unstiffened 
joints, Figure 2.20. The stiffened joints give higher ultimate load 
levels but the same mechanisms of collapse and similiar collapse load 
levels as the trusses with unstiffened joints. This seems to confirm 
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the validity of simplifying the collapse analysis of space trusses by 
determining member behaviour independently of the adjacent structure. 
The influence of joint behaviour was further examined by Saka and Heki 
[271 who found both theoretically and experimentally that the 
sequential buckling in a space truss with rigid joints may take place 
at loads very close to those of a pin-jointed truss, and may even 
occur at lower load levels. This is due to overall curvature effects 
and the influence of failed members on adjacent members which, by 
transfer of moment through the joints, cause premature failure. 
Consequently, although ultimate loads may be increased due to 
increased resistance to buckling, post-buckling load levels will not 
necessarily be greater than those found in pin-ended trusses. 
Collins [111 performed tests on four small scale (5*5) bay 
square-on-square trusses. Two symmetrically placed loads were applied 
at different points on the truss in each test. Great care was taken 
in the fabrication of the trusses and in monitoring the collapse 
response. Unlike the tests performed at Melbourne, where more 
practical trusses were tested, the joints and members were 
manufactured to extremely high tolerance and members were annealed 
before fabrication to produce more predictable member characteristics. 
In all the tests very good agreement between experimental and 
theoretical ultimate loads was found. However truss collapse 
responses mechanisms differed from predicted behaviour. Expected 
symmetrical collapse was disturbed and the sequence of failures was 
altered, as shown in Figure 2.21. 
As with the tests of Schmidt et al, Collins results showed the need to 
account for imperfections in the determination of collapse behaviour. 
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For practical structures where variability in material properties and 
residual and lack-of-fit stresses exist, improvements in existing 
analytical techniques are required for a more realistic determination 
of collapse response. 
The most easily fabricated truss for testing purposes is the 
square-on-square, due to uniformity of member lengths, and regularity 
of joints. Consequently, most of the reported tests have been on 
square-on-square trusses. Tests on a small-scale square-on-diagonal 
space truss were presented by Schmidt, Morgan, O'Meagher and Cogan 
[28] and on a full scale diagonal-on-square truss by Brodka and Grudka 
[291. Unfortunately insufficient details of the latter work were 
presented to add to this present study. The truss of Schmidt et al, a 
QX7) bay perimeter supported truss was loaded at all the inner lower 
chord nodes, as shown in Figure 2.22(a). Member stresses were 
monitored from before fabrication until collapse. Before loadingo it 
was found that high initial member stresses, not due to self-weight 
load, up to 9% of the ultimate compressive stresses existed in some of 
the compression members. These stresses, which were due to 
lack-of-fit, were largely positive with respect to the direction of 
loading. An analysis performed on the test truss gave an ultimate 
load some 27% greater than that found experimentally, but with the 
inclusion of the initial member stresses in the analysis and more 
realistic strut limit loads, the ultimate load was only 6% higher than 
that found in the test, Figure 2.22(b). From the load and support 
conditions considered a symmetrical collapse response should have been 
obtained, but this was of course altered by the reported 
imperfections, giving an unsymmetrical failure pattern. 
In this experimental study, and in much of the experimental work 
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performed to date it has been shown that variability in material 
properties and production tolerances have a marked effect on structure 
response, and that for the accurate prediction of collapse response, 
imperfections must be incorporated in collapse analysis methods. 
Furthermore, the abrupt post-buckling behaviour that may occur in 
space trusses has been demonstrated. The failure of these trusses by 
sequential collapse highlights the unstable characteristics that can 
exist in practical space trusses, and the need for more ductile 
response is apparent. To this end, great care must be taken in 
detailing, to ensure that this ductility and required ultimate 
S trength is provided, and that premature failure such as occurred in 
the test truss of Schmidt et al [24] is avoided. 
2.5 Concluding Remarks 
The assumption that space trusses possess strength reserves beyond the 
elastic limits has been disproved in the theoretical and experimental 
findings of a number of investigations, and the need for full collapse 
analyses has been shown. Using these techniques we may obtain a 
better understanding of the ways in which space truss failure may 
occur, through sequential collapse due to adverse loading conditions, 
and the precautionary steps necessary to prevent this. Also, with 
repeated application, collapse analysis methods may assist in the 
development of simplified approaches to aid the preliminary design of 
space trusses. 
Comparison of the various methods of collapse analysis has shown the 
need for accurate modelling of member behaviour if reliable results 
are to be obtained. From the experimental studies discussed, it is 
apparent that imperfections may also have a significant influence on 
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collapse response. No methods of collapse analysis of space trusses 
have yet been developed which incorporate imperfections in a suitable 
way, but as imperfections are inherrent to a varying degree in all 
space trusses, their effects must form an essential part of future 
studies on the collapse response of these structural systems. In 
realisation of this, the present work addresses the problem of 
imperfections and at the same time takes account of the difficulty of 
assessment of a full set of member imperfections in large grids, by 
recourse to a random distribution technique. 
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CRAPTER 
COLLAPSE ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAM 
3.1 Introduction 
It has been shown that a need exists for a suitable collapse analysis 
technique in the design of double-layer grids, through the inability- 
. of 
the numerous linear elastic methods to account for the possibility 
of sequential collapse due to accidental local damage or adverse 
loading. a 
Of the techniques that have emerged, the earlier methods used highly 
simplified member modelling. It was later found that this could lead 
to erroneous results. Later techniques modelled member behaviour more 
accurately, and while a number of these methods have been verified 
experimentally to some extent, it was felt that further improvements 
could still be made to provide more insight into the sequential 
collapse behaviour of double-layer grids, which would further aid 
practical application. 
Based on the computer program PASF, of Collins [111, a computer 
program CRISIS for analysis of the 'Collapse of Randomly Imperfect 
Space Structures' was developed. This Chapter describes the 
underlying assumptions of the work of Collins and the problems 
encountered in using his technique. The modifications and extensions 
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made to the work in the evolution of CRISIS are also described. 
Finally, some simple model structures are analysed, to provide a clear 
illustration of the way in which the equilibrium paths describing 
sequential collapse behaviour are produced and presented throughout 
the work. 
3.2 Development of CRISIS 
3.2.1 Analytical Assumptions 
The following assumptions are made regarding the behaviour of any grid 
structure: 
(i) Changes in structure geometry do not affect load distribution. 
at r- Iq 
(ii) Members are pin-jointed and carry load primarily by axial forces. 
The assumption of (i) above prevents accurate analysis of any 
structure where geometric changes induced by applied loading cause 
redistribution of load, as for example in the case of shallow 
single-layer domes or arches. Where geometric changes are small in 
comparison to overall structure dimensions, stress redistributions 
will be minimal and the assumption will provide relatively accurate 
results. 
While (ii) above must be met in any practical model on which the 
analysis is performed to give accurate results, grids with fixed, 
partially restrained, and eccentrically loaded end conditions may also 
be analysed to give a good indication of collapse behaviour. Member 
modelling must be determined from individual member conditions, 
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assuming no\transferral)of moment or torsion to adjacent members 
through the joint, and that the joint is held rigidly in position. 
This is likely to give higher predicted load levels than would be 
encountered in practice, except in the case of perfectly pin-ended 
members. 
If we consider the case of a theoretically fixed-ended member AD as 
shown in Figure 3.1-1, which may form the basis of an analytical 
compression member model, it is apparent that the restraining moments 
assumed at the joints must be released to some extent due to the 
non-rigid nature of the adjacent members which restrain the joint. 
The member, and its end restraint is more realistically represented by 
member BE in Figure 3.1.1. The actual failure behaviour of a truss 
composed of such members would lie somewhere between that expected by 
the assumption of rigid connection, that is, when individual member 
modelling is based on the assumption of rigid end details, and that 
produced on the assumption of pinned connection. By analysing a truss 
twice, using compression member models (a) and (c) shown in Figure 
3.1.2, and comparing the results, a bounded estimate may be obtained 
for the structural response of trusses composed of members with end 
conditions lying between these ideal pinned or rigid conditions and 
with a member model represented by path (b) in Figure 3.1.2. 
3.2.2 Execution of PASF and Problems Encountered 
Collin's technique used the stiffness method of analysis with a 
facility for modulus replacement. Non-linear member behaviour was 
discretised into a series of linear paths, and a structure collapse 
equilibrium path was found by a series of linear analyses. While this 
technique was highly efficient due to its non-iterative solution 
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procedure it did present some problems. These problems and the 
modifications required to overcome them are as follows: 
(i) The size of structure which could be analysed was small (200 
members) , and even with the use of symmetry the scope of structures 
which could be analysed was limited. Array storage was therefore 
increased, with a view to analysing much larger symmetric structures 
and structures of up to 1500 members where symmetry did not exist. 
This modification was relatively easy to implement and any further 
increase in size would present no difficulties. 
(ii) Where highly abrupt strut buckling occurred structure unloading 
was often required for the maintenance of equilibrium. This caused 
unloading in some previously failed members. The unloading paths were 
chosen by the user through an interactive process, and checked by 
replanting of the stiffness matrix to ensure load path compatibility. 
If compatibility did not exist the user was prompted, and a further 
set of paths could be input for the previously failed members. This 
process became extremely tedious even when the first manual selection 
of member paths was compatible, as a complete structure collapse 
sequence could take many hours to be completed on the PRIME 750 
multi-user computer system on which the program was implemented. 
Extensive practical use was made of the technique before automation of 
the interactive process was possible. Numerous space trusses of 
varying profiles and member slenderness ratios were analysed and it 
I 
was found that certain regularities in state changes almost always 
occurred. These were then written into the program and subjected to 
the same compatibility checks within CRISIS as were carried out 
interactively in PASF. Trial grids were analysed with both programs 
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and the same results obtained. Hence operator time was reduced 
considerably and overnight computer runs could be made. 
(iii) In order to speed up the arrival at a complete collapse sequence 
Collins introduced a facility, first used by Cogan 1301, whereby 
members not only at a point of state change, but those members that 
were within a specified percentage of the stress required for a change 
in state, could move to the next linear loading phase. Where 
simultaneous tensile and compressive failure occurred, or where 
adjacent compression members failed simultaneously due to this 
facility, a compatible set of member states could not always be found 
due to the basic requirement of the computer analysis that all failing 
members must follow their new linear load-path. 
As an example, of member state-change incompatibility let us consider 
the truss shown in Figure 3.2. As the load is applied, the computer 
analysis may find that members 2-3 and 6-7 fail. In addition, members 
1-2,3-4,5-6 and 7-8 may be within a specified proportion of their 
respective failure loads and therefore these members will also fail. 
That is, they will move to their next linear loading phase. However, 
the failure of 2-3 and 6-7 may require 1-2,3-4P 5-6 and 7-8 to carry 
the load being shed, but as these members are also failing and 
shedding load in the process, this is not possible and the computer 
analysis breaks down. Reducing the allowable stress variation from 
state change within which a member could change state, to a very small 
value, minimised the likelihood of this problem occurring. 
As the variations in buckling loads, and therefore stress levels at 
state change which are known to occur in practice, may be quite 
large, we may wonder what would happen in reality. Let us consider 
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the combinations of member failures that could occur in the truss 
shown in Figure 3.2. Reduction of the allowable limit within which 
state change may take place will result in members 2-3 and 6-7 failing 
in the analysis, which is one possible combination. Other practical 
possibilities involve the failure of any one of the six members, 
combinations of one member failure in each line, 1-2 and 3-4 or 5-6 
and 7-8, or both of these combinations together. At just this one 
point in the analysis therefore, a total of 18 possible variations of 
failure could occur. Thus, there is no unique failure pattern for the 
truss system shown in Figure 3.2 and a need for incorporating the 
variability in member behaviour into the analytical procedure becomes 
apparent. This is therefore examined in Chapter 5. 
(iv) Collins' analytical member model used only three linear loading 
phases to define non-linear strut post-buckling behaviour. This meant 
that quite considerable departures from the true member post-buckling 
curve were experienced in the analysis. The effect of varying 
post-buckling stiffness can be quite considerable, as demonstrated by 
Supple and Collins [10]. Therefore, the capacity for a greater number 
of strut post-buckling paths was introduced in order that deviations 
from the true paths by the linear steps of the analytical models could 
be investigated. 
3.2.3 Extensions to PASF 
It was decided that some improvements could be made to the computer 
analysis without removing any of the simplicity of the technique used. 
A description of the improvements made is given below. 
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Compression members with initial curvature, or eccentrically loaded 
compression members exhibit some degree of non-linear behaviour whilst 
remaining elastic. Allowance for varying member stiffness in the 
elastic range was therefore incorporated, by allowing for more than 
one linear loading phase up to limit load. Theoretically, members 
could unload along these paths when load reversal was required, but to 
retain simplicity, member unloading stiffnesses were assumed to be 
equal to the stiffness of initial compressive loading. Smith (161, 
and Collins (111, had found that strain-reversing post-buckled members 
almost always regained pre-strain reversal load levels. In the 
analysis of a large number of double-layer grids for the present study 
it was found that not only post-buckled members, but also members in 
the non-linear elastic phases almost always regained the load levels 
attained before strain-reversal occurred. Consequently, it appears 
that the assumption of member unloading paths having stiffnesses equal 
to the stiffness of initial compressive loading will produce marginal 
errors in predicted structure unloading paths, but will not otherwise 
affect structural behaviour. 
None of the published approximate collapse analysis techniques have 
adequately accounted for imperfections. Even in highly controlled 
environments such as existed in the experimental work of Collins [1119 
and to a lesser extent, in the experiments of Schmidt et al [281, 
distortions in structural response from theoretical predictions were 
encountered due to imperfections. In the present work a routine was 
written to incorporate imperfect member behaviour into the collapse 
analysis. Imperfect member paths, allowing for variation in member 
curvature were generated independently of CRISIS. Selected members, 
or members chosen at random were assigned imperfection paths of 
varying or of the same degree. A random number generator, as 
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described in Appendix 2, was used for member and path selection where 
required. Whilst it was appreciated that many other forms of 
imperfections existed, for example, lack-of-fit stresses, it was felt 
that the analytical complexities involved in incorporating the other 
effects would detract from the simplicity of the analytical technique 
used. 
3.3 Procedure for Collapse Analysis 
3.3.1 Data Preparation 
Independent data generation computer programs were written for 
square-on-square, square-on-diagonal, and diagonal-on-square 
double-layer grids. Many grids of these configurations were later 
analysed. The data generation programs produced numerical output of 
joint coordinates and member orientation and, for ease of study, 
graphical output of the trusses generated. 
Further structure data files were next created. Loaded nodes and 
support nodes could be chosen from graphical output generated 
previously and written into these additional data files. Other 
information included uniformly distributed loading, joint weight, 
material density, elastic and plastic material moduli, and the 
structure deflection limit imposed on the collapse analysis. Where 
randomly chosen or predefined imperfect members were to be 
incorporated into the analysis, this information was also given. To 
avoid excessive output, specific members and joints whose stresses and 
displacements were to be monitored were recorded in the files. 
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Suitable members were chosen and the number of linear steps required 
to model compression behaviour decided upon. Through further 
independent computer programs the theoretical non-linear paths and 
their piecewise-linear simplifications were obtained. Graphical 
output of the theoretical and simplified paths were obtained for 
visual inspection. Numerical output containing the piecewise-linear 
path representation was transferred directly to the data files. 
All the foregoing stages of computation could have been incorporated 
into CRISIS, but by separating the stages, a thorough check of all 
data could be made before an analysis was performed. 
3.3.2 CRISIS - Operations Involved 
A series of linear analyses are performed using the stiffness method 
of structural analysis. A complete collapse analysis is achieved by 
the following operations: 
(i) Grid layout and structure data are input. 
(ii) Imperfect members and their corresponding load paths are chosen. 
(iii) The primary banded stiffness matrix is formed and constrainedg 
and stored in vector form to reduce array usage. 
(iv) Selfweight loading is applied. Resulting displacements and 
corresponding stresses are found using the Modified Cholesky Method of 
matrix decomposition. 
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(v) The primary stiffness matrix is recalled and the displacements 
produced by the applied loading found as in (iv). 
(vi) The minimum factor by which the applied load must be multiplied 
to bring about a change in state of any member is found. 
(vii) Factored displacements and corresponding stresses are added to 
those previously obtained. 
(viii) The moduli of the critical members, that is, those members 
whose change in state dictate the minimum factor in (vi), are modified 
in accordance with their respective member paths. All required 
information, including stresses, displacements, failed members and 
member states is output. 
Ux) The new stiffness sub-matrices for all members changing state are 
calculated and the overall structure stiffness matrix modified 
accordingly. 
(x) The imposed load is reapplied and the resulting stresses and 
displacements found using the updated structure stiffness matrix. 
Steps (vi) to (x) are repeated, but between each step compatibility 
checks must be carried out. 
(xi) A check is made to ensure that all failing member strains comply 
with their stress state. As an example, compression members in state 
-3 as shown in Figure 3.3, may not increase load. If this is not the 
case the load is reversed. 
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(xii) Once the load direction is determined, a check is made on all 
previously failed members to ensure that their strains are compatible 
with the direction of loading. If compatibility does not exist member 
states are changed, for example, moved from a loading to an unloading 
path, from state 1 to state 2, Figure 3.3, and the stiffness matrix 
must again be updated. 
Change in moduli of previously failed members may affect the behaviour 
of newly failed members and steps (ix) to (xii) are repeated. if 
compatibility cannot be found the program stops. 
The analysis is repeated until either a collapse mechanism forms, a 
deflection limit is exceeded, matrix singularity is encountered or 
incompatibility is found in (xii). In the numerous analyses which 
have been performed, the check in (xii), which was interactive in PASF 
has only stopped the analysis after many members have departed from 
the initial linear elastic phase of loading and a well defined 
collapse mechanism has developed. The automation of this procedure 
should not therefore be considered a handicap to the collapse analysis 
technique. 
3.4 output Obtained and Presentation of Results 
At each state change or set of state changes, required member stresses 
and joint displacements are output. The members changing state, and 
all previously failed members are displayed along with their 
corresponding stresses and stress-states. 
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Separate output of member failures is also obtained to provide the 
necessary information for graphical output of the collapse analysis. 
All compression members passing their limit load, and all yielding 
tension members are recorded in order that that collapse patterns can 
be drawn. The displacements at selected nodes at each load increment 
are recorded and results plotted as in Figures 3.4.2 and 3.5.2 which 
are simple examples of the material given later in the work. Collapse 
analysis equilibrium paths are plotted as load-ratio versus 
deflection-ratio. Load-ratio is the applied load divided'by that load 
which caused initial member state-change. The deflection-ratio is the 
deflection observed at a selected node divided by the deflection at 
that node when initial member state-change occurred. (Normally the 
selected node is a loaded node. ) It will later be observed that 
equlibrium paths do not begin at the origin of axes. This is because 
of initial deflection at the observed node due to selfweight loading. 
3.5 Collapse of Simple Model Structures 
Structural models shown in Figures 3.4.1 and 3.5.1 are now used to 
illustrate the way in which CR1SIS operates. The analysis of the 
models may be simply followed and a clear understanding of program 
operation should thus be provided. 
3.5.1 Tension Member Model 
Consider the behaviour of the model shown in Figure 3.4.1. The 
members AB and BC have the characteristic tensile loading paths shown 
in Figures 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 respectively. The elastic stiffness of 
members AB and BC are the same, as are the plastic stiffnesses, which 
equal 1/20th of the elastic stiffness. 
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A load of unity is applied at C in the direction shown. The factor by 
which this load must be multiplied to produce a change in member 
stiffness is determined by the computer analysis as follows: 
Factor required by member AB = 21P/20 
Factor required'by member BC =P 
Therefore the minimum factor required is P. All displacements induced 
by the unit load can now be factored. 
Extension of AB =6 
Extension of BC =6 
Total movement at C=26 
The members and structure are now at point R in their respective 
loading paths, Figures 3.4.2 to 3.4.4. The stiffness of BC must be 
changed, the unit load reapplied, and the factor required to induce 
further change in member stiffness determined. 
From the member path given f6r BC, Figure 3.4.4, it would appear that 
an infinite load factor is required to give another change in state to 
BC. This is not the case, as a high stress limit is placed on the 
second (last) phase of loading within CRISIS producing a very large 
load factor. No problems arise therefore in determining a load factor 
for BC, and the minimum required load factor is that given by AB, of 
P/20. 
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Extension in AB = 6/20 
Extension in BC =6 
Extension at C= 218/20 
The displacements and stresses thus found are added to those 
previously obtained. The members and structure are now at point S in 
their respective load paths. The modulus of AB is changed and the 
unit load applied once more. The factor required to produce a change 
in state is extremely high, as explained above, and halts the analysis 
by inducing a displacement greater than the limit imposed. Thus, for 
the analytical member models given and the structure analysed, a 
complete collapse analysis has been produced. 
3.5.2 Compression Member Model 
The model in Figure 3.5.1 is loaded by the system shown at the 
mid-points of beams AB and BC. Members AD, BE and CF all have the 
same structural properties and follow the compression characteristics 
shown in Figures 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 which are typical of struts commonly 
used in space trusses and which buckle plastically. The reaction 
offered to each beam at B must be equal to the reactions extended at 
the other ends, A and C, for the maintenance of equlibrium. Member BE 
will thus be subjected to twice the load of either AD or CF. The 
system is symmetrical about BE and we therefore need only to consider 
the effect of load on ABED. 
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A unit load is applied at Y. The factors required to bring about 
statechange are: 
In AD = 4P 
In BE = 2P 
The factor is applied and the resulting displacements are: 
At A= 6/2 
At B=6 
At X= 35 
The members and structure are now at point V in their respective load 
paths, Figures 3.5.2 to 3.5.4 . The modulus of BE is changed and the 
unit load reapplied. For increasing load on AB, member BE must 
reverse strain direction and move up its first linear post-buckling 
path. This will violate the strain direction requirements of this 
phase of loading, found in the computer analysis by the check in (xi), 
Section 3.3.2, and the load direction will be reversed. The factors 
required to produce state changes are: 
In BE =P 
In AD (if we ass=e the yield load to be -P), = 6P 
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That is, for a change in state while unloading AD must reach its 
tensile yield point. Remembering that the load was reversed, the 
resulting displacements are: 
At A= -6/4 
At B= 6/8 
At X= 
Displacements and stresses are added to those previously obtained and 
the unit load reapplied. Point W in the member and structure load 
paths has now been reached. 
When the unit load is reapplied it is again found that member BE 
cannot sustain increasing load, so the direction of loading is 
reversed. While the end of the second post-buckling phase of member 
BE is not defined, the limit imposed by the program will be zero 
stress. The factors required for state change will be: 
For member AD = 5P 
For member BE =P 
The governing factor and resulting load increment will cause little 
change in displacement in member AD in comparison with that found in 
BE. 
- 
The displacement induced at B will exceed the imposed deflection 
limit and the analysis will halt. It can be seen that a mechanism has 
formed and the displacement at X will increase at approximately half 
the rate of that at B, for continually decreasing load. 
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CHAPTER 
CONFIGURATION COMPARISON 
4.1 introduction 
The siting of many space truss roof systems is such that the loading 
to be experienced will not warrant the examination of collapse 
behaviour at the design stage. The limiting working stress of 
structures in such locations will be based on initial member failure. 
However, where space trusses may be subjected to extreme environmental 
loading, such as earthquakes, a need arises to perform collapse 
analyses. This is well recognised in the field of offshore 
structures, for example, where methods of collapse analysis and 
methods of ensuring adequate ductility have been used for frames such 
as jacket platforms to be located in extreme wave and earthquake prone 
regions 131,321. 
With the introduction of probabilistic design codes, collapse analysis 
of space trusses may become appropriate at the design stage for all 
loading conditions. This is as a result of the basic philosophy of 
such codes that to achieve uniform safety, working loads should be 
determined relative to the overall failure response of a structure and 
not necessarily initial member failure 133-351. Economic advantage 
through reduced member sizes may be gained if progressive collapse 
characteristics are found to be favourable. A quantitative estimation 
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of the saving that may be obtained can not yet be given, as 
comparatively few studies have been performed to determine the 
collapse characteristics of space trusses and many developments are 
still taking place in the drafting of such codes. However, it appears 
that such methods, which require examination of overall collapse 
behaviour as opposed to just individual member behaviour are a more 
appropriate means for the design of space trusses. 
Previous studies on space trusses have dealt mainly with elastic 
behaviour and conclusions drawn on the relative merits of various 
trusses have been based on this response [21,22]. Only one brief 
study has been presented on the comparative collapse behaviour of 
trusses of different modular form. To provide more information in 
this area of investigation, a number of different space trussesp 
subjected to a variety of load and support conditions, were examined 
using the collapse analysis technique described in Chapter 3. The 
results of the study are described in this Chapter. 
4.2 Space Trusses Investigated 
4.2.1 Description of Configurations Examined 
Three commonly used space trusses were chosen for investigation, the 
square-on-square (SOS), square-on-diagonal (SOD)9 and the 
diagonal-on-square (DOS), double-layer grids shown in Figure 4.1. All 
grids analysed were square in plan and of the same span to depth ratio 
of 25. Members were assumed to be circular hollow sections as used, 
for example, in the Nodus space truss system 1361. Member sizes were 
chosen to provide grids with similar material volumes and bracing 
members of sufficient strength to prevent, for the most part, failure 
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through shear. The member sizes thus determined are given in Table 
4.1. All grids were unmodified, that is, members throughout each 
chord were identical in cross-section and all bracing members were 
identical in cross-section. This type of truss, where numerous 
members may be stressed to only a small proportion of their limit load 
under working loads, should give more ductile collapse characteristics 
than a fully stressed truss, in which the stresses in many members are 
a large proportion of their limit loads. An indication of the type of 
collapse behaviour that may occur in these trusses may be obtained by 
assessment of the results of the uniform truss analyses given in this 
a 
Chapter. 
All three grid types were analysed for two different bay sizes. The 
3.0 metre bay grids, SOS1, SON and DOS1 had compression members with 
slenderness ratios of between 71 and 78, typical of practical 
double-layer grids. In order that the effect of varying slenderness 
on the collapse behaviour of grids of the same overall geometry could 
be investigated, the same member sizes were adopted in the 3.5 metre 
bay trusses, SOS2, SOD2 and DOS2. 
4.2.2 Support and Loading Conditions 
Two support conditions were examined. For case S1 the supports were 
placed at the four corners of the lower chord. In support case S2 all 
lower chord perimeter nodes were supported. In each condition lateral 
restraint was provided only to prevent rigid body rotation, as shown 
in Figure 4.2. Both conditions can be encountered in practice; 
support case S1 representing corner column supports, and support case 
S2, perimeter walls. 
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The loading conditions considered were as follows: 
Load Case Ll: four point*loads applied near the centre of the truss, 
as shown for each truss in Figure 4.1. 
Load Case L2: eight point loads applied near the perimeter, as shown 
for each truss in Figure 4.1. 
Load Case L3: a uniformly distributed load, discretised into point 
loads at every upper chord node, as shown in Figure 4.3. 
All loads were applied sy=etrically to nodes in the upper chord of 
each grid. 
As space trusses are used predominantly in the provision of medium to 
long span roof structures, uniformly distributed loading is the most 
commonly occurring space truss load condition. Point loading may be 
encountered however, due to internally applied load, and for this 
reason load cases L2 and L3 were included. 
4.3 Member Modelling 
4.3.1 Tensile Behaviour 
A simple tension member model was used assuming an elastic, perfectly 
plastic member response. In the analytical model a small degree of 
strain-hardening was assumed, to prevent problems which could arise 
due to matrix singularity if a yield plateau of zero stiffness was 
used. 
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4.3.2 Theoretical Compression Member Behaviour 
Space truss compression members are usually chosen so that their Euler 
loads lie above squash load. Ideally, members will buckle plastically 
on reaching the yield stress. This will rarely occur in practice as 
imperfections will cause failure before squash load is reached. 
Therefore, to provide a basis for analysis, compression members were 
assumed to have a small initial sinusoidal curvature. 
Let us consider the member of length L, area A, and flexural rigidity 
EI, subjected to a compressive load P, as shown in Figure 4.4. The 
unloaded member shape is defined by: 
Yo =c sin(7rx/L) (4.1) 
where c, is the amplitude of curvature. When the axial load, P, is 
increased, the condition of equilibrium which must be met at any point 
along the member length is: 
d2y 
EI(-) + P(y + yo) =0 
dx2 
(4.2) 
where y is the increase in lateral displacement of the member. 
Solving equation (4.2), we get: 
k2c sin(irxýL) 
y= 
it 2/r, 
2 
-k2 
(4.3) 
where, 
k -ýP/EI (4.4) 
Combining (4.1) and (4-3) the total lateral displacement is given by: 
c sin(irx/L) 
y+ Yo (4.5) 
1- P/PE 
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The Euler load PEI is given by: 
PE = T2 EI/L2 (4.6) 
A relationship between the applied load P, and the end displacement 6, 
may be obtained from the following: 
PL LL 
-+ ds - dx) - dso - dx) (4.7) 
AE a 
f( 
0 
f( 
The integral in (4-7) may be expressed as: 
LL 
0 
Y(ds 
- dx) -0 
fidso 
- dx) 
(4.8) 
1L dy 21L dyo 2 
- 
f(- 
) dx --) dx 
20 dx 20 dx 
Integrating the right hand side of equation (4.8) and substituting 
back into (4-7) gives: 
PL c2 7r 2 
-+ 
A. E 4L P/PE 
(4.9) 
The end displacement can now be found for any value of axial load less 
than the Euler load. 
So farg only elastic pre-buckling member response has been defined. 
It is now necessary to determine post-buckling behaviour. 
Based on the work of Paris 1371, Supple and Collins 1381, developed a 
method for analysing the post-buckling behaviour of circular hollow 
sections, by considering a perfectly plastic stress distribution at 
section mid-length, Figure 4.5. A sinusoidal deflected form was 
assumed, as used by Lin 1391, giving a load-end displacement 
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relationship mathematically similar to that given by equation (4.9). 
By rearranging equation (4.9) to a more convenient form the following 
is obtained: 
PL w2m pr 
2 
-+-()- c2 
AE 4L 
1P1 
(4.10) 
where Mpr is the reduced plastic moment at strut mid-length. By 
varying the neutral axis position as shown in Figure 4.5, we obtain 
varying values of Mpr and P, from which the end displacement 8 may be 
found. 
The equilibrium equation, (4.2), and the resulting equations, (4-3) to 
(4-7), only hold until plasticity occurs in the extreme fibre at strut 
mid-length, that is, when: 
pPc 
Cymax -m ay -+ 
AZ (1 - P/PE) 
(4.11) 
For increasing displacement beyond this point, until the mid-length 
section becomes fully plastic, the behaviour is complex and an exact 
account of member response in this region, (in ABC, Figure 4.6) is 
beyond the scope of the investigation. 
In a previous study [161, a load plateau was adopted to account for 
the behaviour from the onset of plasticity to full plasticity, as 
shown by the line between A and C in Figure 4.6. While marginally 
higher load levels could be sustained in practice, a lower bound to 
the maximum load level was nevertheless provided. For the analytical 
purposes of this study, allowance is made for increasing load carrying 
capacity in the elasto-plastic range. The increase in load was 
arbitrarily chosen within the bounds of ABC, as shown in Figure 4.6, 
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as was the strain level achieved at ultimate load. Though the 
relationship between the ultimate structure loads obtained using this 
model and those expected in reality may be uncertain, this phase of 
modelling would produce invaluable results on the influence of 
increasing compressive strain-softening on structure behaviour. Also, 
if a change in loading phase was set up at the point of the onset of 
plasticity, the structure load level at this point, as monitored in 
the analysis, would provide a basis for determination of design loads. 
An initial member imperfection of 0.001L was adopted for all members. 
This gives an average section stress at the onset of plasticity very 
close to the limiting stress found using Dwight's approximation [40] 
to the European column curves [41,421, as seen in Table 4.1. The 
elastic response of the members thus determined may therefore be 
considered to be typical of practical truss members and result in 
truss behaviour typical of that expected in practice. 
4.3.3 Analytical Compression Member Model 
To study closely the effect of linearising thqoretical compression 
member behaviour, two different models were used. Compression member 
models for analytical trusses SOS1, SON and DOS1, the 3.0 metre bay 
trusses, and for trusses SOS2, SOD2 and DOS2 the 3.5 metre bay trusses 
were each composed of ten linear phases, three in the pre-buckling 
range and the remainder modelling post-buckling behaviour. Models for 
trusses SOS1A, SOD1A and DOS1A, the 3.0 metre bay trusses and models 
for trusses SOS2A, SOD2A and DOS2A, the 3.5 metre bay trusses were 
five phase models, four of the linear steps defining post-buckling 
response. 
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The first linear phase of models for trusses 1 and 2 were taken to be 
linear elastic. Thus, as both tension and compression members had the 
same stiffness at the onset of loading, it was unnecessary to 
determine direction of loading before assigning member stiffness. The 
next load path was drawn to the point of onset of plasticity, as 
defined by equation (4.11), and the final pre-buckling loading phase 
was terminated at the point of assumed ultimate load. 
The pre-buckling linearisation of the analytical member models for 
trusses 1A and 2A was much more simple, assuming linear elastic 
behaviour to the limit load derived above. For members of large 
slenderness ratio the actual strains encountered at limit load could 
be considerably greater than those assumed in the model. The validity 
of the assumption would nevertheless be assessed by comparing the 
results obtained from trusses 1A and 2A, and trusses 1 and 2 which 
have more accurate analytical models. 
The post-buckling paths for each model were determined in the same 
fashion. The first post-buckling phase was tangential to the 
theoretical curve from the point of ultimate load. If the value 
obtained in this way was extremely high, a limiting value of stiffness 
was assigned to the path to prevent any analytical problems which may 
have occurred due to highly differing member stiffnesses. 
The next loading stage to be determined was the final phase. A least 
squares straight line approximation was made to the theoretical Curve 
between two predetermined strain levels. For members with different 
post-buckling characteristics the strain-levels would obviously 
differ. For the purposes of the circular hollow sections used here, 
strains of 0.5% and 1.0% were chosen. 
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The intermediate post-buckling paths were determined from least 
squares straight line approximations to the curves lying between equal 
stress increments, from the point of intersection of the first 
post-buckling phase with the theoretical curve, and the stress 
observed at the 0.5% strain level. 
The piecewise linearisation of the behaviour of all upper chord 
members used in the double-layer grids was undertaken and the results 
output both numerically and graphically. Compressive paths were also 
determined for all lower chord and bracing members in order to be able 
to account for contraflexure and compression failure of the lower 
chord should this occur. Examples of the graphical output for both 5 
and 10 path analytical compression member models are given in Figure 
4.7. As can be seen from Figure 4.7(a), a seven phase approximation 
of the non-linear post buckling behaviour follows very closely the 
theoretically derived path. No appreciable increase in accuracy would 
have been achieved by further increasing the number of linear phases. 
4.4 Discussion of Results 
4.4.1 General 
I 
The space truss analyses proceeded to various stages of collapse 
before the program halted, due, to either excessive deflections, the 
formation of mechanisms or the occurrence of matrix singularity. Many 
of the grids analysed generated a large number of member failures. A 
summary of the main features of the results is given in Tables 4.2 to 
4.4. The load which caused initial member state-change, the maximum 
load, the residual load, the number of state changes or sets of 
changes, and the number and type of member failure are given for the 
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analysis of every truss in each load and support condition. 
Only a few of the results are presented in this Chapter due to the 
volume of material obtained. A complete set of the results is given 
in Appendix 3 in reduced format. Typical collapse behaviour 
equilibrium paths are shown in Figures 4.8 to 4.10, where failure 
patterns are also presented. For the load-deflection curves presented 
in these figures, the displacement was monitored at the loaded nodes. 
In the case of grids subjected to uniformly distributed loading the 
deflection is monitored at the most central node. For the plotting of 
collapse patterns, tension member failure was taken to occur when a 
member had exceeded its yield load. Compression member failure was 
assumed to occur when a member reached its limit load. 
4.4.2 Influence of Member Modelling on Collapse Behaviour 
The differences in behaviour observed between five phase and ten phase 
compression member modelling were very small. The order of failure 
and types of failure were the same. Small differences in the numbers 
of failures occurring using different analytical models were noticed. 
Ultimate loads in all cases were within 1.5$ of each other, except in 
the analysis of three different load and support combinations in the 
diagonal-on-square trusses. In the analysis of these trusses using 
the ten path compression member model, matrix singularity occurred 
after a small number of tensile failures took place, whereas the five 
path model produced a mechanism of both tensile and compressive 
failures. 
It would appear from the observations made that a five path analytical 
compression member model will give a sufficiently accurate indication 
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of collapse response, and from comparison of the number of failures 
which occurred using five and ten path models, will achieve this end 
with a considerable reduction in computational effort over that 
required by the ten path model. This can be seen in column (6) of 
Tables 4.2 to 4.4, which gives the number of state changes, or number 
of linear analyses needed to complete a collapse analysis. In 
addition, it would also appear from the analyses of the three 
diagonal-on-square trusses mentioned previously, that altering the 
number of linear loading phases may provide a means of overcoming 
matrix singularity which will prematurely halt the collapse analysis. 
The strain levels used in the modelling of the final linear phase of 
post-buckling were determined from an examination of the results of a 
previous study [23). In the studyq where strains of 1% and 2% were 
used in the determination of the final phase of post-buckling, it was 
found that members rarely attained the strain required for state 
change to the final compression member loading path. In the present 
study, the strains often exceeded 1%, that is, the most extreme point 
used in the determination of the final path. This led to inaccurate 
modelling of the later stages of structure collapse, as analytical 
model stresses were less than the theoretical values for given 
strains. The final phase of loading shown in Figure 4.9 highlights 
this effect. All failed compression members have reached the final 
loading phases. The members near the centre of the truss, that is, 
those experiencing the greatest strains, have progressed well into the 
final loading phase and their model stresses are deviating from the 
theoretical values. A large fall off in load for increasing 
displacement is therefore produced in the overall structural response. 
The analytical response derived nevertheless provides a lower bound 
solution in this region. A less conservative analysis could be 
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obtained by modelling the compression member response further into the 
post-buckling range. 
When analysed using both model types, the space trusses were generally 
found to have the same residual load levels, when the numbers of both 
tensile and compressive failures found by each model were the same. 
4.4.3 Influence of Slenderness Ratio on Collapse Behaviour 
In all but one analysis, the collapse patterns produced in 
geometrically similar trusses with members of different slenderness 
ratios were the same. Minor variations in the number of tensile or 
compressive failures were found, but the same failure lines were 
produced in both cases. It can be seen from the first four analyses 
in Table 4.2, that the effect of increasing slenderness was to bring 
about a combined compressive and tensile collapse mechanism where a 
tensile mechanism had existed previously. A change in mechanism type 
like this could be expected in any of the trusses if the ratio of 
tension to compression chord member sizes was altered. Compression 
member failure was experienced far more than tensile failure, but by 
simply reducing compression member slenderness without increasing 
sectional area more tensile mechanisms may have formed. 
4.4.4 Effects of Varying Load and Support Conditions 
The perimeter support condition increased ultimate loads in all but 
the centrally loaded square-on-square truss. For the 3-Om bay and 
3-5m bay SOS trusses, reductions in ultimate loads were encountered of 
10% and 20% respectively in going from corner supports to perimeter 
supports. The larger slenderness ratio square-on-square truss 
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produced another anomally in the results. In all trusses more total 
load was carried In load case L2 than load case L1. However, for this 
truss in the corner support condition more load was carried by load 
case L1. For all trusses, most load was carried when uniformly 
distributed loading was applied. 
4.4.5 Square-on-Square Collapse Sequences 
The only collapse mechanism produced entirely by tension member 
yielding was in the centrally loaded, corner supported truss with the 
3.0 metre bay length. Failure was initiated in the truss centre and 
progressed outwards. In the same situation the 3.5 metre bay grid 
collapsed by a combination of tensile and compressive failures with 
load shedding of 70%. Load cases L2 and L3 produced similar 
mechanisms when supported at the corners, compressive failures 
progressing inwards from the edges of the grid, with load shedding 
upwards of 50%. 
Mechanisms formed by load cases Ll and L3 were similar when perimeter 
support was provided. Tensile failures occurred in the four central 
lower chord members and compressive failures began at the centre and 
progressed outwards, -with load reductions of over 45%. Under load 
case L2 local mechanisms occurred with the failure of upper chord and 
bracing members at the load locations. In the 3.0 metre bay trusses, 
tension members also failed in the regions of load application. 
Residual loads 23% less than the ultimate loads were established. 
Generally, therefore, it may be said that the progressive collapse 
behaviour of SOS trusses, which does not involve bracing member 
failure, begins at the point of load application. For uniformly 
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distributed load, the origin of collapse is at the truss centre for 
perimeter supports and at the edges for corner supports. Collapse 
lines form normal and parallel to the orientation of the chord 
members, and when sequential compressive chord member failure occurs 
load shedding always in excess of 45% of the ultimate load takes 
place. Mechanisms produced entirely by tension member failure allow a 
steady increase in load for a large increase in displacement. 
4.4.6 Square-on-Diagonal Collapse Sequences 
For support case S1, load cases L1, L2 and L3 generated compressive 
failures. For loads L2 and L3, failure initiated at the grid 
perimeter and progressed inwards, with load reductions in both cases 
of 60% or more. In addition to upper chord failures at the grid 
centre progressing outwards, load case Ll also gave rise to the 
failure of a number of tension members at the centre and edges of the 
grid. In the 3.0 metre bay grid load shedding of only 44% took place, 
compared with the 89% reduction found in the truss with the 3.5 metre 
bay length. This much greater degree of load shedding in the longer 
bay trusses is largely due to the greater proportion of strength 
needed in these trusses to support the self-weight. The level of 
externally applied load which may be carried during collapse is 
therefore much less. 
Support case S2 produced collapse mechanisms with twenty or more 
compression member failures at the grid centre. Failure of four or 
eight tension members at the grid centre also occurred in load cases 
Ll and L2. For the 3.5 metre bay truss under load case L2, local 
failure occurred in the bracing members and upper chord local to the 
loads. In all but one of the analyses, residual loads were 
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established at levels lower than 25% of the maximum loads attained in 
each grid. The residual loads established in the truss with members 
of large slenderness under load case L3 were 50% of the maximum load 
achieved. 
No definite patterns of collapse could be observed in these trusses 
between different load and support conditions or for varying member 
slenderness ratio. Progressive collapse through compression member 
failure led to load shedding of over 60% of the ultimate load in all 
trusses, except for the larger slenderness, perimeter supported 
trusses under uniform load, and the smaller truss with centrally 
applied load and corner supports, for which load shedding in excess of 
40% took place. 
4.4.7 Diagonal-on-Square Collapse Sequences 
Support case S1 generated similar mechanisms for load cases Ll and L3. 
A number of tension and compression failures appeared at the edges of 
the grid and compression failures were seen at the grid centre 
emanating diagonally across the grid towards the supports. Similar 
failures at the edge of the grid took place under load case L2, and 
additional compression member failures occurred near the load 
locations. Load shedding of 70% occurred in load case L1, and of 60% 
in load cases L2 and L3. 
With perimeter supports, a local mechanism of tensile and compressive 
failures formed around the central loads, and loads fell by 18%. The 
uniformly distributed loading gave rise to a tensile mechanism for 
both modbls and bay sizes. In the load case L2 analyses, tensile 
failures occurred across the entire grid and bracing members later 
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failed at the load locations. Load reductions in excess of 44% were 
found. 
Being unmodified, the slenderness of the edge members in the DOS 
trusses was 101,1.4 times that of all other upper chord members. The 
compressive behaviour was therefore more ductile, and instability far 
less dramatic. As a result, the failure of peripheral upper chord 
members in compression, such as at point R in Figure 4.10, did not 
influence structure behaviour in the same way as all other compression 
failures in the SOS, SOD and DOS trusses, where overall instability 
and load shedding was produced. 
As with the SOD trusses no definite patterns of collapse could be seen 
to occur for differing load and support conditions. However, the 
patterns reported in Reference [231 for DOS trusses did occur in some 
analyses. With corner supports, load shedding due to compression 
member failure always in excess of 60% took place. Perimeter supports 
always gave higher residual load levels, compression member failure 
when it occurred, leading to load reductions of only 20% in the 
centrally loaded truss. 
4.4.8 Comparative Behaviour of Different Truss Types 
The relative efficiency of different trusses is not easily assessed. 
Unmodified trusses of different configurations with the same number of 
bays have been used under different loading and support conditions. 
It may be argued that the size of members used for particular load and 
support conditions may be suited to more efficient distribution of 
load in one truss, than in another truss under the same conditions. 
From an economic viewpoint, the larger number of members and joints 
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used in the diagonal-on-square truss would provide a less efficient 
solution than a square-on-diagonal or square-on-square truss of a 
similar volume. However, for the purposes of this study comparisons 
between the efficiency of different configurations will be made on an 
ultimate load-truss weight basis. 
Of the three truss types investigated, the square-on-square grid was 
the most efficient when corner supported under a centrally applied 
load. The square-on-diagonal truss was 20% less efficient and the 
diagonal-on-square truss over 50% less. The SOD truss was marginally 
more efficient than the SOS trusses in load cases L2 and L3, both 
trusses being 14ý more efficient than the diagonal-on-square truss. 
It would appear from these observations that the DOS truss is rather 
inefficient in a corner support situation. 
With perimeter supports the SOS and SOD trusses were of comparable 
efficiency, 16% greater than the DOS truss in the central loading 
condition. The efficiencies of all grids were within 10% of each 
other in load case L2, and in load case L3 the DOS truss was the most 
efficient, 5% greater than the other trusses. 
The SOS trusses maintained higher residual load levels than either the 
SOD or DOS trusses when supported at the corners for all load cases. 
With perimeter supports the DOS grid retained the highest residual 
load for cases Ll and L3, the SOS grid giving highest residual load 
under load case L2. 
From the comparisons made it would appear that there is little to 
chose between the SOD and SOS trusses, as similar material volumes 
produce similar ultimate load levels. Residual loads in the SOS 
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trusses are, however, higher than those obtained in the SOD trusses 
and may thus make the SOS truss the preferred design solution. Only 
where uniformly distributed loading is applied and perimeter supports 
are provided will the DOS truss give the most efficient solution. 
Few similarities were observed in the collapse patterns produced by 
grids of different configurations. Within each grid, different 
patterns were often produced for different load and support 
conditions. It would appear therefore, that a simple mechanism type 
analysis could not be applied to double-layer grids to give, with a 
reasonable degree of certainty, either ultimate or residual load 
levels. However, for SOD and DOS trusses in similar loading and 
support conditions, but with a different number of bays in each truss, 
Supple and Howells found definite patterns of collapse occurring. If 
a simple mechanism technique of analysis is to be developed therefore, 
different collapse patterns will have to be analysed for each truss 
and for each loading and support condition, to find the one which 
minimises truss load levels. It does appear from the observations 
made in this Chapter that particular patterns of collapse such as 
those given in Figure 2.19 could be specified for individual trusses. 
For example, the pattern given in Figure 2.19(a) applies to a number 
of SOD and SOS loading conditions and that of Figure 2.19(b) to a 
number of DOS truss situations. 
4.5 Concluding Remarks 
Compression member failure did not always lead to overall instability. 
Where highly abrupt strut buckling took place overall instability was 
encountered and maximum restabilisation load levels did not exceed 
pre-failure load levels. Sequentiall compressive chord member failure 
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caused load shedding in excess of 40% for all trusses, -loading and 
support conditions, except one DOS truss arrangement. More ductile 
compression member instability as seen in the peripheral members in 
the upper chord of the DOS trusses led only to reduction in structure 
stiffness, as seen in all trusses when tension member yielding took 
place, or a small degree of overall instability. Further 
investigation is needed to determine the critical member slenderness 
at which compressive failure will not cause overall structural 
instability, and consequent load shedding. 
Geometrically similar trusses with members of different slenderness 
ratios produced the same collapse patterns when compression member 
failure was met in both cases. However, if the slenderness is great 
enough to give more ductile compressive response, collapse patterns 
may change, and further investigation is required in this area. 
In all the trusses, in both support conditions, the greatest load was 
carried as uniformly distributed loading. It seems unlikely that 
other combinations of point loading would invalidate this conclusion, 
as the load carrying capacity under uniformly distributed loading was 
considerably higher than either of the other two load cases 
considered. 
All the above points could have been derived from the results of 
either the ten or five phase models. Considering the computational 
effort involved (column 6, Tables 4.2 to 4.4), the accuracy gained 
does not warrant the use of more than five linear stages for modelling 
the compressive behaviour of the type of. strut used in this 
investigation. It can be envisaged, however, that struts with more 
irregular elastic loading and plastic post-buckling behaviour may 
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require six or seven linear phases of modelling to prevent 
considerable departures from the theoretical curves. 
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Table 4.1 Analytical Member Properties 
Truss Member Area 
(mm) 
Rad. 
of 
Gyr. 
(M) 
Length 
(mm) 
Slender- 
ness 
Ratio 
Amp. 
Init 
Imp. 
(M) 
Ult. Str. 
Approx. 
ECCS 
(N/=2) 
Str. at 
Onset 
PlasIty 
(N/mm2) 
Anal. 
Ult. 
Str. 
2 (N/mm 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
U. Chord 1720 38.7 3000.0 77-52 3.00 194.90 196.13 207.20 
SOS1 L. Chord 1320 29.7 3000.0 101-01 3.00 149.40 151-89 159-93 
Bracing 1070 30.0 2514.5 83-82 2.51 183.46 185.45 196-48 
U. Chord 1720 38.7 3000.0 77-52 3.00 194.90 196.13 207.20 
SON L. Chord 1720 -38.7 4242.6 109.63 4.24 133-18 135-85 142.00 
Bracing 1320 29.7 2514.5 84.66 2.51 181.85 183-54 194-73 
U. Chord 1320 29.7 2121.3 71.42 2.12 204-76 204-76 215.58 
DOM L. Chord 1320 29.7 3000.0 101-01 3.00 149.40 151-89 159-93 
Bracing 1070 30.0 2018.0 67.27 2.02 210-72 210.44 220.49 
U. Chord 1720 38.7 3500.0 go. 44 3.50 170-50 173-01 183.28 
SOS2 L. Chord 1320 29.7 3500.0 117-84 3.50 119.18 121.42 125-98 
Bracing 1070 30.0 2933.5 97-78 2.93 155-77 158-53 167-30 
U. Chord 1720 38.7 3500.0 90-44 3.50 170-50 173-01 183.28 
SOD2 L. Chord 1720 38.7 4949.7 127-90 4.95 104.24 106-34 109-79 
Bracing 1320 29.7 2933.5 98-77 2.93 153-81 156.27 164-35 
U. Chord 1320 29.7 2474.9 83-33 2.47 184-39 185-93 197.23 
DOS2 L. Chord 1320 29.7 3500.0 117-84 3.50 119.18 121.42 125-98 
Bracing 1070 30.0 2354.4 78.48 2.35 193.23 194.60 205.78 
__ J 
Yield stress = 250N/= 2 
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Table 4.2 Square-On-Square Truss Results 
Truss 
Support 
Load 
Model 
First 
Coll. 
Load 
W) 
Max. 
Factor 
Max. 
Load 
Resid. ' 
Load 
Load 
No. I 
Colls. 
Upper 
ChordI 
(Comp 
Fails 
Lowerl 
Chordi 
)(Tens 
Fails 
Bracing 
Member 
)(Comp) 
. Fails. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
SOS S1 Ll 1 411.4 1.640 674.7 1.000 19 0 44 0 
SOS S1 Ll 1A 604.2 1.117 674.9 1.000 6 0 44 0 
SOS S1 Ll 2 259.9 2.526 656.5 0.356 56 16 28 0 
SOS S1 Ll 2-A 557.0 1.128 650.9 0.223 28 20 28 0 
SOS S1 L2 1 347.7 1.980 688.4 0.462 47 16 0 0 
SOS S1 L2 1A 685.6 1.000 685.6 0.359 23 16 0 0 
SOS S1 L2 2 217.2 2.607 566.2 0.447 53 16 0 0 
SOS S1 L2 2-A 559.5 1.000 559.5 0.351 23 20 0 0 
SOS S1 L3 1 411.4 1.984 816.2 0.529 53 12 0 0 
SOS S1 L3 1A 811.2 1.000 811.2 0.409 23 16 0 0 
SOS S1 L3 2 257.0 2.617 672.6 0.513 54 16 0 0 
SOS S1 L3 2-A 662.0 1.000 662.6 0.401 22 20 0 0 
SOS S2 Ll 1 345.3 1.750 604.3 0.514 47 16 4 0 
SOS S2 Ll 1A 6ol. 6 1.000 6ol. 6 0.690 9 12 0 0 
SOS S2 Ll 2 260.0 2.021 525.5 0.545 51 16 4 0 
SOS S2 Ll 2A 519.6 1.000 519.6 0.553 23 16 4 0 
SOS S2 L2 1 976. o 1.731 1689.5 0.768 56 16 16 4 
SOS S2 L2 1A 1680.0 1.000 1680.0 0.773 19 16 16 8 
SOS S2 L2 2 746.1 1.984 1480.3 0.760 52 16 0 4 
SOS S2 L2 2A 1459.3 1.000 1459.3 0.758 15 16 0 8 
SOS S2 L3 1 1554.4 1.751 2721.8 0.547 41 16 4 0 
SOS S2 L3 1A 2707.9 1.000 2707.9 0.487 23 16 4 0 
SOS S2 L3 2 1170.4 2.023 2367.7 0.504 55 16 4 0 
SOS S2 L3 2A 2338.8 1.000 2338.8 0.512 23 16 4 0 
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Table 4.3 Square-On-Diagonal Truss Results 
Truss 
Support 
Load 
Model 
First 
Coll. 
Load 
(kN) 
Max. 
Factor 
' Max. 
Load 
Resid. 
Loa 
Load 
No. 
Colls. 
Upper 
Chord 
(Comp 
Fails 
ILower 
'ChordI 
)(Tens 
Fails 
lBracing 
Member 
)(Comp) 
. Fails. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (9) 
SOD S1 LI 1 370.7 1.476 547.2 0.562 40 20 20 0 
SOD S1 Ll 1A 391.6 1.397 547.1 0.565 14 20 20 0 
SOD S1 Ll 2 242.0 2.109 510.4 0.110 54 20 20 0 
SOD S1 Ll 2A 382.7 1.328 508.2 0.113 18 16 12 0 
SOD S1 L2 1 375.4 1.921 721.1 0.351 32 12 0 0 
SOD S1 L2 IA 721.3 1.000 721.3 0.352 11 12 0 0 
SOD S1 L2 2 245.0 2.459 602.5 0.091 48 12 0 0 
SOD S1 L2 2A 595.5 1.000 595.5 0.345 12 12 0 0 
SOD S1 L3 1 435.7 1.933 842.2 0.397 36 12 0 0 
SOD SI L3 1A 837.1 1.000 837.1 o. 4oo 11 12 0 0 
SOD S1 L3 2 264.4 2.464 700.8 0.388 36 12 0 0 
SOD S1 L3 2A 691.1 1.000 691.1 0.396 11 12 0 0 
SOD S2 LI 1 364.2 1.665 606.4 0.254 41 24 4 0 
SOD S2 Ll 1A 607.2 1.023 621.2 0.252 16 24 4 0 
SOD S2 Ll 2 278.3 1.975 549.6 0.238 41 24 0 0 
SOD S2 Ll 2A 544.6 1.000 544.6 0.252 16 24 0 0 
SOD S2 L2 1 1063.6 1.766 1878.3 0.216 43 20 8 0 
SOD S2 L2 1A 1740.7 1.076 1873.0 0.218 17 20 8 0 
SOD S2 L2 2 812.8 1.925 1564.6 0.212 33 4 0 8 
SOD S2 L2 2A 1557.9 1.000 1557.9 0.274 10 4 0 8 
SOD S2 L3 1 1572.1 1.728 2716.6 0.244 42 24 0 0 
SOD S2 L3 1A 2706.7 1.000 2706.7 0.254 16 24 0 0 
SOD S2 L3 2 1201.4 1.973 2370.4 0.504 32 24 0 0 
SOD S2 L3 2A 2350.8 1.000 2350.8 0.505 10 24 0 0 
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Table 4.4 Diagonal-On-Square Truss Results 
Truss 
Support 
Load 
Model 
First 
Coll. 
Load 
NN) 
Max. 
Factor 
Max. 
Load 
Resid. 
Load ýýýx 
Load 
No. 
Colls. 
Upper 
Chordl 
(Comp 
Fails 
Lowed Bracing 
Chord Member 
)(Tens)(Comp) 
Fails. Fails. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
DOS S1. L1 1 161.6 1.996 322.6 0.263 68 28 0 0 
DOS S1. L1 1A 322.0 1.000 322.0 0.287 23 28 0 0 
DOS S1. L1 2 151.7 1.852 280.9 0.203 64 28 0 0 
DOS S1. L1 2A 279.6 1.000 279.6 0.223 22 28 0 0 
DOS S1. L2 1 396.8 1.540 611.1 - 23 8 24 0 
DOS S1. L2 1A 419.9 1.431 600.9 0.375 33 44 16 0 
DOS S1. L2 2 373.4 1.432 534.7 0.000 18 8 8 0 
DOS S1. L2 2A 394.3 1.360 536.2 0.381 30 52 8 0 
DOS S1. L3 1 576.6 1.505 717.2 - 23 4 24 0 
DOS S1. L3 1A 483.2 1.463 707.0 0.392 17 16 24 0 
DOS S1. L3 2 441.7 1.401 618.4 - 17 8 8 0 
DOS S1. L3 2A 453.8 1.385 628.6 0.397 16 20 8 0 
DOS S2. L1 1 307.1 1.660 509.8 0.816 63 32 12 0 
DOS S2. L1 1A 418.2 1.218 502.1 0.828 24 28 12 0 
DOS S2. L1 2 303.6 1.554 471.8 0.895 53 28 12 0 
DOS S2. L1 2-A 413.0 1.140 470.8 0.900 17 28 12 0 
DOS S2. L2 1 986.9 1.580 1559.3 - 8 0 24 0 
DOS S2. L2 1A 1446.7 1.209 1749.1 0.569 10 0 24 8 
DOS S2. L2 2 98o. 6 1.580 1549.3 - 8 0 24 0 
DOS S2. L2 2A 1436.2 1.161 1667.4 0.496 16 4 24 8 
DOS S2. L3 1 2258.6 1.316 2972.4 1.000 20 0 28 0 
DOS S2. L3 1A 2291.2 1.291 2958.0 1.000 5 0 28 0 
DOS S2. L3 2 2229.8 1.077 2401.5 - 4 0 12 0 
DOS S2. L3 2A 2263.0 
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Figure 4.1 Plan View of Trusses Analysed. 
Figure 4.3 System of Discretising 
Load in Load Case L3. 
Figure 4.2 Illustration of Restraint 
Applied to Each Truss. 
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Figure 4.9 Results of Collapse Analysis of the Perimeter-Supported 
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Figure 4.10 Results of Collapse Analysis on the Corner Supported 
DOS Truss Using a 10 Path Compression Member Model. 
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CHAPTER 5 
IMPERFECTION STUDY 
5.1 Introduction 
Experiments have shown that imperfections affect both the ultimate 
load levels and sequences of progressive collapse. Though the need to 
incorporate imperfections into collapse analyses has been advocated in 
a number of studies [43,44] little theoretical work has been carried 
out in this field [45,46). 
Imperfections in space trusses may take the form of, for example, 
lack-of-fit stresses, initial member curvature and variations in 
material properties. While the use of prefabrication techniques and 
tighter quality control may minimise all of these effects, they still 
exist to some degree in every truss. It can easily be envisaged that 
all may have an adverse effect on ultimate load carrying capacity$ but 
the complexity of collapse behaviour requires that full collapse 
analyses are performed to determine the ways in which imperfections 
may affect the sequences and load levels of collapse. 
In an attempt to provide more information on the influence of 
imperfections on the collapse behaviour of space trusses, a number of 
trusses were analysed and their collapse behaviour, incorporating the 
effects of initial member imperfections, determined. The method of 
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accounting for imperfections and the results of the truss analyses are 
reported in this Chapter. 
5.2 Space Trusses Analysed 
The trusses chosen for analysis were the 3.0 metre bay, 
square-on-square, square-on-diagonal and diagonal-on-square trusses 
examined in Chapter 4. Circular hollow section members were again 
used and all loading and support conditions described in Section 4.2.2 
were examined. Imperfection effects would thus be determined for a 
wide range of structural configurations, whose theoretically perfect 
collapse behaviour (in terms of design) had been previously 
established. 
5.3 Imperfections Considered 
5.3.1 Imperfection Type 
Only one type of imperfection was considered, that of initial member 
curvature. Compression behaviour was therefore affected, but the 
small influence of this effect on tension member behaviour was 
neglected. Imperfections of varying degrees were incorporated by 
assuming initial sinusoidal member curvature of different amplitudes. 
Members whose behaviour represents the practical, undamaged condition, 
were assumed to have an unloaded amplitude of curvature of 0.001L, 
where L is the member length. This amplitude gives ultimate load 
values comparable with those of practical struts, as discussed in 
Section 4.3.2 
The elastic behaviour of all compression members may be defined by 
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equations (4.1) to (4.9) in Section 4.3.2. A theoretical formulation 
for plastic post-buckling has also been determined in this Section. 
5.3.2 Choice of Imperfect Members 
Four analyses are reported for each truss for each load and support 
condition. The imperfections chosen for each of analyses Ii to 14 are 
as implied in the following: 
Imperfection Case Il: Ten per cent of all upper chord members 
(compression members) were chosen randomly, by a method described in 
Appendix 2, and were assigned randomly selected imperfection 
characteristics. Imperfections were in the form of varying initial 
member curvatures, with amplitudes of imperfection of 0-0015L, 0.002L 
or 0.0025L. This imperfection case represents a practical truss 
set-up, in which handling or other fabrication or erection procedures 
has resulted in imperfections in some members being slightly greater 
than expected. 
Imperfection Case 12: Random numbers cannot be generated by a 
computer without the use of special hardware, which was not available 
during this sludy. Thus, a selection of pseudo-random numbers was 
made, as discussed in Appendix 2. By this process, the member numbers 
generated at one time, from a given set of member numbers, is the same 
each time the routine of generation is operated. However, by changing 
a numerical input parameter to the routine from which the member 
numbers are generated, a different selection will be made. This was 
the process used for generation of a different set of random member 
numbers, from that used in Il above, for use in this imperfection 
case. Imperfections for this different set of members were chosen in 
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the same way as for imperfection case Il. This case may be 
encountered in practice for the same reasons as imperfection case Il. 
It must be pointed out, that the results presented for imperfection 
cases Il and 12 represent two typical sets of results, from a small 
number of analyses on each configuration in which imperfections were 
randomly distributed. Many hundreds of analyses would need to be 
performed to provide statistically significant results for the 
influence of random imperfections on collapse behaviour, for the whole 
range of configurations examined in this study. It should be 
remembered therefore, that the results presented and discussed in this 
Chapter, for the behaviour of trusses with random imperfections, 
simply give an illustration of the sort of changes in collapse 
response that may take place and do not represent the results of a 
statistical summary of many analyses. 
Imperfection Case 13: It may be expected that if the failing members 
which produced mechanism lines in the truss analyses of Chapter 4 had 
larger imperfections, then both ultimate and residual load levels 
would be reduced. To investigate this possibility, all compression 
members which failed in the previous'perfect'truss analyses, lying on 
one line of symmetry, were assigned an amplitude of initial curvature 
of 0-0015L. Where tensile mechanisms formed, one compression member 
from each set of the most highly stressed compression members, lying 
on one axis of symmetry, were assigned an amplitude of initial 
imperfection c= 0-0015L. These member selections were obtained from 
inspection of the results of the perfect truss analyses of the 
previous Chapter. 
Imperfection Case 14: All members were assumed to have an initial 
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curvature with amplitude of imperfection o=0.001L. That is, all 
member paths were the same as those for the perfect trusses analysed 
in Chapter 4. However, simultaneous compression member failure was 
prevented. This was achieved by only allowing one of a set of failing 
compression members to have its stiffness changed. As compression 
member instability nearly always implied a need for the structure to 
unload, all the other members which would have failed in the normal 
use of the analytical method, would unload elastically until a 
restabilisation load path was reached, at which point they reloaded 
elastically. 
The member selected from each particular set, which was allowed to 
fail, was the lowest numbered member. Thus, the patterns of collapse 
derived for this imperfection case are dependent on the member 
numbering sequence. It will be appreciated therefore that the 
patterns that emerged could occur at 90,180 and 270 degree rotations 
about the centre of the trusses away from the actual point of 
occurrence, due to symmetry. This final imperfection case should 
closely represent results expected from tests, in which great care has 
been taken in setting up and manufacturing the test trusses and where 
only minor differences in material properties or buckling loads would 
be experienced in nominally identical members. 
5.4 Member Modelling 
As mentioned earlier, the effects of member curvature on tensile 
behaviour were ignored. The analytical model of Section 4.3.1 was 
therefore unchanged. 
Examination of the results of Chapter 4 showed that no significant 
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differences in truss behaviour occurred between five and ten phase 
compression member modelling. As struts with similar properties were 
to be used in this study, a five phase model appeared to be suitable 
for the investigation and would save computational effort. 
Pre-buckling and post-buckling compressive response was determined as 
before for each member slenderness and all cases of imperfection 
considered. The modelling of elasto-plastic behaviour was also 
determined in the same way. Typical five phase compression member 
models for different degrees of imperfection may be seen in Figure 
5.1. By using the same technique for modelling compressive behaviour, 
direct comparisons could be drawn with the analyses of the perfect 
grids of the previous Chapter. 
5.5 Discussion of Results 
5.5.1 General 
For nearly all loading and support conditions well defined collapse 
mechanisms were produced. Symmetrical patterns of failure observed in 
the perfect truss analyses were often modified by the presence of 
imperfections. 
Where tensile mechanisms had formed previously, we would expect 
reductions in ultimate loads and changes in collapse patterns if 
imperfections sufficiently reduced strut critical loads. This did 
occur in the centrally loaded corner supported SOS truss for analyses 
Il and 12, but the tensile mechanism of the DOS truss remained 
unaltered for all cases of imperfection considered. 
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The effects of imperfections on ultimate and residual loads varied 
from truss to truss, and within each truss for different load and 
support conditions. Little correlation exists between the influence 
of imperfections on trusses of different configurationsq therefore the 
results of the analyses of different trusses are presented separately. 
Only some of the results are presented graphically , Figures 5.2 to 
5.4, due to the volume of material produced. The remainder are given 
together with the results of the perfect truss analyses in reduced 
format in Appendix 3. Tables 5.2 to 5.4 give the main features of 
each analysis. 
5.5.2 Square-on-Square Truss Results 
As mentioned above, in support case S1 under centrally applied load a 
local mechanism of tensile and compressive failures was formed. For 
the other load conditions, in the Ii to 14 analyses, a mechanism 
formed from the mid-point of one edge to the grid centre. Deflections 
became excessive before a mechanism line had developed across the 
whole grid. Previously, compressive failures had occurred on lines 
from all edges to the grid centre. In all the imperfection analyses a 
member lying on only one of the lines had a reduced critical load, and 
the collapse was confined to the region of imperfection. 
In support case S2, load cases Ll and L3 developed the same mechanisms 
as before. The order of failure was altered by the reduction in strut 
critical loads on one of the failure lines, with the consequent 
disruption of symmetry. Considerably more computational effort was 
required due to the occurrence of individual member failures, as 
opposed to sets of member failures recorded in the perfect truss 
analyses. Initial compression member failure, which always led to 
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global instability and reduced maximum restabilisation load levels in 
the perfect truss analyses, though causing global instability, did not 
necessarily dictate the point of maximum load. That is, on 
restabilisation, truss load levels sometimes exceeded those at the 
point of initial compression member failure. Nevertheless load 
reductions were encountered after further compression member failures, 
for only marginally higher displacements than observed at initial 
member failure. 
Imperfections in load case L2 analyses changed the local failure 
encountered previously to a mechanism similar to that found for the 
other load cases, for all combinations of imperfect members. This 
observation, together with the observation that residual load levels 
in all perfect and imperfect analyses were comparable, would tend to 
suggest that a mechanism approach to collapse analysis of SOS trusses 
could be specified. Collapse lines originate at one or more points of 
load application when concentrated loads are applied, at the edges for 
corner supported uniformly loaded trusses, and at the centre for 
perimeter supported uniformly loaded trusses. The lines of collapse 
form in two directions for perimeter supported trusses and in one 
direction only for corner supported trusses. These lines of failure 
could be used in an analytical method such as that of Schmidt et al 
[51 to find the point of imminent collapse, or a point of excessive 
deflection, without the need for determining the intermediate stages 
of collapse. Such an approach would save considerable computational 
effort. However, the sensitivity of collapse pattern and collapse 
load levels to random imperfections needs to be more fully examined. 
In addition, the ability to use this approach with other modular forms 
remains to be seen. 
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5.5.3 Square-on-Diagonal Truss Results 
In the corner supported truss, for all Il to 14 analyses of load cases 
L2 and L3, and for Il and 12 analyses of load case Ll a mechanism 
developed in the compression members on a line from one edge to the 
grid centre. This change in pattern from four to one line of collapse 
is due to the fact that initial compression member failure, here 
occurring at only one part of the truss, caused overall instability. 
On restabilisation, further failures occurred in the region of initial 
failure before load levels were sufficiently great to cause failure in 
other parts of the truss which had failed in the perfect analyses. 
This was the same as for the SOS corner supported trusses under load 
cases L2 and L3. The 13 and 14 analyses of load case Li produced 
scattered failures with no definite failure line. The imperfections 
in these analyses were relatively small and thus, from these 
observations, it would be wrong to assume that collapse patterns in 
practical symmetric trusses will form on all lines of symmetry. 
For support case S2, in all load cases, a large number of upper chord 
compression failures occurred in the grid centre in the perfect truss 
analyses. The effect of all cases of imperfection on the grid 
behaviour was to produce a random scatter of compression failures in 
the same region. This was to be expected as any imperfections within 
a large central region would affect collapse response. 
The development of a mechanism type approach to collapse analysis of 
SOD trusses does not appear to be feasible. Or, more correctly, any 
approach along those lines should take account of the results emerging 
from this study. The various patterns of failure and scattering of 
failures due to imperfections prevents the accurate specification of 
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collapse lines to be used in such an approach. However, collapse 
analysis of perfect SOD trusses, with a method such as that used in 
this study may provide a good indication of the residual load levels 
that could be expected in both perfect and imperfect trusses of this 
type, as it was generally found that residual load levels were altered 
little by the introduction of imperfections. 
5.5.4 Diagonal-on-Square Truss Results 
The effect of imperfections on the corner supported trusses varied 
with different imperfection and load cases. In load case Ll the two 
lines of failure, lying diagonally between supports, which formed at 
the truss centre were retained in cases Il and 12. For the 13 and 14 
analyses only one of the two lines was formed. For load cases L2 and 
L3 a number of compressive failures that occurred in the grid centre 
were met once more in case Il. The collapse pattern changed to a line 
of failures located at the grid centre and edges of the grid for both 
load cases. In the 13 and 14 analyses, failure around one corner of 
the trusses occurred under both loading conditions. 
For support case S2, few differences in behaviour were observed 
between perfect and imperfect analyses of all load cases. The 
centrally located mechanism of load case Ll stayed, as did the 
globally tensile and local bracing failure combination of L2, though 
this was localised to only one load in the 13 and 14 analyses. The 
tensile mechanism of load case L3 remained totally unchanged by the 
imperfections. 
Though imperfections caused only small changes in the sequences of 
collapse, use of a mechanism type approach for the collapse analysis 
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of this modular form appears to require the use of a number of 
collapse mechanisms, due to the variations in collapse patterns that 
occur in going from one load and support condition to the next. As 
with the SOD trusses, though collapse patterns were changed by the 
presence of imperfections, residual load levels were only marginally 
altered. Thus, one analysis of a perfect truss, for any particular 
load and support conditions, should provide a reasonable indication of 
the residual load level of collapse of a perfect or imperfect truss of 
this configuration under the same conditions. 
5.5.5 Comparison of Results 
An illustration of the influence that random imperfections, which can 
exist in practical space trusses, may have on collapse behaviour has 
been given in the analytical results of imperfection cases Ii and 12. 
The randomly chosen imperfections of analyses Il and 12 had greatest 
effect on the SOS trusses, considerably reducing all ultimate loads. 
The effect on the DOS and SOD trusses was much less. The difference 
was due to the random member selection. The randomly chosen imperfect 
members in analyses Il and 12 of the SOS truss played an important 
part in the structural stability of the grid, in all load and support 
conditions. Thus, reductions were obtained in both ultimate and, to a 
lesser extent, residual load levels in these analyses. Different 
selections of imperfect members could possibly affect the collapse 
behaviour of the DOS and SOD trusses more than the evidence of this 
study suggests, and further analyses should be performed to examine 
the influence of random imperfections more fully. 
The small imperfections of case 13 were sufficient to cause reductions 
in ultimate loads in all the trusses where compression failures 
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occurred. This was to be expected, by virtue of the method in which 
the imperfect members were chosen. 
Imperfection case 14 could be said to simulate a highly controlled 
experimental environment where only minor variations from 
theoretically perfect behaviour take place. Minor differences in 
member behaviour may cause considerable changes in the patterns of 
collapse response, as seen in some of the analyses. This imperfection 
case did not affect ultimate structure loads as member load carrying 
capacity was unaltered. These observations have considerable 
consequence for the interpretation of the results of past and future 
test-programmes. When such programmes are used for the verification 
of analytical methods, unless the methods have the capacity to account 
for imperfections, it will only be by chance that observed collapse 
sequences and patterns will be accurately predicted. However, further 
truss analyses in which random imperfections are included may show 
that collapse load levels are insensitive to sequences of collapse, as 
observed for a number of configurations in this study, and that for 
various distributions of imperfections the patterns of failure take a 
banded form. Thus, while the predicted behaviour may not be exactly 
the same as that observed experimentally, the general nature of 
experimental response may be adequately determined. 
5.6 Concluding Remarks 
The changes in behaviour caused both by large and minor imperfections 
shows that even computational techniques such as the one developed in 
this study, may be unable to accurately predict the patterns and 
sequences of collapse unless imperfections are adequately accounted 
for. As mentioned previously, in Section 3.2.2, it is likely that the 
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sequences of space truss collapse may be highly sensitive to minor 
changes in imperfections. This would not give any cause for concern 
if only a small number of different collapse paths could be followed. 
However, as shown in the simple example of Section 3.2.2, in which an 
arrangement of members not dissimilar from the trusses analysed in 
this Section was assessed, at just one point in the analysis 18 
variations of failure were possible. Taking just one of these paths, 
it is possible that further alternative combinations of failure could 
be reached later in the collapse analysis. It would thus appear, that 
to evaluate all the possible combinations and sequences of collapse 
for just one test truss, such as those of Collins or Schmidt et al, 
may require over 100 analyses in order to be sure of obtaining the one 
that will occur. However, the significance of changed sequences or 
patterns of collapse needs further examination. Though patterns have 
been seen to change in this study, the only significant differences in 
ultimate and residual load levels have occurred where compression 
member failure has taken place, in a truss which previously collapsed 
by tensile failures when imperfections were not accounted for. 
Numerous further analyses will need to be performed, with various 
distributions of random imperfections, before the full extent of 
change in collapse pattern and sequence can be assessed. 
We have seen in some of the analyses that increase in structure load 
may occur_ evjej after initial strut failure. In nearly all the 
analyses of the previous Chapter, and in many of the analyses of this 
Chapter this was not the case. But the structures analysed come from 
the lower end of the families of SOS, SOD and DOS trusses. Trusses 
with considerably more bays, whose load is distributed to a greater 
number of members, may suffer less from the failure of just a few 
compression members and for this reason larger trusses with more 
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members should be analysed. 
Though the examination of the influence of imperfections on space 
truss collapse response presented in this Chapter only accounts for 
member imperfectionst it presents results which show a significant 
need for examining these imperfections, and other imperfections such 
as lack-of-fit stresses in future analytical studies. Experimental 
studies of collapse behaviour have so far been relatively unsuccessful 
in giving investigators a large degree of confidence in their 
analytical techniques, due to the differences found between predicted 
and observed behaviour. Further investigation of the influence of 
imperfections on collapse response may instil more confidence in the 
developers and users of these approximate computational analysis 
techniques, and prove the validity of the simplifying assumptions 
regarding discretisation and idealisation of member behaviour. 
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Table 5.1 Analytical Member Properties 
Truss Member Area 
(mm) 
Rad. 
of 
Gyr. 
(mm) 
Length 
(mm) 
Slender- Amp. 
ness Init, 
Ratio Imp. 
(mm) 
Str. at 
Onset 
PlasIty 
(N /mm 2) 
Anal. 
Ult. 
Str. 
(N /mm 2) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
SOS1 U. Chord 1720 38.7 3000.0 77-52 3.0 196.13 207.20 
4.5 181-93 195-10 
6.0 170.65 185-33 
7.5 161.27 177-10 
SOS1 L. Chord 1320 29.7 3000.0 101-01 3.0 *151-89 159-93 
4.5 140-56 149.83 
6.0 131.63 141-73 
7.5 124.26 134.44 
SOS1 Bracing 1070 30.0 2514.5 83.82 2.51 185.45 196.48 
3.77 171-35 184.11 
5.03 160-33 174.29 
6.29 151.27 166.13 
SON U. Chord 1720 38.7 3000.0 77-52 3.0 196.13 207.20 
4.5 181-93 195-10 
6.0 170.65 185-33 
7.5 161.27 177-10 
SON L. Chord 1720 38.7 4242.6 109.63 4.24 135-85 142-00 
6.37 126.43 133-81 
8.49 118.86 127-10 
10.61 112-50 121-38 
SON Bracing 1320 29.7 2514.5 84.66 2.51 183-54 194-73 
3.77 169.45 182.28 
5.03 158.47 172.45 
6.29 149.44 164.26 
DOS1 U. Chord 1320 29.7 2121.3 71.42 2.12 204-76 215-57 
3.18 190.96 204-31 
4.24 179-74 194.94 
5.30 170.28 186.91 
DOS1 L. Chord 1320 29.7 3000.0 101-01 3.0 151-89 159-93 
4.5 140-56 149.83 
6.0 131.63 141-73 
7.5 124.26 134.44 
DOS1 Bracing 1070 30.0 2018.0 67.27 2.02 210.44 220.49 
3.03 197-30 210.08 
4.04 186-39 201.23 
5.05 177-07 193-54 
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Table 5.2 Square-On-Square Truss Results 
Truss 
Support 
Load 
Model 
First 
Coll. 
Load 
W) 
Max. 
Factor 
Max. 
Load 
Resid. 
Load :: ýýx 
Load 
No. 
Colls. 
Upper 
Chord 
(Comp 
Fails 
Lower IChord 
)(Tens 
Fails 
Bracing iMember 
)(Comp) 
. Fails. 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
SOS S1 Ll 1A 604.2 1.117 674.9 1.000 6 0 44 0 
SOS S1 Ll Ii 6o4.2 1.036 626.0 - 5 16 12 0 
SOS S1 Ll 12 6o4.2 1.088 657.4 - 6 16 20 0 
SOS S1 Ll 13 604.2 1.117 674.9 1.000 6 0 36 0 
SOS S1 Ll 14 6o4.2 1.117 674.9 1.000 6 0 36 0 
SOS S1 L2 1A 685.6 1.000 685.6 0.359 23 16 0 0 
SOS S1 L2 Il 561.8 1.000 561.8 0.350 24 5 0 0 
SOS S1 L2 12 635.8 1.000 635.8 o. 187 30 5 0 0 
SOS S1 L2 13 635.8 1.000 635.8 0.187 30 5 0 0 
SOS S1 L2 14 685.6 1.000 685.6 0.292 24 5 0 0 
SOS S1 L3 1A 811.2 1.000 811.2 0.409 23 16 0 0 
SOS S1 L3 11 664.8 1.000 664.8 o. 04 23 5 0 0 
SOS S1 L3 12 747.6 1.000 747.6 0.350 23 5 0 0 
SOS S1 L3 13 752.3 1.000 752.3 0.222 30 5 0 0 
SOS S1 L3 14 811.2 1.000 811.2 0.330 24 5 0 0 
SOS S2 Ll 1A 601.6 1.000 601.6 0.690 9 12 0 0 
SOS S2 Ll Il 507.8 2.048 532.2 0.700 66 16 4 0 
SOS S2 Ll 12 533.4 1.000 533.4 0.619 64 16 4 0 
SOS S2 Ll 13 563.9 1.000 563.9 0.561 117 16 4 0 
SOS S2 Ll 14 6ol. 6 1.000 601.6 0.536 116 16 4 0 
SOS S2 L2 1A 1680.0 1.000 1680.0 0.773 19 16 16 8 
SOS S2 L2 Il 1465.0 1.016 1488.4 0.492 80 16 4 0 
SOS S2 L2 12 1539.0 1.000 1539.0 0.478 77 16 4 0 
SOS S2 L2 13 1576.4 1.000 1576.4 0.522 80 13 2 0 
SOS S2 L2 14 168o. o 1.000 1680.0 o. 496 103 14 2 0 
SOS S2 L3 1A 2707.9 1.000 2707.9 o. 487 23 16 4 0 
SOS S2 L3 Il 2285.5 1.017 2285.5 0.567 75 16 4 0 
SOS S2 L3 12 2400.8 1.000 2400.8 0.549 60 16 4 0 
SOS S2 L3 13 2538.2 1.000 2538.2 0.520 112 16 4 0 
SOS S2 L3 14 2707.9 1.000 2707.9 o. 499 119 16 4 0 
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Table 5.3 Square-On-Diagonal Truss Results 
Truss 
Support 
Load 
Model 
First 
Coll. 
Load 
(kN) 
Max. 
Factor 
Max. 
Load 
Resid. 
ad 
Max 
Load 
No. 
Colls. 
Upper 
Chordi 
(Comp) 
Fails 
Lower 
Chordi 
(Tens) 
Fails. 
Bracing 
Member 
(Comp) 
Fails. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
SOD S1 Ll 1A 391.6 1.397 547.1 0.565 14 20 20 0 
SOD S1 Ll Il 391.6 1.347 527.5 0.450 21 3 20 0 
SOD S1 Ll 12 391.6 1.376 538.8 0.415 21 3 20 0 
SOD S1 Ll 13 391.6 1.364 534.1 0.578 28 5 20 0 
SOD S1 Ll 14 391.6 1.397 547.1 0.576 35 6 20 0 
SOD S1 L2 1A 721.3 1.000 721.3 0.352 11 12 0 0 
SOD S1 L2 11 632.7 1.000 632.7 0.244 22 4 0 0 
SOD S1 L2 12 673.4 1.000 673.4 0.229 22 4 0 0 
SOD S1 L2 13 670.4 1.0= 670.4 0.267 10 2 0 0 
SOD S1 L2 14 721.3 1.006 721.3 0.248 10 2 0 0 
SOD S1 L3 1A 637.1 1.000 837.1 0.400 11 12 0 0 
SOD S1 L3 Il 748.9 1.000 748.9 0.223 10 2 0 0 
SOD S1 L3 12 797.7 1.000 797.7 0.456 17 4 0 0 
SOD S1 L3 13 778.0 1.000 778.0 0.294 10 2- 0 0 
SOD S1 L3 14 837.1 1.000 837.1 0.277 10 2 0 0 
SOD S2 Ll 1A 607.2 1.023 621.2 0.252 16 24 4 0 
SOD S2 Ll Il 607.2 1.023 621.2 0.319 18 19 4 0 
SOD S2 Ll 12 607.2 1.023 621.2 0.334 17 17 4 0 
SOD S2 Ll 13 588.4 1.000 588.4 0.363 31 7 0 0 
SOD S2 Ll 14 607.2 1.023 621.2 0.399 31 6 4 0 
SOD S2 L2 1A 1740.7 1.076 1873.0 0.218 17 20 8 0 
SOD S2 L2 Il 1653.8 1.000 1653.8 0.289 33 6 0 0 
SOD S2 L2 12 1734.1 1.000 1734.1 0.219 46 7 0 0 
SOD S2 L2 13 1718.2 1.000 1718.2 0.186 39 9 0 0 
SOD S2 L2 14 1740.7 1.076 1873.0 0.255 40 6 8 0 
SOD S2 L3 1A 2706.7 1.000 2706.7 0.254 16 24 0 0 
SOD S2 L3 Il 2706.7 1.000 2706.7 0.177 30 19 0 0 
SOD S2 L3 12 2706.7 1.000 27o6.7 0.364 17 17 0 0 
SOD S2 L3 13 2539.8 1.000 2539.8 o. 194 38 9 0 0 
SOD S2 L3 14 27o6.7 1.000 27o6.7 0.261 39 6 0 0 
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Table 5.4 Diagonal-On-Square Truss Results 
Truss 
Support 
Load 
Model 
First 
Coll. 
Load 
(kN) 
Max. 
Factor 
Max. 
Load 
Resid. 
Load 
Load 
No. 
Colls. 
Upper 
ChordI 
(Comp) 
Fails. 
LoweriBracing 
ChordiMember 
(Tens)(Comp) 
Fails. Fails. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
DOS S1. L1 1A 322.0 1.000 '322.0 0.287 23 28 0 0 
DOS S1. L1 Il 322.0 1.000 322.0 0.319 51 12' 0 0 
DOS S1. L1 12 322.0 1.000 322.0 0.328 52 10 1 0 
DOS S1. L1 13 302.0 1.000 302.0 0.423 39 9 0 0 
DOS S1. L1 14 322.0 1.000 322.0 0.437 50 7 0 0 
DOS S1. L2 1A 419.9 1.431 600.9 0.375 33 44 16 0 
DOS S1. L2 Il 419.9 1.431 600.9 0.321 51 13 16 0 
DOS S1. L2 12 419.9 1.303 547.1 - 2 2 8 0 
DOS S1. L2 13 419.9 1.387 582.4 0.359 35 9 16 0 
DOS S1. L2 14 419.9 1.431 600.9 0.315 47 5 16 0 
DOS 31. L3 1A 483.2 1.463 707.0 0.392 17 16 24 0 
DOS S1. L3 11 483.2 1.463 707.0 0.438 72 15 24 0 
DOS S1. L3 12 483.2 1.310 633.0 ,- 2 2 8 0 
DOS S1. L3 13 483.2 1.445 698.2 0.686 26 6 22 0 
DOS S1. L3 14 483.2 1.463 707.0 o. 412 41 6 24 0 
DOS S2. L1 1A 418.2 1.218 502.1 0.828 24 28 12 0 
DOS S2. L1 Il 418.2 1.128 502.1 0.628 17 20 12 0 
DOS S2. L1 12 418.2 1.218 502.1 0.577 8 5 4 0 
DOS S2. L1 13 418.2 1.167 488.0 0.674 55 16 4 0 
DOS S2. L1 14 418.2 1.218 502.1 0.782 59 8 8 0 
DOS S2. L2 1A 1446.7 1.209 1749.1 0.569 10, 0 24 8 
DOS S2. L2 Il 1446.7 1.209 1749.1 0.569 10 0 24 8 
DOS S2. L2 12 1446.7 1.209 1749.1 0.520 17 1 24 8 
DOS S2. L2 13 1446.7 1.209 1749.7 0.520 17 1 24 8 
DOS S2. L2 14 1446.7 1.209 1749.1 0.537 9 0 24 8 
DOS S2. L3 1A 2291.2 1.291 2958.0 1.000 5 0 28 0 
DOS S2. L3 Il 2291.2 1.291 2958.0 1.000 5 0 28 0 
DOS S2. L3 12 2291.2 1.291 2958.0 1.000 5 0 28 0 
DOS S2. L3 13 2291.2 1.291 2958.0 . 1-000 5 0 28 0 
DOS S2. L3 14 2291.0 1.291 2958.0 1.000 5 0 28 0 
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BUCKLING PATHS OF TYPICAL COMPRESSION MEMBERS 
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Figure 5.1 Typical Theoretical and Analytical Models for a Strut 
with Different Degrees of Initial imperfection. 
Strain Ratiao (616v). 
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PART TWO 
COLLAPSE BEHAVIOUR OF THIN-WALLED STRUTS 
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CHAPTER 
REVIEW OF COLLAPSE BEHAVIOUR OF THIN-WALLED STRUTS 
6.1 Introduction 
The versatility of thin plates in the manufacture of structural 
components is shown by their many and varied uses in the 
ship-building, aircraft and construction industries. 
In attempts to fully understand thin-plate behaviour many 
investigations have been carried out to study the phenomenon of 
plate-buckling. It has been well-established that elastic buckling of 
a plate may not represent plate failure, or failure of the structure 
of which it is a component, and that reserves of strength may exist 
beyond buckling load. In thin-walled compression members however, 
plate buckling may be sufficient to cause member failure before 
ultimate plate loads are reached, due to the changes in stress 
distribution and local stiffness brought about by this effect. Thust 
in any study on the interactive buckling of thin-walled members, local 
component plate behaviour should form an essential part of the 
investigation. 
In this Chapter, a review is made of the literature relating to the 
collapse behaviour of thin-walled struts. Attention is focused on 
approximate methods of analysis, with a view to developing an 
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analytical technique for the collapse behaviour of thin-walled struts 
and the inclusion of this work into the space truss analysis program 
of Chapter 
6.2 Elastic Buckling of Thin Plates 
The first acceptable equations to define the bending behaviour of thin 
plates under lateral loading were presented by Navier [473 in 1820, 
and extended by Saint Venant [48] to account for in-plane loading. 
Stretching of the middle plane of the plate was ignored, and 
deflections were assumed to be small. Thus, while these equations 
have formed the basis of many plate stability studies, they cannot be 
used to define large displacement post-buckling behaviour. , 
In 1891 Bryan put forward an energy method for the determination of 
buckling loads, and this is used extensively today [49]. Using this 
technique or other methods such as the method of Virtual 
Displacements, Galerkin's method, Lagrangian Multiplier or 
finite-element methods, plate buckling loads may be found for many 
load and support conditions. Worked solutions have been performed for 
many plate buckling problems and a vast number of these are given by 
Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger in Reference [503. 
In defining plate post-buckling behaviour, von Kaman's 
large-deflection equations of 1910 have been used extensively in many 
studies [51]. Rigorous solution of these fourth order non-linear 
equations has not been possible, and so the usual solution technique 
is that of an approximate approach using an assumed deflected form. 
Early solutions to these equations for perfect plate elements loaded 
in uniaxial compression were given by, amongst others, Levy (521, 
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using a double Fourier series to describe deflected forml and by 
Budiansky and Hu [531, using the Lagrangian Multiplier Method. For 
plates loaded in shear and bending, solutions were given by Way 1541. 
The importance of imperfections in determining plate buckling 
behaviour was recognised in the early studies. The first theoretical 
examination of these effects was carried out by Hu, Lundquist and 
Batdorf [553. They approached the problem in a manner often used in 
the analysis of imperfect struts, that is, by considering an initial 
imperfection of the same form as the post-buckled deflected shape. 
The results were similar to those found for imperfect struts in that 
imperfection effects were small at loads remote from buckling load, 
but extremely noticeable at loads close to buckling load, Figure 6.1. 
This problem was later examined by Coan (563 using a double Fourier 
series to describe deflected form, in the same way as Levy applied the 
technique to the solution of the perfect plate buckling problem. 
Using a similar approach, Yamaki [573 has derived solutions for plates 
loaded in uniaxial compression for a variety of boundary conditions. 
Yamaki found that post-buckling stiffness was between 0.4 and 0.6 
times the linear elastic stiffness, Figure 6.2, depending on edge 
conditions. 
The early procedures for solving the large displacement post-buckling 
equations involved considerable mathematical effort. More recently, 
using perturbation techniques, simple mathematical expressions have 
been derived by Williams and Walker for defining plate post-buckling 
behaviour in a wide range of loading and support conditions [581. 
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6.3 Ultimate Load Behaviour 
6.3.1 Ultimate Loads in Uniaxial Compression 
In 1967 Graves-Smith [591 performed elasto-plastio analysis of plate 
buckling behaviour using rigorous plasticity theory. He found that 
the ultimate load a plate could carry occurred when the maximum stress 
at the unloaded edges, mid-way along the buckle half-wavelength, was 
approximately equal to the material yield stress. Since theng 
numerous elasto-plastic analyses of large deformation behaviour have 
been carried out, in which the effects of imperfections, varying 
boundary conditions and strain-hardening on ultimate load have been 
determined. 
The use of rigorous techniques involves considerable computational 
effort, and much preferred approximate solutions have been developed 
using empirically derived effective width approaches. These 
approaches, for the determination of the strength of plates in 
compression, assume that only a part of the width of a plate is fully 
effective at ultimate load, equal to the load at which this reduced 
area reaches yield stress, Figure 6-3. A brief background to the 
development of these methods is now given. A more detailed review of 
effective width approaches to plate buckling behaviour is given by 
Rhodes in Reference 1931. 
A theoretically derived effective width approach presented by von 
Karman, Sechler and Donnell [603, gave an effective width at failure 
which was independent of plate width. The expression did not account 
for material imperfections and could give ultimate loads in excess of 
yield load. That is, the assumption implicit in this proposal is that 
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plates with b/t ratios less than a certain value, depending on 
material properties, will buckle at a load greater than yield load. 
In recognising the importance of these effects however, and the 
difficulty involved in choosing suitable analytical imperfection 
parameters, a number of more practical effective width approaches were 
developed from the results of experimental studies. 
In 1945, Winter [611 proposed a modified form of von Kaman's 
effective width expression based on the results of numerous tests. 
The effective width, bet is given by: 
t 
be "ý 1- 9t I-0.574( 
b 
(6.1) 
This expression was included in the American Iron and Steel 
Institute's specification for the design of thin walled members [6219 
and has been retained in the specification with only minor 
modifications. 
Other similar studies were carried out by a number of investigators 
including Chilver, Heimerl, and Schuette [63-65] also using materials 
of a practical nature with inherrent imperfections. Numerous tests to 
examine the ultimate load behaviour of thin-walled channel struts, Zed 
and H sections by these investigators led to the determination of 
effective width formulations, as given below: 
be , 0.769b(ac 0-2 
. r/ay) 
Z and C sections - Heimerl (641 (6.2) 
be ý 0.8b(acr/(Iy) 0-25 Z, C and H sections - Schuette [651 
(6.3) 
be , 0.736b(acr/ay) 0-33 C and lipped C sections - Chilver [631 
(6.4) 
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A modified, more conservative form of the equation derived by Chilver 
in this way was adopted in the British specification for the design of 
thin-walled members [661. Continuing experimental work allowed the 
rational assessment of typical imperfections, and including these 
effects, expressions based on the work of Walker [471 later replaced 
Chilver's modified equations in the British specification. 
Most codes of practice use an effective width approach for the 
determination of plate strength, and the same effective width is used 
to give plate stiffness. However, this approach may lead to 
overestimation of displacements, and the Swedish specification uses a 
separate expression for effective width for stiffness. 
These simplified approaches enable the determination of plate 
behaviour beyond buckling load to ultimate load, with a reasonable 
degree of accuracy and, as can be seen from the relationships given 
above, minimal computational effort. 
In all the simplified approaches for determining effective width in 
uniaxial compression, the same form of assumed stress distribution was 
adopted by all investigators. This was to be expectedg as the 
findings of numerous theoretical investigations had shown that 
post-buckled plates in uniaxial, compression carried most load near the 
supported edges, for a variety of boundary conditionsq Figure 6.3. 
The application of this approach to plates loaded eccentrically is not 
so easily visualised, and conflicting methods for determination of 
ultimate loads in these conditions have emerged. 
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6.3.2 Ultimate Loads in Eccentric Compression 
Rockey and Jenkins (683 presented a theoretical solution for the 
post-buckling behaviour of plate-girder webs loaded in pure bending. 
This compared well with experimental observations and they devised a 
simplified method for determining post-buckling response based on an 
assumed stress distribution, Figure 6.4(a). However, neither the more 
rigorous nor the simplified approaches were extended to the 
determination of ultimate loads. Walker [691 examined the post 
buckling behaviour of plates loaded in linearly-varying edge 
compression both theoretically and experimentally and, by adopting a 
simplified yield criterion in his theoretical analysis, found ultimate 
loads which were in good agreement with experimental observations. 
DeWolf, Pekoz and Winter 1701 proposed a means of accounting for 
buckling in stiffened webs, similar to the effective width approach 
used in the AISI specification for cold-formed members under uniaxial 
compression. For unstiffened webs, an effective width approach giving 
a linearly varying thickness over the length of the web was 
considered, Figure 6-5. Using these approachesl reasonable 
predictions of experimental ultimate loads was achieved. 
The method of DeWolf et al was aimed at members in compression rather 
than bending. For webs loaded in bending, different methods have been 
proposed. 
An approach presented by DeWolf and Madding 1711 for analysing beam 
webs in flexure adopted a model in which the web area adjacent to the 
neutral axis in both tension and compression was neglected, Figure 
6.4(b). The compressive stress varied linearly over the effective web 
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width, found from an empirically derived expression, from its maximum 
at the extreme fibre to zero at the innermost effective section. The 
approach was not consistent with the conventional assumption that 
plane sections remain plane, but theoretically determined ultimate 
loads were in good agreement with test results. 
For examining the same problem, Bergfelt and Edlund 1721 adopted the 
conventional, linearly-varying stress distribution and neglected a 
part of the web area in the middle of the compressive zone. In this 
way, two effective compression zones were allowed for, Figure 6.4(d). 
This method also gave good agreement with test results obtained from 
trapezoidal steel sheeting. Konig and Thomasson 173] have used a 
similar approach in analysing C-shape panels in compression and 
bending with good results. 
LaBoube and Yu [741 approached the problem of determining ultimate web 
loads in bending, by assuming a linearly varying stress distribution 
between the extreme fibres in tension and compression, and ignoring 
the compression area adjacent to the neutral axis outside the 
effective width, Figure 6.4(e). This alternative simplified stress 
distribution was similar to those of Bergfelt and Edlund, and Konig 
and Thomasson. Ultimate loads determined by this technique also 
agreed well with experimental observations. 
The different applications of thin plates loaded eccentrically in 
compression makes the derivation of a general effective width 
expression, for application to any of the various load conditions, 
difficult to achieve. Though differences were noticed between the 
assumed stress distributions of different investigators, all gave 
reasonable agreement with test results. The differences lay mainly in 
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the assumed stresses at the neutral axis, and only minor differences 
in the assumed effective widths at the most heavily stressed parts of 
the web were seen. It is well known that the area adjacent to the 
neutral axis contributes little to section bending strength, and for 
this reason, it appears that differences between the simplified 
approaches are small. 
6.4 Large Deformation Plastic Post-Buckling of Plates 
6.4.1 Finite-Element Solutions 
Finite-element studies of large displacement post-buckling behaviour 
have been performed by, amongst others, Moxham, Crisfield, Frieze, 
Harding and Little [75-79]. For the most part, only short plates have 
been considered, and comparisons of the results of different 
approaches for these low aspect ratio plates is given in Figure 6.6. 
The effects of imperfections and strain hardening have been examined 
by Harding, Hobbs and Neal [803, Figures 6.7 and 6.8. More recent 
investigations by Frieze, Dowling and Hobbs [81] have examined longer 
plates with localised areas of collapse. The elastic unloading of the 
unbuckled parts of the plates causes an apparently more unstable 
post-ultimate load response curve, as can be seen in Figure 6.9. This 
is also seen in the test curves of Dwight and Ractliffe [821. From 
these observations, we may expect still longer plates to have even 
more unstable post-ultimate load response curves. 
The computational effort involved in the rigorous solutions of large 
displacement behaviour is restrictive, and for ease of application a 
number of approximate methods have been developed. 
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6.4.2 Moment-Rotation Approach 
I 
This approximate method assumes that a fully plastic moment is 
mobilised along selected mechanism lines. The work equations are 
derived, and the energy minimised with respect to the variables of the 
chosen mechanism, in the same way as the Johannsen's Yield Line method 
is applied to the analysis of concrete slabs. This approach has been 
used by Rawlings and Shapland [831 for determination of the 
post-buckling behaviour of thin-walled box columns. The work 
dissipated in tkinks' at the corners of the box was included, and 
found to form a significant part of column strength at large 
deformations. 
For accurate use of this method kinematically admissable mechanisms 
must be formed, otherwise work expressions will be omitted and 
erroneous results obtained. In the analysis of members with a number 
of plate components, a considerable variation in predicted behaviour 
could emerge through the choice of different mechanisms, and 
differently proportioned mechanisms of the same form. Extensive 
minimisation may therefore be necessary in some situations, where 
mechanisms of failure have not been previously observed, and cannot be 
easily assessed. 
6.4.3 Strip Approach 
In this method, a deflected form is chosen by assuming a pattern of 
fold lines. Plates components are split into strips running parallel 
with the direction of load, and these are analysed individually. A 
yield criterion is applied to the forces acting on any yield line 
which crosses the strips. No interaction between strips is assumed 
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and the total load carried is the sum of that carried in the 
individual strips. 
Korol and Sherbourne [843 first used this technique and their work has 
formed the basis of many other studies. The Tresca Yield Criterion 
governed yield line behaviour and the effects of hoop stresses, 
induced by keeping the unloaded edges straight, were incorporated. 
The work done in the plastic mechanism was minimised with respect to 
the applied load for each stage of failure. In this way the deflected 
form was continuously changing, as has been observed in actual plate 
post-buckling behaviour. The analytical results compared well with 
test results. 
A simpler approach was proposed by Murray [851 who ignored the hoop 
stresses included by Korol and Sherbourne and retained the same 
deflected form throughout the development of the mechanism. The 
approach was applied to complete sections, parts of which did not 
belong to the mechanism, as for example the sides of the channel 
sections shown in Figure 6.10(a). These areas were assumed to be 
fully plastic in either tension or compression. Murray used a 
simplified approach to determine post-buckling response for the 
elastic range of behaviour and found the theoretical ultimate loads 
from the intersection of the elastic post-buckling and fully plastic 
response paths. Ultimate loads determined in this way were in 
reasonable agreement with experimentally determined ultimate loads for 
a number of sections. 
Davies, Kemp and Walker [86] adopted a similar approach to Murray in 
the determination of plate post-buckling behaviour. They noted that 
the inclusion of shear stresses played a significant role in the 
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determination of post-buckling behaviour. Theoretically determined 
ultimate loads, found from the intersection of elastic post-buckling 
and plastic collapse curves, were in good agreement with the results 
from plate tests performed by Moxham. [871. 
More recently Murray and Khoo applied the strip approach to the 
analysis of a number of different failure modes [881, seen in sections 
tested to large deflections. They noted that two types of mechanisms 
exist; "true mechanisms", that may form by simple bending along 
collapse lines, and "quasi-mechanisms" which require considerable 
in-plane deformations as well as folding for the production of the 
mechanism, Figure 6.10. The theoretical results for the 
quasi-mechanisms are not in as good agreement with their corresponding 
experimental results, as the true mechanism theoretical results with 
their experimental counterparts. Murray has suggested that where 
large in-plane strains must be experienced to permit the formation of 
a mechanism, allowance should be made for strain-hardening effects in 
these parts of the section. 
6.4.4 Effective Width Approach 
The use of effective width approaches to determine plate ultimate 
loads has been extended by Rhodes [891 for analysing elasto-plastic 
post-buckling behaviour. The results of using this approach have been 
compared with finite element solutions for plates with various edge 
conditions and initial imperfections, and shown to be in good 
agreement. 
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Rhodes has also compared his approach with the experimental results of 
Moxham. 1871. Excellent agreement between the effective width approach 
and experimental results was obtained, but in the comparisons, no 
allowance i4as made for elastic unloading of the test plates which had 
L/b ratios of 4. Such an approach may be reasonable for plates with 
aspect ratios up to this value, as plastic folding in a localised 
region of failure may force the remaining unfailed lengths of the 
plate, outside the boundaries of the mechanism, to bend, even though 
their in-plane stresses are decreasing. However, it is questionable 
whether such an idealisation of the behaviour of the unfailed lengths 
of the plate would enable as good a prediction of the behaviour of 
plates with larger L/b ratios, which, due to unloading of a larger 
elastic length, will exhibit more catastrophic features. 
6.5 Interaction of Plate Buckling and Overall Buckling 
Only a few investigations into interactive buckling have used rigorous 
analytical techniques. The first examination of interactive buckling 
was carried out by van der Neut [901. Using a simple two flange 
column model, he showed that local buckling could affect column 
behaviour in one of three ways, Figure 6.11, depending on section 
dimensions and load conditions. Based on the findings of a rigorous 
approach [911, Loughlan and Rhodes [92] developed a simple design 
technique for the post-local buckling analysis of thin-walled channel 
struts. This approach considered columns with flanges having 
relatively large b/t ratios and webs which did not buckle. Thus, 
considerable increase in strength could be achieved beyond plate 
buckling in the flanges, though stiffness was reduced. We may expect 
that local buckling in columns with flanges having smaller, more 
practical b/t ratios may have a considerably more damaging effect on 
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section behaviour, but this was not examined. Also, only flange 
buckling was assumed to take place. In sections with a web, or webs, 
approaching the dimensions of the flange, this could lead to 
overestimation of strength. 
Using effective width approaches for flange and web behaviour, DeWolf 
et al 1701 have determined post-local buckling behaviour and ultimate 
loads that are in good agreement with experimental observations. 
Though the approach is more simplified than that of Loughlan and 
Rhodes, by accounting for web buckling behaviour this approach should 
be more reliable when applied to sections having flanges and webs of 
similar dimensions. 
A technique for investigating large deformation interactive buckling 
was presented by Murray and Khoo [88]. Simple mechanisms of local 
section failure were incorporated into simple global member failure 
mechanisms, and the member behaviour determined from a combination of 
the two. For compatibility of section and column failure the neutral 
axis or centre of section rotation had to change position, as would be 
expected in practical structural components. Using this technique, 
reasonable estimates of test results have been achieved, but as in the 
case of large deformation plate behaviour (Section 6.4-3), it is 
recommended that allowance be made for strain-hardening in sections 
undergoing large in-plane strains, as the theoretical approach tends 
to underestimate load capacity at large displacements. 
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6.6 Concluding Remarks 
Many rigorous theoretical studies and experimental investigations have 
been performed to examine the compressive behaviour of thin plates and 
thin-walled sections, from which simple expressions for post-buckling 
strength and stiffness have been determined. 
Using simple mechanism approaches, large deformation post-buckling 
behaviour has been analysed to a reasonable degree of accuracy with 
minimal computational effort. Though these approaches tend to 
underestimate plate and section strength at large displacements, the 
increased effort involved in using rigorous techniques to achieve more 
accurate results in this region of behaviour is yet to be justified. 
Using these simple approaches for defining elastic post-buckling and 
large deformation behaviour, the response of thin-walled sections from 
the onset of loading to ultimate load, and beyond ultimate load into 
regions of considerable load shedding may be determined. 
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Figure 6.1 Illustration of the Influence of Imperfections 
on Plate Buckling 1553. 
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(a) Edges kept straight (b) Edges free to mcve 
laterally 
I ends and edges simply supported 
11 ends simply supported, edges clamped 
III ends clamped, edges simply supported 
IV ends and edges clamped 
Figure 6.2 Load-End Displacement Behaviour of Plates with 
Various Edge Conditions Due to Yamaki [571. 
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Figure 6.5 ACtual and Idealised Stress Distribution for Outstands 
Under Linearly Varying In-Plane Compression Due to 
DeWolf, Pekoz and Winter [70). 
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of Theoretical Methods for Determining Large 
Displacement Elasto-Plastic Plate Buckling Behaviour (801. 
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Figure 6.8 Illustration of the Influence of Strain-Hardening on 
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Figure 6.9 Theoretical Collapse Behaviour of Plates of Different 
Aspect Ratios Due to Frieze, Dowling and Hobbs [811. 
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Figure 6.10 Different Mechanisms of Collapse Observed by Murray 
and Khoo [89]. 
Figure 6.11 Possible Modes of Strut Behaviour at the Onset of 
Plate-Buckling Due to van der Neut [90). 
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CHAPTER 
THEORETICAL COLLAPSE OF THIN-WALLED STRUTS 
7.1 Introduction 
To perform the collapse analysis of space trusses by the method 
described in Chapter 3, it is necessary to derive, either 
theoretically or experimentally, an analytical model for the collapse 
response of the individual members. Even though experimental data may 
be used to perform a particular collapse analysis, for more general 
application it is necessary to derive a theoretical method to 
determine member response, as a means by which suitable truss members 
may be selected. 
In space trusses with thin-walled members an analytical method for 
member collapse should account for interactive buckling behaviour. In 
the prototype truss developed in this study interaction of plate 
buckling and flexural buckling, and plate buckling and 
torsional-flexural buckling was observed. Torsional-flexural buckling 
took place only in the bracing members however, which are not being 
examined in the present study. An approximate method of collapse 
analysis for the chord members, which accounts for the interaction of 
plate and flexural buckling has therefore been developed. The 
assumptions and derivation of the governing analytical equations and 
comparisons of this method with other work are described in this 
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Chapter. 
7.2 Assumptions 
The failure of a plate component loaded in compression is usually 
precipitated by the onset of yielding at one or more locations. 
Beyond this point, plates and structures of which they form components 
deform along collapse lines which become well-defined as the 
deformation increases. By assuming a mechanism for collapse, and a 
fully plastic stress distribution to exist along the fold lines of the 
mechanism, an approximate method of analysis may be derived for the 
collapse of plates and plated members. The approach to analysis of 
the mechanism of failure adopted in this study is the strip approach, 
discussed in Section 6.4. ý. 
A suitable collapse mechanism and associated failure lines must first 
be chosen. For the case of plates loaded in uniaxial compression a 
suitable mechanism, and the governing equations have been derived 
elsewhere, [861. Analysis of the general case of a plate loaded 
eccentrically in compression is given here. 
An example mechanism of failure for an eccentrically loaded box column 
is shown in Figure 7.1. By considering the web of this column 
relationships may be derived for uniaxially or eccentrically loaded 
plates. The assumed collapse mechanism lines and associated deflected 
form for this general case are shown in Figure 7.2. By assuming that 
the plate is made up of a series of independent strips between which 
there is no interaction, and applying a yield criterion to the 
collapse lines crossing each strip, analysis of each strip for 
increasing lateral displacements, and summation of the resulting loads 
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in each strip will enable the analysis of post-buckling behaviour. 
7.3 Development of Analytical Equations 
It is assumed that a section of plate at a collapse line is under the 
effect of bending, normal, and shear stresses as shown in Figure 7.3. 
The normal force N, per unit length of yield line is given by: 
tt 
N (- + d) (- - d) = 2da (7.1) 
22 
The moment M per unit length is given by: 
attatt 
M- (- + d) (- - d) +- (- - d) (- + d) 
222222 
a 2d 2 
(7.2) 
-t21- (-) 
41tI 
It is now assumed that the governing relationship between the normal 
and shear stresses is defined by a yield criterion. For the purpose 
of this work, the Tresca yield criterion is used: 
a+ 4T 2. ay2 (7-3) 
By combining equations (7.1) to (7-3), d may be eliminated 9 giving: 
Ms21m2s2 
+ (-) + (-) =1 (7.4) 
MP spI NP sp 
where, Np= ayt , Mp = Npt/4 i Sp = Np/2 
If the shear force S, is relatively small with respect to Sp, equation 
(7.4) may be approximated to: 
mN2s 
-+ (-) + (-) 
Mp Np *Sp 
(7.5. ) 
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Simplifying this equation reduces the computational effort involved in 
analysing plate collapse. Furthermore, as it has been shown to give 
only a minor underestimation of strength [86], the consequences of 
this simplification will not be considered further in the derivation. 
The chosen deflected form has two different characteristic strips; in 
the central portion of the plate, section B-B, and near the edge of 
the plate, section A-A, Figure 7.2. The axial forces in any strip in 
relation to the out-of-plane displacement may be determined by 
considering the general case of one of the edge strips, as shown in 
Figure 7.4. The equilibrium equations governing each strip are now 
given. 
For force equilibrium in the x direction: 
Nldll cos 01 + Sldll sin 01 = N2dl2 cOs 02 + S2d12 sin 02 (7-6) 
In the y direction at both collapse lines, the following must hold: 
Nldll sin 81 = SIdl, cos a, 
N2dl2 sin 02 "0 S2d12 cOs 02 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
Through the use of a relationship derived elsewhere [941, moment 
equilibritim is achieved when: 
(Nl. dll cos $1 + Sldll sin 01) (wly/bl) = 
(7.9) 
MIdl, sec 01 + M2d12 sec ß2 
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S1, N2 and S2 may now be found in terms of N1. By substituting for 
d1l and d12; 
dl, = dy sec ßl (7.10) 
d12 = dy sec ß2 (7.11) 
equation (7-7) gives; 
S, = N, tan 01 (7.12) 
Substituting in equation (7.6) for S1, S2j dll and d12, from equations 
(7-12)9 (7.8)p (7-10) and (7-11) respectively; 
1+ tan 2 al 
M2 = NJ (I+ 
tan2 02 
I+ tan2s, 
S2 = NI tan 02 (1+ 
tan 2 
.) (7.14) 
02 
It is now necessary to determine M, and M2 in terms of Nl. Applying 
equation (7-5) to each collapse line, and substituting for S1, N2 and 
S2 from the above relationships, gives: 
Nj 2 
ý4p 1- (-) (I +4 tan 
I 
Np 
From (7-8) and (7-13) we obtain: 
NE4 121+ tan 2s, 2 
M2 "0 MI I- (-) () (1 +4 tan 82) (7.16) 
NP 1+ tan 821 
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Substituting for S1, MI and M2 in equation (7-9)9 with the 
relationships obtained in (7-12), (7.15) and (7-16) respectively, a 
quadratic equation in NlINp is obtained: 
Nj 22 
C2B, 2 C2 
I+ tan 2 al 2 
(1 +4 tan SO se + (I +4 tan 02) se 02 (- 2 Np 
11+ 
tan 02 
Nl 
24 2ß, C2 (7.17) + -(1 + tan ßl)-(wly/bl) -(sec + se ß2 )'0 
Np t 
Solution of this equation enables determination of NlINp. Thus, the 
axial load acting on each individual strip, may be found: 
Nidlcos ß, + Sldllsin ßl 
which, by substituting for Sl and d1l gives: 
NI 
2 
N-2 -sec ß, dycyyt 
Np 
By summation of the forces acting on individual strips the total load 
can be found. 
The deflected form chosen for determination of the governing 
equations, that is, the inclination of lines BC and DC101., and lines 
DH and BH, 02, in Figure 7.2, was arbitrary and the actual deflected 
form must be determined for particular loading conditions. The way in 
which this is achieved will be illustrated for individual load cases 
in the following Sections. 
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7.4 Load-End Displacement Relationships 
So far, a mechanism approach only applicable to plate collapse, in 
which all parts of the plate are folded in compression, has been 
considered. Strut collapse may involve the folding of only one part 
of a cross-section, and other stress zones will exist in the plate 
components not undergoing buckling. Also, for application of the 
theoretical results determined by this method to the collapse analysis 
technique of Chapter 3, a load-deflection relationship must be found 
for any strut considered. 
7.4.1 Uniaxial Loading 
Let us consider the box column in Figure 7.1, subjected to a centrally 
applied load P. That is, e, the eccentricity of loading is zero. For 
a short column we may neglect the possibility of overall buckling and 
assume that all plate components deform equally. The mechanism of 
failure for all faces will be the same as that bounded by ABDE in 
Figure 7.1. 
For the determination of column end displacements due to folding, it 
is assumed that the shortening of the section in the region of the 
mechanism may be related to the most severe out-of-plane displacement. 
For the column shown in Figure 7.1, the shortening of the section will 
be dependent on the lateral displacement, w, of line FG. If we 
examine a plate strip running across FG, it can be seen that the 
out-of-plane displacement, w, will cause shortening of the column, Sfq 
given by: 
Sf 
Pa 
4W2) (7.20) 
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Therefore, the total end displacement St, due to folding and elastic 
shortening is given by: 
PL 
W2) at +a- 
; 7(a77 1 (7.21) 
AE 
This relationship implies unloading of the total column length as 
folding takes place. Due to the elastic bending deformation in the 
folding plates and adjacent column sectiong it would seem more 
appropriate to ignore the effect of linear elastic unloading in the 
region of folding. Equation (7.21) now becomes: 
4w2)] +[ 
(Py PL P)a 
at +a- 
F74W 2ý, (7.22) 
AE 
I 
AE 
in which the first term accounts for elastic column behaviour, the 
second for folding and the third for local bending deformation. This 
modified formula goes some way towards accounting for the elastic 
bending displacements induced in the section within and adjacent to 
the collapse mechanism. 
The relationships given by equations (7.19) and (7.22) may now be 
applied to the box column of Figure 7.1. In determining the collapse 
response for the mechanism shown, a suitable length for the mechanism, 
and angles of inclination of the fold lines must first be chosen. 
In a previous theoretical study, Moxham 175] has shown that ultimate 
plate loads are relatively insensitive to buckle aspect ratio within 
certain limits. In additiong an aspect ratio of 0.875 gives ultimate 
loads very close -to the minimum for a range of plate slendernesses. 
This has been verified in other theoretical studies, and thus is 
adopted as the buckle aspect ratio in this work. For the angle of 
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inclination of the fold lines 52, Davies et al used a value of 54-50 
which was found to correspond very closely with experimental 
observations of plates deformed well into the post-buckling range. 
This angle of inclination of the fold lines is therefore used in this 
work. 
The problem of uniaxial compression is relatively easy to deal with. 
However, for thin pldtes, or thin-walled members subjected to a 
compressive load applied eccentrically there is only a limited amount 
of available theoretical and experimental results on collapse 
behaviour. This subject is dealt with in the next Section. 
7.4.2 Eccentrically Loaded Struts 
For the purpose of analysing the large deformation behaviour of 
thin-walled struts, it is assumed that the neutral axis represents the 
centre of rotation of the section. Depending on the degree of 
eccentricity and the section geometry, this point may lie either 
within or outside the section. This location will vary as strains 
increase, and it is therefore necessary to derive a method by which 
the centre of rotation may be located. For this purpose the 
load-deformation characteristics of the strut must first be 
considered. The governing equations are derived in a similiar way to 
those for a centrally loaded imperfect strut, as given in Section 4.39 
and thus the full derivation is not given here. However all the 
stages of derivation are given in Appendix 4. The lateral 
displacement of an eccentrically loaded strut from the centreline of 
load application is given by: 
y=e (cos kx + tan (kL/2) sin kx ) (7.23) 
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where e is the eccentricity of load application. The end 
displacement, 6bg due to bending is given by: 
ek sin (U) 
(L 
2 cos (kL/2) k 
(7.24) 
It can be seen that in the above relationships an evenly varying 
sinusoidal deflected form is assumed. However, plate buckling at 
section mid-length will cause additional rotation of the column at 
this point. 
The shortening of the section Sf at the extreme fibre between AB and 
DE, Figure 7.1 is assumed to be dependent on the lateral displacement 
w, at F or G, and is given by equation (7.20). The rotation of the 
sectiong Of, due to folding is then given by the displacement due to 
folding, divided by the distance to the centre of rotation: 
1 
W2)] ()f =-Ia Nr(-a2 -4 
b, + b2 
(7.25)- 
The additional lateral displacement, Yfq at section mid-length is then 
given by: 
L 
Yf a- 
jja5 
W2) 
- -: -ýw 
2 (bl + b2) 
(7.26) 
This lateral displacement is additional to the lateral displacement 
due to bending of the section length, thus the total lateral 
displacement at section mid-length yt, becomes: 
Yt me sec 2 (kL/2) + wi 
] 
a -4w (7.27) 2 (b 1+b 2) 
[a 
- lýý 
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The additional section rotation at strut mid-length will also cause an 
additional end displacement. The total end displacement Str will 
therefore be given by: 
PL --[ (Py - P)a 
6t = 
AE 
+[L- I(P - 
7yf 2+ 
AE 
(7.28) 
ek2 sin (kL) 
(L 
2 cos (kL/2) k 
In the mechanism shown in Figure 7.1 the centre of rotation is assumed 
to lie within the section. The other parts of the section not 
undergoing folding must now be considered. In addition, other 
locations of the centre of rotation must be considered. 
The parts of the section in Figure 7.1 not being folded are assumed to 
be fully plastic in tension. If the neutral axis lay within the rear 
face of the column, this face would be assumed to contain fully 
plastic tensile and compressive zones. For sections loaded axially 
with a small eccentricity, the centre of rotation will lie outside the 
section. In this case, folding in the webs and back of the column 
will take place. These folds will be bounded by planes running from 
the edges of the mechanism in the most highly compressed faceg (ABp 
DE, Figure 7-1) to the centre of section rotation. 
Determination of the location of the centre of local section rotation 
involves an iterative procedure. The out-of-plane displacement, w, is 
applied, and equations (7-17), (7.19) and (7.27) must be solved for 
each plate strip. If the total moment and axial force acting on the 
section at the mechanism is not in equilibrium with the section stress 
distribution, the centre of rotation is moved and equations (7-17)t 
(7-19) and (7.27) re-evaluated. As long as the increments in w are 
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not too great, covergence of this procedure requires only a few 
iterative steps, as the centre of rotation moves gradually. 
7.5 Application of the Theoretical Formulations 
Many simplifying assumptions were made in the derivation of the 
equations to describe Post-buckling behaviour. The effects of these 
assumptions are now examined by comparing the approach with other 
theoretical and experimental work. 
7.5.1 Effects of Slenderness and Length 
Application of the theoretical method to plates of different 
slenderness ratios is shown in Figure 7.5. The initial post-buckling 
response of plates with smaller b/t ratios is less unstable than that 
of more slender plates. This is unlikely to be the case in practice, 
as imperfections should bring about a more rounded limit load response 
and at lower load levels in plates with the higher b/t ratios. To 
account for this, a out-off point must be applied to the high load 
level regions of both pre-buckling and post-buckling theoretical 
curves. Such a point, the BS 449 effective width formulation for 
ultimate load is shown by the dashed lines in Figure 7.5. Using these 
limit load plateaux and the theoretically derived post-buckling pathst 
a more realistic estimate of plate behaviour should be obtained. This 
upper limit to both elastic and plastic loading curves is used in all 
further comparisons. 
The effect of increasing length on collapse response is shown in 
Figure 7.6. The elastic unloading of longer sections considerably 
increases the instability of these sections. The response of sections 
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longer than the buckle half-wavelength may be less affected by elastic 
unloading than illustrated, due to the curvature imposed on the 
non-failing parts of the plate by the fold mechanism. However, it has 
been reported [751 that in tests on plates of various L/b ratios, 
elasto-plastic post-buckling deformations are usually localised. 
Therefore in longer plates, where a large proportion of the plate is 
remote from the region of folding, the proposed theory should give a 
reasonable estimate of collapse behaviour. 
7.5.2 Comparison with Other Theoretical Results 
Plate collapse behaviour determined by the present method is compared 
with the more rigorous theoretical results of a number of 
investigations [75-781 in Figure 7.7. The present method provides a 
lower bound solution to the predicted response within the range of 
strains presented. In the rigorous theoretical results of Figure 7.7 
it has been assumed that the plate has a small imperfection. I. t is to 
be expected therefore, that the present method will underestimate the 
collapse load levels for plates with smaller imperfections even more 
than that shown in the comparison of Figure 7.7. 
Using the effective width formulation for plate strength, given in BS 
449 [661, as a cut-off point for both pre- and post-buckling response 
curves, the present method is in good agreement with other theoretical 
methods and forms a lower bound solution to all parts of the other 
theoretical results. 
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7.5.3 Comparison with Experiments 
A large number of the experimental investigations into the buckling 
and post-buckling behaviour of plates and thin-plated members have 
been concerned mainly with critical and ultimate loads, and 
comparatively few results have been presented for post-ultimate load 
response. Some of the experimental studies where collapse behaviour 
was monitored are compared here with the present theoretical method. 
The ultimate load behaviour of a number of plate specimens was studied 
experimentally by Dwight and Ractliffe [82). Fortunately, plate 
behaviour was monitored some way beyond ultimate load, into regions of 
considerable load shedding. Comparisons are made with the as-rolled 
steel test specimens in Figure 7.8. Good agreement is found, for all 
b/t ratios examined, between experimental and theoretical collapse 
response at all stages of unloading. The deviations of the 
theoretical elastic loading paths, which are assumed to be linear 
elastic, from the experimental curves is due to elastic response of 
the loading machine used for testing the plates. Even closer 
agreement between the test results and the present analytical method 
would be achieved if this effect was removed. 
Moxham 1871 conducted a series of tests on plates that had a high 
degree of flatness and in which no attempt was made to introduce 
imperfections of any kind. Comparisons of these test results with 
predictions using the present theoretical method are made in Figure 
7.9. The theoretical prediction of post-buckling response for the 
plate with a b/t ratio of 36 underestimates the experimental results 
considerably. It would appear from the stress-strain plot for this 
plate, that failure was by crushing to a considerable degree before 
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buckling took place. This of course cannot be mapped by the proposed 
formulation and thus, it is to be expected that plate strength will be 
underestimated. The same is true for the plate with a b/t ratio of 
44, in which a long yield plateau was observed. For b/t ratios of 56 
and 72 the theoretical formulation provide a closer approximation to 
the experimental results. The much higher load levels achieved in all 
these tests than the loads predicted by the BS 449 effective width 
formulation is evidence of the high degree of flatness of the plates. 
It is to be expected therefore, that better agreement would be 
achieved with plates having more practical initial out-of-flatness. 
In the experimental results examined so far, strain to yield strain 
ratios v/v Y, have only been presented up to a value of 3.0. 
Theoretical and experimental results have not, to the author's 
knowledge, been presented for strain ratios greater than this. 
However, in examining the collapse behaviour of space trusses composed 
of thin-walled members, it is necessary to map member post-buckling 
behaviour to very high strain levels in order that full collapse 
sequences can be determined. Therefore, as a part of this 
investigation, a number of tests were carried out to determine the 
behaviour of the thin-walled lipped-channel struts, to be used in the 
prototype space truss system. These tests are reported more fully in 
the next Chapter, but the results of two of the tests are used here 
for comparison with theoretical predictions. 
A comparison of the theoretical method with the test results of a 
lipped-channel stub column is made in Figure 7.10, for strains up to 
approximately 20 times the yield strain of the section. The collapse 
mechanism of the section, as shown Figure 7.12, becomes well-defined 
at high levels of strain, as can be seen in Figure 7.14. 
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Load levels are underestimated throughout collapse, at the highest 
strain level by nearly 40%. It would appear from this comparison and 
the other comparisons made, that the method is not as suitable for 
predicting the collapse behaviour of low b/t ratio plates as for 
plates of larger slenderness. This is mainly because for smaller b/t 
ratios, a larger proportion of the mechanism has to undergo 
considerable in-plane strain, as reported by Murray [88], and thus is 
subjected to a greater degree of strain-hardening. 
The underestimation of strength for plates of small b/t ratios is 
further seen in the comparison of theoretical and experimental results 
for an eccentrically loaded lipped-channel strut in Figure 7.11. Bolt 
slippage and the complexity of the connection prevent accurate 
prediction of the loading path up to and just beyond limit load. 
Thus, only the latter stages of collapse may be compared. The loads 
are underpredicted by nearly 55% when the strain ratio for the 
mechanism is 20 times the yield strain. However, if the reduction in 
stiffness due to the bolted connections, and the independent rotation. 
of the joint relative to the member ( Section 8.4-3.1 ) which causes a 
large proportion of the displacement between A and B, Figure 7.11, 
were taken into account, a much better prediction of post-buckling 
response would be achieved. This can be seen by comparing the 
experimental curve of Figure 7.11 with the modified theoretical curve 
which, crudely accounting for bolting effects is a translation of the 
theoretical curve from C to D. The modified curve gives a good 
indication of the form of the experimental collapse curve, though 
still underestimating load levels in the latter stages of collapse. 
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The stress distributions which are assumed to occur in the 
lipped-channel stub column and the eccentrically loaded struts are 
shown in Figures 7.12 and 7.13. It can be seen that the area of 
section which does not form a "true mechanism" (as reported by 
Murray), that is, the edges of the flange and webs, forms a 
significant part of the total section area. The strain-hardening 
experienced in these sections will no doubt result in higher load 
levels than those predicted. However, for larger plate and section 
b/t ratios this effect will be less pronounced, and the methods will 
give a more realistic prediction of collapse response. 
7.6 Concluding Remarks 
An approximate method has been developed to determine the collapse 
behaviour of thin plates and members composed of thin plates loaded 
predominantly in axial compression. Plate response has been mapped 
from the onset of loading to considerable levels of strain using the 
technique developed here, together with the perfectly elastic loading 
path and an effective width formulation as the cut-off point for both 
pre-buckling and post-buckling ranges. 
When compared with more rigorous theoretical methods, the present 
approach gives a lower bound approximation to these resultst within 
strain levels up to v/v y-3.0. 
When compared with experimental results$ the present method appears to 
underestimate the load levels of post-buckling behaviour for plates 
with a high degree of flatness and b/t ratios less than 55. This is 
because the collapse behaviour of plates with b/t values less than 55 
and small initial out-of-flatness are not closely represented by a 
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fold-line mechanism, as used in this study. These plates undergo 
considerable in-plane strains and thus, are subjected to a much higher 
degree of strain-hardening than more slender plates. For plates of 
high slenderness, good agreement between theoretical and experimental 
results has been achieved within the strain levels presented. From 
the comparisons, and bearing in mind the simplifying assumptions made 
regarding independence of individual plate strips and the perfectly 
plastic behaviour at collapse lines with no allowance for 
strain-hardening, it would appear that the method will provide a 
reasonable, lower-bound prediction of the collapse behaviour of plates 
and plated members with practical imperfection levels having b/t 
ratios greater than 55. 
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Figure 7.1 Idealised Box Column and 
Assumed Mechanism of Collapse. 
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PART THREE 
COLLAPSE BEHAVIOUR OF SPACE TRUSSES WITH THIN-WALLED MEMBERS 
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CHAPTER 
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME 
8.1 Introduction 
To assess the validity of the theoretical methods used in this studyg 
and to assess the practical difficulties of manufacture, construction 
and performance of cold-formed space trusses, an experimental 
programme was performed. 
Previous experimental programmes carried out to examine space truss 
collapse have shown that the behaviour of truss systems of a practical 
size using practical jointing systems may differ from the theoretical 
prediction of structural response [25,281. The time and expense 
involved in scaling both the joints and member end detail would make 
small-scale tests on models representative of full-scale trusses 
impractical. Thus, a cold-formed space truss of small, but practical 
size was developed. Individual truss members, with simulated in-situ 
and more rigid end conditions, and two space trusses were tested to 
collapse. 
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8.2 Description of Truss System 
To the author's knowledge, space trusses composed entirely of 
light-gauge cold-formed members have not previously been developed. 
Thus, it was necessary to develop a truss system specifically for this 
part of the work. The system consisted of thin-walled lipped-channel 
members connected by two bolts at each end. The end detail of all 
truss members is shown in Figure 8.1. The jointing system offered a 
plain channel section to each member, over which the members were 
placed. Details of the chord and bracing member joints are shown in 
Figures 8.2 to 8.5. Chord member joints were manufactured 
independently from bracing member joints and the two were connected at 
their centres by a 16mm bolt. A tubular spacer was placed inside the 
channel section joints at each bolt location so that when the bolts, 
which passed through both member and joint, were tightened, the 
section did not deform. Although the system employed made member 
connection eccentric, the production of both section and joint was 
relatively simple and inexpensive. 
The two bolt connection was determined from preliminary tests on 
members with one, two and three bolt connections loaded in both 
tension and compression. The failure of the one bolt connection in 
tension and compression was highly localised, and gave much less 
strength in both cases than the two bolt connections. As a three bolt 
connection gave only marginally higher strength than the two bolt 
connection , the two bolt connection was adopted. 
The shear area of the bolts was considerably greater than that 
required to transfer load through the Joints. However, bolts of the 
diameter used were necessary to provide adequate bearing area to the 
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members. 
8.3 Material Properties 
Members were produced from steel sheet grade CR34/20, with a minimum 
specified tensile yield stress of 20ON/mm, The holes for connection 
were punched, then the sheet was pressed to shape. A number of tests 
were performed to determine the modulus of elasticity and yield stress 
of the material. 
8.3.1 Test Procedure 
From a large number of members obtained for the manufacture of the 
test trusses and for individual member testing, a number were selected 
at random from which tension test coupons were cut. All test coupons 
were shape-ended with dimensions according to BS18 [953. Specimens 
were initially tested in the sliding jaws of a 500kN Satec loading 
machine. From a number of preliminary tests it was found that the 
jaws on this machine required a considerable load to be reached before 
the member ends were fully gripped, and consequently the rate of 
straining varied considerably throughout the tests. Specimens were 
then tested in an Amsler 150kN loading machine, with sliding jaws in 
which the ends of the test coupons were fully gripped at very low 
loads. A constant rate of straining of just under the recommended 
rate of 300; 1v/min [961 was used throughout. Measurements of load were 
taken from the machine's loading dial, and strain measurements were 
taken using a 50mm Lindley extensometer. 
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8.3.2 Yield Stress 
At a strain of 0.005 the crosshead of the Amsler loading machine was 
stopped for two minutes. The static yield stress was taken as the 
stress acting at the end of this period. Though loading was then 
continued at the same strain rate as before, the dynamic yield stress 
was not measured. A typical tension coupon test result is shown in 
Figure 8.6. Values of the static tensile yield stress obtained by 
this procedure are given in Table 8.1. Tests to determine compressive 
yield stress were not carried out. For the purpose of 
theoretical-experimental comparisons made in Chapter 7, the 
compressive yield stress has been taken as 105% the static tensile 
yield stress, in accordance with previous findings [96]. 
8.3.3 Modulus of Elasticity 
The modulus of elasticity was found by a least squares approximation 
to the loading curve between 10% and 80% of the yield point. In this 
way any non-linearity, at the onset of loading and as yield stress was 
approached, was ommitted. The resultant values given in Table 8.1 
show that some variation existed from test to test, with a maximum 
variation of 4% from the mean. This variation is rather high, but for 
relatively thin steel plate of this kind, variability in the modulus 
of elasticity of this order is not unusual [971. 
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8.4 Experimental Collapse of Cold-Formed Members 
To assess in-situ member behaviour, tests were performed on members 
with simulated in-situ end details. In addition, members were tested 
with more rigid end conditions. The latter series of tests were to 
enable assessment of the degree of increased efficiency of the members 
when more rigid connections were used and thus show areas where 
possible improvements could be made in future development of a similar 
truss system. 
8.4.1 Experimental Apparatus 
All the member tests were conducted in the 500kN Satec loading 
machine. Load measurements were output automatically on the machine's 
digital display and load -displacement member response curves were 
recorded automatically on a pen plotter. For determination of 
analytical paths of members to be used in the test trusses, 
displacement measurements were taken by Load Variable Displacement 
Transducers (LVDT's), with the results monitored as described later in 
Section 8.5-3. In each test the crosshead was driven at a constant 
speed to give strain rates of just under 300lAv/min. 
8.4.2 Member Connection 
End plates bolted to the base and crosshead of the loading machine 
were made to provide a variety of member end conditions. The 
different connections described below are shown in Figure 8.7. 
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Fully Fixed: Steel blocks, 19mm thick, and with marginally smaller 
(0.5mm) dimensions than the internal section dimensions of the truss 
members were bolted to the end plates. The blocks were glued to the 
inside of the section ends with Araldite 2005 high shear and peel 
strength epoxy resin. Before gluing, members were fully degreased and 
the inside of the member and the connecting face of the blocks 
roughened with emery cloth. The members were glued in position in the 
loading machine and left in the machine for upwards of 7 days before 
testing, thus allowing full development of the adhesive strength. 
Rigid Channel Section: Channel section joints cut from actual joints 
were welded to end plates. The purpose of examining this connection 
was to provide information on the merits of increasing the complexity 
of the joint system to give more rotational restraint to the ends of 
the members. 
In-situ Chord Member: A chord member joint with one arm removed was 
bolted to an angle section, which was bolted in turn to the end 
plates. Rotation of the joint was prevented by packing the cut end of 
the joint with steel shims. after locating the member in position and 
removing the slack in the bolted connections. 
In-situ Bracing Member: Bracing member joints at both ends of the 
members were bolted to steel blocks machined to an inclination of 45 
0 
to the axis of loading. Lateral rotation of the joint was not 
prevented in this case, but seemed unlikely to occur due to the 
frictional resistance of the contact area between the joints and the 
machined faces of the end blocks, and the natural direction of 
curvature of the member under load. 
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In all tests, members were placed in position and the bolts 
hand-tightened. The crosshead was raised or lowered to remove slack 
from the bolted connections, and the bolts were then tightened to a 
torque of 100 lb-ft. Member lengths from 800mm to 1800mm, in 
increments of 100mm were tested well into the post-buckling range in 
all end conditions. 
8.4.3 Results 
A summary of all the test results is given in Table 8.2. Only some of 
the test curves are presented in this section due to the volume of 
material obtained. A complete set of curves is given in Appendix 5 in 
reduced format. 
8.4-3.1 Compression Tests 
As expected, the highest loads were carried by members with fully 
fixed end conditions. All failures were by a combination of 
torsional-flexural buckling and local plate buckling at section 
mid-length, Figure 8.8, except for the loomm and 900mm members which 
failed by plate buckling at section mid-length. Beyond ultimate load 
I 
torsional rotation of the sections continued and in some tests plate 
buckling was also observed at the member ends. All members had a well 
defined ultimate load, after which dynamic unloading, due to strut 
collapse and elastic unloading of the member, was observed. 
The second highest loads were obtained in members connected to the 
rigid channel section joints. In the longer sections, under loads 60% 
of ultimate load, slippage occurred at the connections and members 
rotated independently of the joints. This was due to the available 
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tolerance of the bolts in the connecting holes, the effects of which 
may be seen in Figure 8.10. Failure in all sections up to 1200mm in 
length, except the 900mm section, was by plate buckling in the web at 
one of the connections, as shown in Figure 8.9. Sections longer than 
thisq and the 900mm section, failed by the interaction of 
torsional-flexural buckling and plate buckling in the middle of the 
section. Beyond ultimate load, plate buckling at the ends took place. 
In all these tests, section ultimate loads were less than in the rigid 
end condition, up to a maximum of 20% less for the 1800mm long 
section. Though the fully fixed end condition would be difficult and 
expensive to achieve in practice, a rigid channel section connections 
such as used in these tests, could be achieved with small 
modifications to the proposed joint system. 
The in-situ bracing member connection brought about further reductions 
in ultimate loads. Collapse by plate failure at one connection 
occurred in the 800= long member, all longer members failing by plate 
buckling in one of the lips and adjacent flanges at a quarter point 
near the reversed connection, (that isq where the back of the joint 
and the back of the member are on opposite sides of the bolted 
connection), as shown in Figure 8.11, and the opposite lip and flange 
at the connection. Dynamic unloading was also observed in these 
tests. Residual post-buckling loads were also considerably lower. 
The joints at the reversed member connection underwent considerable 
plastic rotation, and from visual observations of test behaviour it 
would appear that joint rotation precipitated failure. 
All members tested as in-situ chord members failed by the interaction 
of flexural and plate bucklingg as may be seen in Figure 8.12. This 
was to be expected due to the eccentricity of loading at both ends of 
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the sections. Rotation of the joints was visible in these tests 
before ultimate loads were reached, and plastic rotation was evident 
after testing. Even though well developed load plateaus were observed 
at ultimate load, due to joint rotation relative to the member, a 
dynamic stage of unloading took place as shown in Figure 8.13.. 
8.4-3.2 Tension Tests 
A typical result of a tension test is shown in Figure 8.14, for the 
862mm member tested as an in-situ bracing member. All tension loading 
paths for the in-situ members were highly non-linear due to 
eccentricity of load and slippage at the connection. In each case 
examined the loads obtained were higher than the corresponding 
compression test values except in the 862mm bracing member tension 
test. In this test, the weld in the leg connection of the joint 
failed and a load only 66% of the ultimate compressive load was 
obtained at an overall strain level of 2%. Bracing members would not 
however be under tension in the truss tests, and thus the observation 
did not give cause for concern at this stage. Lower chord loading in 
practical trusses would require improvements in the tensile behaviour 
of bracing members however. Also, in a practical truss set-upp an 
improvement in tension member rigidity would be required to meet 
serviceability (deflection) limitations. 
8.5 Collapse of Cold-Formed Space Trusses 
Due to space limitations in the test laboratory, large, many bay space 
trusses could not be tested at full-scale. Two different trusses were 
tested however, a (3*2) bay square-on-square double-layer grid with a 
bay length of 1 metre, and a (4*3) bay square-on-square double-layer 
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grid with a bay length of 1.5 metres, as shown in Figure 8.15. 
8.5.1 Loading and Support Arrangement 
Each test truss was supported at the 4 lower corners, approximately 1 
metre off the floor, on steel and concrete plinths. Between the steel 
plinths and the trusses, support plates were provided to allow 
rotation of all the supported joints. Rigid body rotation of the 
trusses was prevented by providing one support with no lateral 
movement, a roller support and two supports on bearings allowing 
lateral movement in any direction. The support components 
manufactured for these conditions are shown in Figure 8.16. 
To set up the test trusses the concrete blocks were first lowered onto 
steel plates lying on the floor. Further plates were added as 
required, at each corner of the blocks, to take out any uneveness in 
the floor and base of the blocks. The steel plinths were then lowered 
onto the top of the blocks and the steel plates attached to the plinth 
levelling bolts set in plastic padding to accommodate uneveness in the 
top of the concrete blocks. The steel plinths were set out with a 
theodolite and levelled to within 1mm of each other by adjusting the 
levelling bolts on their bases. Moving the concrete blocks (each 
approximately 1 tonne in weight) to the correct position was a 
controlled and relatively easy process, performed by placing a steel 
bar between the blocks and the floor, and levering into position. 
Loading of the truss was achieved using 9-3mm 7 wire prestressing 
strand running from and through the loading rams, to the loaded joints 
in the upper chords of the test trusses. The ends of the prestressing 
strand were held with standard strand grips, bearing on loading blocks 
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which allowed rotation of the strand as the truss moved laterally. 
Enlarged holes were provided in the centre of the loaded joints 
through which a 25mm bolt could be passed and onto which the truss 
loading blocks were tightened. At the other end of the strand the 
loading block was placed on a 1OOkN Mayes load cell which in turn was 
placed on a loading ram. The rams were bolted to rigid loading 
frames, each frame secured to the floor by four 2-inch holding down 
bolts. The components of the loading arrangment are shown in Figure 
8.17. 
The large distance between the clamped ends of the prestressing 
strand, 1.5 metres and 1.75 metres for the 1 metre and 1.5 metre bay 
trusses respectively, allowed virtually free lateral movement of the 
loaded joints. Expected transverse movement of approximately 3mm 
would set up lateral loads only 0.002 and 0.0017 of the applied 
vertical loads in each truss. 
8.5.2 Assembly of Test Trusses 
Trusses were assembled in the test position by the following sequence 
of operations: 
(i) Supports were provided and levelled for each lower chord joint in 
one bay. For example, in bay 1-4-11-8, Figure 8.19, supports were 
provided at 1 and 4 by the reaction plinths. Additional supports were 
therefore provided at 2,3,8,9,10 and 11. 
Lower chord members and joints were placed in position and their 
bolts hand-tightened. 
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(iii) Lower chord bracing member joints were loosely bolted in 
position and the bracing members installed within the bay being 
assembled. 
(iv) Upper bracing member joints were inserted in the free ends of the 
bracing members at 5,6 and 7, and all bracing member bolts were 
installed and hand-tightened. 
(v) Upper chord joints and members were placed in position and bolted. 
(vi) All bolts were tightened to a torque of 100 lb-ft in sequence as 
follows: 
A) Inner upper chord members ( at 
B) Outer upper chord members (at 5 and 7) 
C) Inner lower chord members (at 2,3,9, and 10) 
D) Outer lower chord members (at 1,4,8, and 11) 
E) Inner bracing members (at 6, then 2,3,9, and 10) 
F) Outer bracing members (at 7 and 5 to 3,10,2,9,1,8,4 and 11) 
G) Inner joints (at 6,2,9,3 and 10) 
H) Outer joints (at 1,8,4 and 11) 
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This sequence ensured that all members and joints conformed to 
their expected geometric arrangement. The ideal behind this system 
was that hand-tightening of the bolts would ensure accurate 
alignment of the members and joints before full torque control 
tightening of the member and joint bolts was carried out. . 
(vii) The supports under the end row of lower chord joints (2 and 
8) were removed, leaving that side of the assembled bay supported 
by the test plinths. Another row of supports was provided for the 
next bay to be assembled, and the process was repeated. 
Once the whole test grid was in position a final check was made to 
ensure that the required torque had been applied to all the bolts. 
8.5.3 Monitoring of Truss Behaviour 
Displacement measurements were taken at selected joints throughout 
each test by 4-inch and 6-inch R. D. P. Grade A LVDT's, powered by a 
Coutant precision power supply. Displacement readings were taken on a 
200 channel Orion 3530 data logging system. Before each test the 
LVDT's were calibrated'to within 0.5% linearity over the entire range 
for which they were to be used. The data logger also powered the 
Mayes load cells and monitored the applied loads. The load cells were 
also calibrated before each test in the 150kN Amsler loading machine. 
Unfortunately, the required hardware for connecting the logging system 
to a computer was not available and readings taken during testing on a 
printer had to be manually fed into a computer for manipulation at a 
later stage. 
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8.5.4 Description of Tests 
Up to maximum load, a load-control system of load application was 
used. Each loading ram was operated manually and independently by 
opening the valves between the driving pump and the rams. In this way 
increments in load were applied at an even rate to each loaded joint. 
Minor differences in displacement could thus be accomodated with even 
load application. This system of load application has considerable 
advantage over a displacement-control system in which displacements at 
loaded joints are kept equal. In the testing of highly rigid 
structures such as the test trusses used in this study, minor 
structural imperfections may cause considerably different loads to be 
experienced at the loaded joints, when displacements at these joints 
are equal. One disadvantage of the system of loading is that on 
reaching structural instability the truss can move away from the 
loading system, completely releasing load. This only occurred however 
in test grid G-3*2. After elastic unloading, the loading was applied 
in such a way as to ensure displacement control, that is, equal 
increments in displacement were applied to each loaded joint. 
8.6 Test Observations 
8.6.1 Tests on Truss G-3*2 
Three tests were performed on the 3*2 one metre bay square-on-square 
double-layer grid, G-3*2. Between each test, the failed members were 
removed, as were all members and joints whose theoretical stresses 
were 60% or more of their ultimate loads found by individual member 
tests. The trusses tested in this series were not loaded after 
collapse as the structure had completely released load at one of the 
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two loading points, and deflections had become excessive in the area 
of failure. In these tests, therefore, only behaviour up to ultimate 
load was monitored. 
In test G. 3*2.1, loads were applied in 4kN increments at nodes. 9 and 
10, Figure 8.18, up to a total of 60kN. After being held there for a 
short time, the load was released. Some permanent set was found after 
unloadingg this being due to joint slippage whilst loading. The 
slippage was quite violent, generating considerable noise and causing 
some load shedding. Slippage at the joints also occurred in test 
G. 3*2.3 at similar load levels to those of test G. 3*2.1, as shown in 
Figure 8.20. Pre-slippage load levels in both tests were however, 
regained and surpassed. This behaviour would be unacceptable in a 
practical system and steps should be taken in any further development 
of the system to minimise the tolerance which allows this to occur. 
Loads were reapplied in 4kN increments to a total of 60kN and in 
further 2kN increments to ultimate load. Very little local 
deformation of members or joints was noticeable up to within 1kN of 
failure load and the structure loading curves did not soften a great 
deal. Collapse occurred at a total load of 80kN by failure of a 
bracing member at one outside corner of the truss. The member failure 
mode for this test and test G-3*2.2 is shown in Figure 8.22(a). 
Collapse was initiated by buckling of the lips on opposite sides of 
the section at opposite end quarter points. This was followed 
instantaneously by gross deformation of the section and joint at the 
upper chord. 
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In test G-3*2.2 the truss was loaded directly to ultimate load, in 4kN 
increments to 68kN, then in 2kN increments to 86kN. Little softening 
of the loading curve was observed, and no dramatic slippage occurred 
in the joints. As in test G. 3*2.1, an outside corner bracing member 
failure caused collapse and the member failure mode was the same as 
that observed in test G-3*2.1. 
Three loading cycles were exerted in test G. 3*2.3. The first to 68 kN 
in 4kN increments, the second to 8OkN in increments of 4kN to 68kN, 
and beyond in 2kN increments. On the third loading cycle, loading to 
8OkN was the same as in the second cycle and afterwards in 1kN 
increments to the ultimate load of 83kN. Failure again occurred in a 
corner bracing member, but the member failure mode was different. 
Member collapse occurred by a combination of local and flexural 
buckling. 
The change in failure mode was due to the greater rotation of the 
supported joint to which the member was attached, than that observed 
in the other tests. The release in bending resistance brought about 
by this rotation led to the maximum compression stress in the section 
being exerted in the lips near section mid-length, whereas in the 
other tests this would have been experienced near to the reversed 
(upper chord) joint. However, as the members were relatively stocky, 
the increase in eccentricity of loading at section mid-length due to 
joint rotation and the resulting release of moment restraint would be 
small, and thus, ultimate member and truss loads would not change 
significantly. In fact, this test gave an ultimate load 3.5% greater 
and 3.5% less than that observed in tests G. 3*2.1 and G. 3*2.2 
respectively. 
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8.6.2 Tests on Truss G. 4*3 
In tests G. 4*3-1 and G. 4*3.2 loads were applied at nodes 12 and 14, 
and in tests G. 4*3; 3 and G. 4*3.4 at nodes 13 and 20, Figure 8.19. 
Loads were applied in 4kN increments to 40kN in all tests, then 
released. Loads were reapplied in 4kN increments to 40kN and in 1. OkN 
increments to failure. 
In test G. 4*3.1 joint slippage occurred at total loads of 42kN and 
47kN. At both loads slippage caused a considerable increase in 
deflections. Some drop in load also occurred, as seen in Figures 8.23 
to 8.25, and on reloading an ultimate load of 51kN was obtained. 
Failure occurred simultaneously in all three centre bay upper chord 
members (12-19,13-20,14-21), Figure 8.28(a), by the interaction of 
flexural and local buckling and was accompanied by a considerable 
(70%) fall off in load. For small increases in deflection loads 
remained constant and a gradual fall off in load took place as further 
increments in displacement were applied. This type of behaviour was 
to be expected due to the severity of the dynamic unloading [16). In 
test G. 4*3.2, no noticeable joint slippage was experienced and 
failure, at a load of 57kN, took place in the same manner as test 
G. 4*3.1. Post-failure response was also the same. 
In tests G. 4*3.3 and G. 4*3.4 loads were applied at joints 13 and 20 in 
the same increments and loading cycles as in tests G. 4*3.1 and 
G. 4*3.2. In test G. 4*3.3, failure in members 13-20 and 14-21 occurred 
simultaneously by interaction of flexural and local buckling, as shown 
in Figure 8.28(b). Loads fell to 2.1kN and 2.5kN at joints 13 and 20 
respectively and rose to 3-OkN at each point before decreasing 
gradually at higher deflections, as shown in Figures 8.27. Failure of 
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test G. 4*3.4 took place in the same way as test G. 4*3-3, but with 
members 12-19 and 13-20 failing. Post failure test loads were similar 
to those in test G. 4*3.3. 
8.7 Comparison with Theory 
8.7.1 Methods of Comparison 
Analytical truss response paths determined from both theoretical 
considerations, Al, and individual member test results, T1, are 
compared with experimental results of the truss tests in Figures 8.201 
8.21 and 8.23 to 8.27. Typical analytical compression member models 
are shown in Figures 8.29 and 8.30. In the theoretical determination 
of truss collapse using an experimentally based analytical member 
model, in addition to developing an analytical model for the 
compression members, models were also determined for the bracing and 
tension members whose behaviour has been shown to be considerably 
non-linear. If this were not taken into account, deflections could be. 
considerably underestimated. Ultimate member loads for both analyses 
were taken as those found from the relevant test results, as given in 
Table 8.3. 
Comparisons are made with perfect truss analyses, Al and T1, and with 
prevention of simultaneous compression member failure, AD and TI1. 
The ultimate loads predicted by the analyses are *compared with the 
test results in Table 8.4. 
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8.7.2 Test Truss G-3*2 
Collapse of all 4 corner bracing members as predicted by analyses Al 
and T1 did not occur in the tests. This is hardly surprising as 
marginal differences in behaviour of any of the 4 corner members would 
lead to failure at the weakest point, and the total collapse of the 
truss. Failure at just one corner was predicted however with both AI1 
and TI1 analyses. 
For tests G. 3*2.1 and G. 3*2.3, theoretical results obtained using 
model T1 and TI1 give a good indication of the loads at which joint 
slippage occurs and its softening effect on structure response, and 
the displacements at experimental ultimate load, as can be seen for 
test G. 3*2.3 in Figure 8.20. However, predicted ultimate loads are 
greater than observed, Table 8.4. This is due to the ultimate bracing 
member load which was used in the analyses. The value obtained for an 
actual truss member in simulated in-situ conditions, Table 8.3, was 
considerably greater than the ultimate load obtained for member 
lengths either side of the truss member length, Table 8.2. Using the 
mean of the three ultimate load values obtained for the truss membert 
and member lengths just longer and just shorter than this, an ultimate 
truss load of 88kN would have been obtained, giving much better 
correlation with all experimental values of ultimate load. From the 
close agreement obtained between predicted and observed deflectionsl 
and the correlation between experimental and the modified theoretical 
ultimate load, it would appear that in-situ member behaviour may be 
predicted quite accurately by simulating in-situ end conditions. 
However, the inexact nature of practical buckling behaviour must be 
allowed for in the derivation of an analytical member model based on 
test results. 
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Analyses Al and AI1 gave a poor prediction of truss displacements, as 
in-situ member stiffness was less than the model member stiffness used 
in these analyses. Ultimate loads were also over-predicted using this 
model, for the same reasons as given above. 
None of the analytical models give a good prediction of the 
displacements that occurred in truss test G-3*2.2, as can be seen in 
Figure 8.21. This is because joint slippage of the degree which 
occurred in the other tests, giving considerable increase in 
displacements, did not take place in this test. As slippage was 
observed in individual member tests, and thus incorporated into the 
analytical determination of truss response using model T1, differences 
between experimental and predicted response using this model were thus 
encountered. The reduction in slippage could well have been due to a 
greater torque loading being applied to the bolts. Differences in 
behaviour such as this highlight the uncertainty of the response of 
bolted connections when steps are not taken to prevent slippage. 
8.7.3 Test Truss G. 4*3 
The theoretical and experimental results for the behaviour of the 
three upper chord joints is shown in Figures 8.23 to 8.27. 
The theoretical results using analytical model T1 gave a good 
indication of both the load level and displacement at ultimate loads. 
Using'a modified ultimate member load for the chord members, as 
discussed in the -previous section, a small increase in predicted 
ultimate truss loads would be obtained, giving even better correlation 
between experimental and theoretical results. This analytical model 
also gives a good indication of the load shedding that occurred beyond 
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ultimate load. However, in the latter stages of collapse, load levels 
are considerably overestimated. This is due to the large changes in 
geometry that have taken place, causing inclination of the end bays of 
the truss downwards toward the truss centre. Large moments are thus 
induced in the central upper chord members, and this probably accounts 
for most of the difference between predicted and observed loads. In 
larger practical trusses, where progressive collapse involves the 
failure of many members, differences between predicted and actual 
behaviour due to geometric changes would not be significant until a 
number of members have failed. 
When analysed using model TI1 the same results were obtained as those 
found using model T1. This implies that the central upper chord 
members in the test truss could not fail in such a way as to produce 
unsymmetric truss collapse. However, using model AI1, unsymmetric 
truss collapse was predicted. The difference in collapse pattern 
between these two analytical models is due to the different ways in 
which unloading of the struts was modelled. In model TI1, all three 
central upper chord members must follow either their collapse paths or 
elastic unloading curves together, in order to maintain compatibility 
of displacements. However, if a more severe unloading curve had been 
adopted, and region AB in Figure 8.29 more accurately modelledq 
unsymmetric collapse may have been found. 
The difference in analytical results did not give cause for concern 
for tests G. 4*3-1 and G. 4*3.2, as the model TI1 results were more 
representative of the actual truss response than those for model AD, 
and accurately predicted the member failures. However, the 
unsymmetric collapse of tests G. 4*3-3 and G. 4*3.4 could not be found 
using this model. These observations show that in the determination 
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of analytical compression member models, it is extremely important 
that the instability of compression members is modelled to a high 
degree of accuracy. 
8.8 Discussion 
8.8.1 Member Tests 
From the correlation between theoretical ultimate truss loads based on 
simulated in-situ member end conditions and test observations, it has 
been shown that in-situ member behaviour may be determined very 
accurately through individual member tests, but a number of tests are 
required to account for variability in buckling behaviour. 
The vast number of member tests performed have shown the relative 
inefficiency of the truss members when in in-situ conditions. 
However, by simply stiffening the joints at the points of channel 
intersection, considerably greater load levels, approaching those 
found using the rigid channel connection, may 'be achieved. 
Nevertheless, both the sections and the joints used in the test 
trusses are uncomplicated and could be produced inexpensively relative 
to many currently used systems. 
The tolerances in the bolted connections caused considerable softening 
of compression member behaviour beyond 50$ of limit load. In the 
truss tests this slippage occurred dramatically and would be 
unacceptable in practice. From the ease with which the trusses were 
erected, it would appear that the tolerance of 1= in each bolt hole 
could easily be halved without causing any problems with erection. 
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8.8.2 Truss Tests 
Test apparatus has been developed for examining the experimental 
behaviour of large space trusses and has been used successfully in 
applying truss loads in excess of 8 tonnes. 
The truss tests carried out in this study have shown the highly 
unstable behaviour that may occur in space trusses with thin-walled 
members and, for the use of such space trusses in practice, the need 
to minimise tolerance in the bolted connections. The agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental observations verifies the 
suitability of the analytical technique for defining collapse 
response. Though only a few member failures were observed in the 
reported tests, the critical structure loads and degree of load 
shedding were accurately determined. Furthermoret the 
experimental-theoretical comparisons have shown the importance of 
accurately modelling strut instability and accounting for 
imperfections in order that the patterns of collapse can be accurately 
determined. 
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Table 8.1 Mateýial Properties Test Results 
Specimer 
No. 
Thick- 
ness 
(mm) 
Width 
(m) 
Static 
ie 
Pd 
--N/m. 
Elastic 
qoddlýs 
**2--- m 
1 1.20 20.03 210.98 194921 
2 1.19 20.05 205-37 217073 
3 1.19 20.08 209.24 198061 
4 1.24 20.08 200.81 209134 
5 1.22 20.09 208.90 199574 
6 1.22 20.03 211.98 2o4284 
7 1.21 20.08 203-45 200924 
Mean 207.25 203424 
Standard Deviation 4.13 7547 
Coefficient of Variation 2.0% 3.7% 
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Table 8.2 Member Test Results 
Test Member Total Thick- Ultimate 
No. Length Length ness Load 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (kN) 
(2) (3) (4) (5) 
C. FIX. 1 139 100 1.14 41.6 
C. FIX. 2 900 862 1.21 49.4 
C. FIX. 3 1000 962 1.19 47.0 
C. FIX. 4 1100 1062 1.19 46.3 
C. FIX-5 1200 1162 1.19 44.5 
C. FIX. 6 1300 1262 1.19 48.2 
C. FIX-7 1400 1362 1.20 45.9 
C. FIX. 8 1500 1462 1.19 44.8 
C. FIX. 9 1600 1562 1.18 39.5 
C. FIX. 10 1700 1662 1.19 38.5 
C-FIX-11 1800 1762 1.18 32.7 
C. RB. 1 800 878 1.19 38.5 
C. RB. 2 900 978 1.20 38.0 
C-RB-3 1000 1078 1.19 39.0 
c. RB. 4 1100 1178 1.20 38.6 
C. RB-5 1200 1278 1.20 38.9 
C. RB. 6 1300 1378 1.19 38.9 
C. RB-7 1400 1478 1.19 37.3 
C. RB. 8 1500 1578 1.20 33.7 
C. RB. 9 1600 1678 1.19 33.4 
C. RB. 10 1700 1778 1.20 30.9 
C. RB. 11 1800 1878 1.19 32.3 
C. BIS. 1 800 938 1.21 28.2 
C. BIS. 2 900 1038 1.21 30.2 
C. BIS-3 1000 1138 1.16 26.7 
C. BIS. 4 1100 1238 1.19 28.7 
C. BIS-5 1200 1338 1.19 28.2 
C. BIS. 6 1300 1438 1.19 27.0 
C. BIS-7 1400 1538 1.20 26.0 
C. BIS. 8 1500 1638 1.19 23.9 
C. BIS. 9 1600 1738 1.19 28.3 
C. BIS. 10 1700 1838 1.18 25.9 
C. BIS. 11 
- 
1800 
1 
1938 1.20 
1 
24.3 
C. CIS. 1 800 938 1.20 26.1 
C. CIS. 2 900 1038 1.20 24.1 
C. CIS-3 1000 1138 1.16 20.4 
C. CIS. 4 1100 1238 1.20 23.0 
C. CIS-5 1200 1338 1.20 22.8 
C. CIS. 6 1300 1438 1.18 21.4 
C-CIS-7 1400 1538 1.18 21.3 
c. cis. 8 1500 1638 1.18 21.6 
C. CIS. 9 1600 1738 1.17 20.8 
C-CIS-10 1700 1838 1.15 19.1 
C-CIS-11 1800 1938 1.16 18.9 
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Table 8.3 Truss Member Test Results 
Test 
No. 
Member 
Length 
(mm) 
Total 
Length 
(mm) 
Thick- 
ness 
(mm) 
Ultimate 
Load 
(kN) 
(1) 
1 
(2) (3) (4) (5) 
C. BIS. G1 862 1000 1.18 34.0 
C. CIS. G1 862 1000 1.18 23.7 
T. BIS. G1 862 1000 1.19 26.0+ 
T. BIS. G1 862 1000 1.21 28.3+ 
C. BIS. G2 1362 1500 1.19 27.6 
C. CIS. G2 1362 1500 1.22 19.8 
T. BIS. G2 1362 1500 1.19 35.6+ 
T. CIS. G2 1362 1500 1.22 31.1+ 
Table 8.4 Results of Truss Tests 
Test Total Ultimate Load NN) 
No. Theory Experiment 
T1+TI1 A1+AI1 
G-3*2.1 97.0 97.0 80.0 
G-3*2.2 97.0 97.0 86.0 
G-3*2-3 97.0 97.0 83.0 
G. 4*3-1 52.6 48.7 50.9 
G. 4*3.2 52.6 48.7 57.0 
G. 4*3-3 53.4 52.6 57.9 
G. 4*3.4 53.4 1 52.6 59.1 
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(a) Section A-A 
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A 
Figure 8.3 Plan and Cross-Section of Chord Member Joint. 
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(b) Plan 
A 
Figure 8.4 Plan and Cross-Section of Bracing Member Joint. 
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Figure 8.6 Typical Tension Coupon Test Curve. 
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Figure 8.7 Illustration of End Blocks 
Used in Member Tests. 
(e) simulated in-situ bracing 
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Figure 8.9 Collapsed Members Tested with Rigid Channel Connections. 
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Chord Member Connections. 
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(b) test truss G. 4*3 
Figure 8.15 Double-Layer Grid Test Trusses. 
(a) test truss G. 3*2 
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Figure 8.16 Constraint Applied to Support Points. 
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Figure 8.28 Collapse Modes Observed in Test Truss G. 4*3. 
j 
(a) failure mode for truss tests G. 4*3.1 and G. 4*3.2 
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CHAPTER 
CONCLUSIONS 
9.1 Introduction 
An analytical technique to determine the collapse behaviour of space 
trusses has been developed, and used to examine the collapse behaviour 
of a number of perfect and imperfect trusses. Ductile collapse 
response due to sequential tensile chord member failure and abrupt 
collapse due to sequential compressive chord or bracing member failure 
have been observed. 
To enable theoretical examination of the collapse behaviour of space 
trusses with thin-walled members, an approximate analytical technique 
was developed to determine strut collapse by the interaction of 
flexural and plate buckling. 
A prototype cold-formed space truss system has been manufactured, 
tests on which have enabled assessment of the performance and 
suitability of such structures for practical use. The unstable 
buckling behaviour that may occur in trusses with thin-walled members 
has been demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally. 
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The main conclusions which may be drawn from the different areas of 
study are given in the following sections. At the end of each section 
possible areas for further investigation are suggested. 
9.2 Collapse Analysis by Modulus Replacement 
The method of space truss collapse analysis used in this study is 
based on the discretisation and idealisation of member behaviour. The 
technique may thus be considered only applicable to space trusses with 
pin-ended members. However, the theoretical and experimental 
comparisons of this study for trusses with eccentric member 
connection, and comparative experimental behaviour of rigid and 
pin-jointed trusses in a previous study [251 suggest that the method 
may be used for trusses with various end conditions. This is because 
these structures transmit loads primarily by axial forces. 
Use of the analytical method has shown the importance of accurately 
modelling non-linear member behaviour. Both sequences and patterns of 
collapse may be inaccurately predicted if member behaviour is not 
modelled with a sufficient degree of accuracy. 
When collapse of space trusses takes place through sequential, 
compressive chord member failure, load reductions in excess of 40% of 
the ultimate truss load will be encountered for almost all trusses, 
loading and support conditions. 
Collapse analysis of space trusses by the technique used in this study 
may be stopped when member load-path incompatability is found, before 
full collapse patterns have been developed. This has generally been 
due to simultaneous failure of adjacent compression members. 
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Continuation of computer analyses at this point requires one or other 
of the adjacent members to fail, but not both. For this reason, it is 
likely that some space trusses have non-unique collapse equilibrium 
paths. 
Further studies are required to give a fuller assessment of the range 
of validity of the analytical method and to provide a better 
understanding of space truss collapse behaviour. Some areas which 
require investigation are as follows: 
(1) Experimental sttAdies should be conducted on various configurations 
using both rigid and pinned connections. This will enable further 
assessment of the validity of application of the technique to trusses 
with fixed-ended members and the relative influence of using different 
connections on collapse response. 
(2) The method should be compared with more rigorous analyses of truss 
collapse which account for geometric changes. These analyses will 
need to be developed. 
(3) When simultaneous member failure occurs the effects of allowing 
only one failure to take place should be examined. The various 
collapse equilibrium paths which may occur should be determined and 
compared. 
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9.3 Influence of Imperfections on Collapse Response 
The changes that may occur in the collapse behaviour of space trusses 
due to imperfections have been demonstrated both theoretically and 
experimentally. For the symmetrical trusses examined, this usually 
involves a change from a mechanism of failure involving the whole of 
the truss to failure in one region. 
Though patterns of collapse and sequences of collapse have been seen 
to change when member imperfections have been accounted for, residual 
load levels are not affected significantly unless the mode of failure 
changes. This has important implications if space trusses are 
designed using probabilistic methods, and working loads are based on 
collapse response. Considerable relaxation in the tolerances of 
production may be allowed if a guaranteed level of residual strength 
can be given for a greater range of member imperfections. 
Only member imperfections, in the form of initial member curvature, 
have been considered in this study. Further investigation of space 
truss imperfections is required to examine more fully this form of 
imperfection and to assess the influence of lack-of-fit stresses and 
variations in material yield stress on collapse response. To provide 
results which will be representative of practical truss behaviour, 
further investigations should include the following: 
(1) All members should have random initial curvature, as used in this 
study, the magnitude of which should be chosen from a statistical 
distribution which represents practical tolerance ranges. 
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(2) Variation in member lengths should be allowed for within practical 
tolerance limits, in the same way as proposed for initial member 
curvature in (1) above. Analyses should -then account for the 
lack-of-fit-stresses induced by such variations. 
Variaton in material properties should be allowed for. Again, 
values for different members could be obtained by random selection 
from a distibution which is representative of practical components. 
(4) The effect of local damage on thin-walled members should be 
assessed and the consequences for truss collapse examined. 
9.4 Approximate Collapse Analysis of Thin-Walled Members 
A technique for the collapse analysis of thin plates and thin-walled 
members which fail by the interaction of flexural and plate buckling 
has been developed which requires a relatively small amount of 
computational effort. 
Comparison with other, more rigorous theoretical results shows the 
method to provide a reasonable estimation of collapse behaviour and a 
lower bound to the more rigorous results. 
Comparisons with experiments have shown that the method will greatly 
underestimate the collapse load levels of plates with a high degree of 
initial flatness, and all plates with b/t ratios less than 55. The 
underestimation of the strength of these plate components is reflected 
in the predictions of collapse behaviour of thin-. walled struts 
which have low b/t ratios. Above a b/t value of 55 a reasonable 
lower-bound to the collapse behaviour of plate components with 
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practical levels of imperfections should be obtained, as collapse 
behaviour for these plates is more closely represented by a fold line 
mechanism, as used in this study, than more stocky plates, and a 
smaller degree of strain-hardening takes place than that in very flat 
or less slender plates. 
As most plate buckling studies are concerned with critical and 
ultimate load behaviour, relatively little information is available on 
large deformation, elasto-plastic collapse 'response. To more fully 
assess the validity of the method, experimental studies should be 
carried out to examine the behaviour of plates of varying length and 
varying slenderness. This may be achieved with the following: 
(1) A number of plates with an aspect ratio of 0.875 and with b/t 
ratios between 40 and 90 should be tested in axial compression to 
strains of 20 times the yield strain. This should enable better 
assessment of the range of validity of the method. 
(2) The plates with slenderness ratios given in (1) above should be 
tested with L/b ratios between 0.875 and 10. These tests would 
provide valuable information on the elastic unloading behaviour of 
the unfailed parts of buckled plates and may lead to modification of 
the load-end displacement relationships developed in this study. 
(3) Thin-walled struts, with plate comp'onents within the range of 
validity found in (1) should be tested under eccentric loading. Using 
the loa 
. 
d-end displacement relationship including any modifications 
required by the findings of (2) will enable full assessment of the 
suitability of the method for determining strut collapse behaviour. 
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9.5 Collapse Behaviour of Space Trusses with Thin-Walled Members 
A prototype space truss system has been developed which uses 
cold-formed lipped channel members connected by bolts to cold-formed 
and welded joints. The members of the truss system could be 
manufactured more cheaply than members presently used in commercial 
truss systems. The joints would also be relatively inexpensive 
compared with those used at present but would still form a major part 
of the overall cost of the truss. 
The highly unstable response that can occur during collapse of space 
trusses with thin-walled members, due to plate buckling combined with 
overall modes of member buckling may make systems of this kind 
unfavourable for practical use, even though production costs may be 
considerably reduced. However, for lightly loaded structures definite 
economic advantages are foreseen. 
Many modifications could be made to the present system to give better 
performance in practice, and further reduce production costs. 
Proposed areas for improvement of the present system, and an 
alternative cold-formed truss system which would be even less 
expensive to produce than the present system, would take the following 
form: 
(1) Use smaller bolts for member connection than those in the truss 
system of this study, together with flanged washers which will slot 
into the holes of the diameter used at present. Reduction in bolt 
diameter will reduce the cost of the joints. The flanged washers may 
however cancel this saving, but could nevertheless be used to take up 
tolerance in the bolt holes and thus increase member stiffness. 
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(2) Stiffen the joints at the intersection of each arm, to give more 
rigid response and higher ultimate member loads. 
(3) Simply use flat plates, instead of channels, , for the joints, 
bolted to the flange of each member. This will reduce joint costs, 
obviate the need for the spacers used in the present system, and 
require much shorter bolts for member connection. More eccentric 
connection would make members less efficient, but this could be 
rectified by the use of sigma-shaped sections. 
(4) Use a system such as described in (3) but with rivetted 
connections between joints and members. 
APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX 2 
RANDOMLY CHOSEN IMPERFECT TRUSS MEMBERS 
The choosing of members at random, for the analytical technique 
described in Chapter 3, was performed using a computer library 
subroutine available on the Prime system on wh ich the collapse 
analysis computer program, CRISIS, was implemented. 
Generation of true random numbers is not possible on a computer 
without the use of special hardware, and thus, the usual solution 
procedure is to generate sequences of pseudo-random numbers, with 
statistical properties as close to those of true random numbers as 
possible. For selection of imperfect truss members, zero correlation 
between the members was assumed, thus affording equal chance of 
selection to members in the perimeter of the truss or the truss 
centre. By using this method, the way in which the members were 
numbered did not affect member selection. 
The random number generator returned pseudo-random real numbers Rt 
from the following: 
1313 xR mod 2 59 2.1) 
where the initial value of R is taken as 123456789013 
13 
, or may be 
user defined in the call to this routine. If Co is the input 
parameter to the routine, the initial value of R is given by: 
Ro = 2C +I (A 2.2) 
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From the random number given by equation (A2.1) abovep an integer 
value, which is taken as the randomly chosen member number, is 
obtained from: 
INT(l + R(NK- 1)) (A 2. 
where NM is the total number of truss members from which the random 
numbers are chosen. It can be seen from the above formulations that 
for particular values of C and NM, the same members will be generated 
each time the routine is called. Thus, the same set of imperfect 
members can be obtained for a truss of the same geometry when analysed 
under different load and support conditions. To enable selection of a 
different set of imperfect members all that was required was to change 
the value of C. 
a 
0 
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APPENDIX 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR PERFECT AND IMPERFECT 
SPACE TRUSSES 
The theoretical collapse response curves and patterns for the perfect 
and imperfect space trusses examined in Chapters 4 and 5 are presented 
in this Appendix. Each truss has a three part code name which 
signifies the geometric configuration and analytical modell the 
support conditions and the loading applied as follows: 
SOS - square-on-square truss 
SOD - square-on-diagonal truss 
DOS - diagonal-on-square truss 
1- perfect truss, 10 path compression member model, 
3 metre bay 
1A - as "1" but with a5 path compression member model 
2- perfect truss, 10 path compression member model, 
3.5 metre bay 
2A - as "2" but with a5 path compression member model 
. S1 - lower chord corner supports 
. S2 - lower chord perimeter supports 
. L1 -4 point loads applied near the truss centre 
. L2 -8 point loads applied near the truss perimeter 
. L3 - uniformly distributed loading discretised into 
point loads at each upper chord joint 
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The analytical results for each perfect truss are presented in the 
same Figure. Thus, the influence of changing the number of linear 
phases used to model compression member collapse may be assessed by 
comparing the results presented on opposite sides of a page. In 
addition, the effect of increasing slenderness ratio can be seen by 
comparing the upper and lower halves of each page. 
The perfect truss results for a particular configuration, load and 
support conditions are followed immediately by the corresponding 
imperfect truss results. These should be compared with the results 
presented in the upper right-hand corner of the previous page. The 
numbers printed alongside members in the imperfect truss results 
signify the degree of initial member curvature in the adjacent member. 
The greater the number, the larger the amplitude of initial 
imperfection. 
Presentation of the results as made in this Appendix enables rapid 
assessment of the effects of change in member modelling and the 
influence of imperfections on collapse response for the vast number of 
trusses analysed. 
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APPENDIX 4 
THEORETICAL BEHAVIOUR OF ECCENTICALLY LOAD STRUTS 
The derivation of the governing equations for eccentrically loaded 
struts, as used in Chapter 7, is given here for completeness. Many 
similarities may be seen in the procedures for derivation of these 
equations and the governing equations for struts with initial 
imperfections carried out in Chapter 4. For this reason, the 
derivation was not performed in Chapter 7. 
Referring to the strut of length L9 and bending rigidity EI9 under a 
load P, with eccentricity e, as shown in Figure A4.1, moment 
equilibrium is satisfied when: 
d2y 
EI(-) + Py = 
dx2 
The general solution of this equation is given by: 
y-A cos kx +B sin kx 
where, 
-*fP- -/E I 
For the strut shown in Figure A4.19 equation (A4.2) gives: 
CA4.1) 
4. 
4. 
e(cos kx + tan(kL/2) sin kx ) (A 4.4) 
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The axial shortening due to bending is found as in Section 4.3, and is 
given by: 
L dy 2 
) dx 
20 
f(- 
dx 
4. 
From equation (A4.4): 
dy 2 (ek )2 
(-) =- 
[I 
- cos (2kx) 
dx 2 
tan 
2 (kL 2) (cos (2kx) 
2 sin(2kx)tan(kL/2)] 
(A4.6) 
Substituting for (dy/dx) 
2 
from equation (A4.6) into equation (A4.5) 
gives the end displacement due to bending as: 
ek2s In M) 
). (L (A4.7) 
2 cos M/2) k 
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! 
IIi 
Figure A4.1 Idealised Strut Model. 
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APPENDIX 5 
EXPERIMENTAL COLLAPSE CURVES FOR THIN-WALLED 
LIPPED-CHANNEL MEMBERS 
Only some of the collapse curves for the lipped-channel sections 
tested in this study were presented in Chapter 8. The curves for all 
the members tested in the experimental programme with a number of 
different end conditions and of a range of slenderness are presented 
here. 
The test curves presented in the Figures of this Appendix are coded in 
three parts as follows: 
C- compression test 
T- tension test 
. FIX - fully fixed end condition 
. RB - connection to a rigid channel section 
. BIS - in-situ bracing member connections 
. CIS - in-situ chord member connections 
.n-n=1 to 11, a larger value of n denotes 
greater slenderness 
The reasons for the irregularities which occurred in the collapse 
curves are discussed in Chapter 8. However, for ease of inspection of 
the curves, significant changes in behaviour, as observed during 
295 
testing, are recorded in the following Figures. These changes are 
coded as follows: 
P- plate buckling at mid-length 
PTF - plate buckling at mid-length combined with 
torsional-flexural buckling 
PF - plate buckling at mid length combined with flexural 
buckling 
PJ - plate buckling at a joint 
J- joint rotation relative to the member 
M- member rotation relative to a joint 
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